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Abstract 
This thesis presents experimental studies of InAs/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dot-in-a- 
well infrared photodetectors (DWELL QDIPs) grown by molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE). Detailed studies were carried out to investigate the effects of design 
parameters on the performance of DWELL photodetectors, along with fundamental 
studies to determine the intraband optical and electronic properties of such structures. 
Using the results of these studies, an optimised structure was designed. In addition, 
the observation of a strong bias dependent spectral photoresponse demonstrated the 
capability of post growth spectral tunability within the long wavelength IR (LWIR) 
atmospheric window. 
Various approaches were investigated for enhancing the performance of quantum dot 
(QD) based devices. The main shortcoming of QDIPs versus quantum well infrared 
photodetectors (QWIPs) has been addressed i. e. the low dot density, which prohibits 
the high doping of these structures. The use of an antimonide surfactant to enhance 
the dot density in DWELL QDIPs is presented here for the first time. Also a method 
for decreasing the dark current in QDIPs was investigated, via the use of wide band 
gap AIGaAs barriers. Another technique using GaP strain balancing layers to reduce 
the strain in multilayer structures and allow the growth of >20 layer QD devices was 
illustrated. 
The effects of intermixing via thermal annealing are also reported in for DWELL 
QDIPs. As part of this study, the possibility of using such a technique to shift the 
spectral photoresponse across the 8-12µm LWIR window is demonstrated, and it is 
shown that the performance still remains in a competitive range within the LWIR 
range. 
Non-linear two photon absorption in QDIPs was demonstrated and studied. As a 
result of this study, the capability of QDIPs to operate as quadratic detectors in the 
far-infrared was established, which could prove very significant, since detector 
availability is reduced in that range. 
Finally, a novel approach to photovoltaic QDIPs was investigated experimentally, 
using a purpose built design in order to provide an internal electric field, which 
preferentially drives carriers in one direction. 
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P. A ivaliotis Chapter 1. Introduction 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Infrared Radiation 
The detection of infrared radiation (IR) has been a subject of interest for almost 200 
years, since the discovery of IR in 1800 by William Herschel [1]. However it was 
after the end of World War II that IR technology became widespread in military as 
well as civilian applications. Today, IR emitters and detectors can be found in 
several research and commercial applications such as in meteorology, defence, 
medical imaging, solid state spectrometry, chemical analysis, communications etc. 
Infrared radiation covers the region in the electromagnetic spectrum with 
wavelengths ranging from 1µm-1000µm. The wavelength regions which are of 
common interest for IR detection are the 1-3µm, 3-5µm and 8-14µm regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, since atmospheric transmission is the highest in these 
bands, which are also denoted as the near-IR (NIR), middle wavelength-IR 
(MWIR), and long-wavelength IR (LWIR) `atmospheric windows' respectively. In 
particular the 3-5µm and 8-14µm windows are useful for thermal imaging 
applications, and detectors operating in these windows will be the main emphasis of 
this thesis. Detectors reaching into the far-infrared (>25µm) (or terahertz region) 
will also be discussed, since they are attracting increasing attention in a variety of 
applications such as spectroscopy, detection of explosives, and medical imaging. 
i 
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1.1.1. Thermal and Photon Detectors 
IR detectors commonly operate by converting infrared radiation into an electrical 
signal. IR detectors can be either thermal or photonic devices. Thermal detectors 
absorb the incident radiation and a change in a temperature dependent physical 
property of the material of the active region - such as electrical conductivity, is used 
to generate an electrical output [2,3]. Since these detectors rely on heat exchange 
they are generally wavelength non-specific and are characterised by modest 
sensitivity and slow response. However, they are cost-effective as they do not 
require cooling, and this makes them suitable for low cost applications where high 
performance and speed are of less importance. They are generally more suitable for 
far-infrared detection, and they are often used in spectrometers. Common types 
include thermopiles, pyroelectric detectors and bolometers [3,4]. 
In photon detectors the radiation is absorbed within the material by interaction with 
electrons which are either bound to lattice atoms or to impurity atoms or with free 
electrons. The absorption of photons and hence quantum transitions between 
different energy states causes a change in the electronic energy distribution, which 
results in an electrical signal [3]. In photon detectors the electrical signal is 
dependent on the number of photons absorbed rather than their energy and they have 
beneficial properties such as being wavelength dependent, having good signal to 
noise ratios and fast response making them suitable for various imaging 
applications. However they require cryogenic cooling, which makes them bulky 
and expensive. The main objectives of IR photon detector research are to produce 
2 
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detectors that work at higher temperatures, whilst being suitable for integration onto 
large and cost-effective focal plane arrays (FPA). 
Infrared photodetectors commonly have active regions made from semiconductor 
heterostructures consisting of parts where a narrow band gap material is surrounded 
by a wide band-gap material. The absorption of photons in such materials is 
typically associated with electronic transitions between valence and conduction 
bands (interband transitions), or between discrete bound states within the conduction 
(or valence) band (intersublevel transitions) or bound subbands (intersubband 
transitions) within the conduction (or valence) bands. 
Both intersublevel and intersubband transitions are distinct from interband 
transitions in that they involve one type of carrier i. e. an electron (or a hole) within 
either the conduction or valence band respectively. For reasons of clarity the term 
intraband transitions (and intraband IR detectors) will be used to describe both 
intersublevel and intersubband transitions, unless specified. 
3 
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1.1.2. Planck's Law - black body radiation 
Before further details are provided regarding the physics of intraband transitions and 
the operation of the relevant detectors, a discussion of the general principle of how 
the emission of infrared radiation by an object is influenced by its temperature, and 
how the detection of this radiation allows the temperature sensing of this object is 
presented. 
The concept of temperature is equivalent to certain energy distributions [5]. For 
electromagnetic radiation in an isothermal cavity (i. e. the radiation temperature 
being constant at each position in the cavity) at thermal equilibrium at a temperature 
T, the energy distribution of the radiation density (or photon states) in the cavity is 
described by Planck's radiation law [5,6]. 
According to this, the total power per unit surface area or Irradiance lv is given by: 
2, rh v3dv ýý -c2 
e'''' -I 
(1.1) 
Where c: speed of light =3x108ms"1, h: Planck's constant = 6.626x10"34m2kgs"1 k: 
Boltzmann constant = 1.38x 10"23m2kgs'2K7'and v is the photon frequency. 
For thermal equilibrium to exist in the walls of the cavity, the total absorbed 
radiation must equal the total emitted power at the entire surface. This is usually 
expressed in terms of the emissivity e, which at thermal equilibrium equals the 
absorptivity of an object [5]. 
4 
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However, even in the absence of thermal equilibrium between a body of temperature 
T and the radiation field, the surface of the body will still emit radiation. 
Considering this, equation (1.1), for a given emissivity e(v, 0) changes to give the 
radiance H((v, Q)) of the object: 
dy, R 
2 v3dvcos6d1. 
C eM T -1 
(1.2) 
where dc2 = sinOdOdo, 0 is the polar angle and 0 is the azimuthal angle. When E is 
equal to unity, the body is referred to as a `black body' (BB) [5]. 
Integrating equation 1.2 over 0 and for a uniform isotropic radiation field, gives the 
power density emitted per frequency, which is equivalent to the lv in (1.1) multiplied 
by c. Substituting E=hv, gives equation (1.3): 
P =Ac 
22rh E3dE (1.3) dE 
h3C2 e6/kBT _1 
which can be integrated over E to give the Stefan-Boltzmann equation [5,6]: 
PTOT = AEaT 4 (1.4) 
The Stefan Boltzmann constant o=5.67x10-8W/m2K4 
Thus the emitted radiation of an object with temperature T has a maximum which 
can be derived by Wien's displacement law [6]: 
Apeak (PM)= 2893 
T(K) 
(1.5) 
5 
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For a small detector of area A, additional parameters are introduced in the above 
expressions, since an optical objective or aperture will be typically used in front of 
the sensor. In that case the f-number, which a ratio of the focal length of the 
objective divided by the lens (or aperture) diameter, must be included in order to 
derive the power incident on the detector. If an objective lens is not used, then the 
field of view is determined by the aperture of the cryogenic enclosure of the sensing 
area and the viewing angle 0. The relationship between all optical factors and the 
incident power on a detector are discussed further in the following section on the 
responsivity of a detector (see section 1.2.3). 
Two general characteristics that arise from Planck's law are [3]: 
(a) The higher the temperature of an object the more energy it will emit. This is a 
non-linear dependence whereby small changes in temperature result in large 
changes in emitted power. 
(b) From equation (1.5), the higher the temperature of an object the shorter the 
wavelength at which the peak of the emitted radiation spectral distribution 
occurs. If we consider the temperature of the human body (-36°C) to be 309K, 
from equation (1.5) the wavelength at which the maximum energy is emitted is 
at -9µm. 
6 
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1.2. Basics of intraband infrared detection 
1.2.1. Dark Current and BLIP condition 
In n-type photoconductive quantum well (QW) and quantum dot (QD) detectors, 
which are the most common class of intraband detectors, the device is a unipolar 
photoconductor with n-doped contacts similar to a n-i-n diode. In photoconductors, 
dark current is one of the most crucial parameters in device operation, as it 
influences the noise of the detector and determines the operating temperature, and in 
some cases the dynamic range of the device in terms of the maximum external 
applied field. In this section, the dark current process is discussed in detail as it also 
aids the understanding of carrier dynamics in QDIPs. 
Several general models have been used to describe the principles of carrier transport 
under dark conditions in quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs), which are 
also relevant to quantum dot infrared photodetectors (QDIPs), or any intraband 
photoconductor. Furthermore recent theoretical models have been proposed to 
explain some of the more complex characteristics of the dark current which have 
been observed in experimentally investigated QDIPs and QWIPs, and these will 
presented herein. In this section, the principal models will be described and some of 
the more specific approaches and calculations regarding QDIPs and dot-in-a-well 
(DWELL) QDIPs will be presented. 
The dark current in a single QW device will be considered. Assuming there is only 
one bound level in the QW, and the barriers are much thicker than the well 
7 
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(suppressing carrier tunnelling), and that the electron density is constant throughout 
the well, the remaining determining processes are outlined in Fig. 1.2.1 [5]. 
ý3D 
0 -P) j3D 
J3D 
Jc -pcl3D 
!e =1c 
El 
Fig. 1.2.1. Single OW and the processes associated with the dark current. 
As shown above, the dark current Jd, which will flow in a three-dimensional (3D) 
manner in the barrier regions, will equal the 3D current density j3D. The dark 
current will be the same throughout the whole structure. However, at the vicinity of 
the well electrons will be emitted from the well (je) and will contribute to the dark 
current. Therefore, under steady state (electron density remaining constant in the 
well) this has to be balanced by the equivalent capture of electrons in the well (je). 
Additionally, j, will be equal to pcj3D where, p, is the capture probability of an 
electron traversing a well with energy higher than the barrier height. From the 
above, the dark current can be derived either by directly calculating the total j3D or 
by calculating je (or j, ). 
3D Carrier Drift Model 
In order to calculate j3D (=Jd) for a QW with barriers which are much thicker than 
the wells, a 3D electron density N3D can be assumed on top of the barriers with 
8 
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diffusion and superlattice band structure effects being neglected [5]. If an electric 
field F is applied to the structure (see Fig. 1.2.1), the dark current density is given 
by: 
Jd = eN3Dv(F) (1.6) 
where v(F) is the drift velocity as a function of the electric field. 
Considering the 2D doping density in a degenerately doped QW in correlation with 
the above assumptions, N3D can be calculated in terms of the barrier effective mass, 
thermal activation energy EQct (difference between top of barrier and top of Fermi 
sea in the QW), and temperature [5]. Furthermore assuming a constant mobility the 
drift velocity in (1.6) can also be calculated, thus allowing the expression above to 
be expressed in known parameters for a specific structure (i. e. of known mobility, 
barrier effective mass, etc. ) and more details can be found in references [5,7]. 
This model is generally accurate, as long as it used to calculate the dark current at 
low applied fields and for structures with only one bound level. The reason for the 
first condition is that the calculation of N3D assumes the Fermi level is determined 
by the well doping at zero bias. As the field increases this assumption is less 
accurate, as the Fermi levels for the 3D barrier electrons will have a stronger 
influence [5]. Several models have been proposed to extend the accuracy of this 
model to higher applied fields [8,9], and it has also been shown that the model 
accuracy can also be improved by taking into account the barrier lowering due to 
applied bias [5,10]. Using the model for QWs with more than one bound levels, 
also shows a good level of agreement with experimental observations [10] but is still 
limited at higher electric fields. 
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Emission-Capture 
A more accurate model is described by the authors of Ref [5,10], which describes 
the scattering assisted escape from QWs, which is the dominant process in typical 
QWIPs. Although, some assumptions in this model are not valid in the case of QDs 
(e. g. regarding uniform 2D electron density, and Subbands instead of discrete 
levels), this approach aids the understanding of the general emission-capture model 
for electrons in a bound state as well as further detector parameters which will be 
discussed later. 
The model assumes 2D confined electrons in the QW that scatter out and become 
3D mobile carriers in the barrier. The escape current density from Fig. 1.2.1 can be 
written as: 
it = eN2D / Tsc Wl 
(1.7) 
where N2D is the electron density in the upper part of the ground state subband (with 
an energy above the barrier height), and rscaa is the time for the electrons to scatter 
from the confined subband to the non-confined continuum of states on top of the 
barrier. Also, the capture probability will be related to the capture time r and transit 
time trans by: 
PC_ 
`I. 
zC +TImns (1.8) 
where, z, is the time it takes for an excited electron to be captured back to the well 
and ztras is associated with the time it takes for an excited electron to travel along 
one QW region and the adjacent barrier (one period of a multi-QW structure). 
When an electric field is applied, the capture probability decreases, as the transit 
process becomes faster (ir as« re). 
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As shown previously and from Fig. 1.2.1 , . Id = f3D -Je/Pc and therefore: 
Jd N2D =e 
N2Dzc 
_e 
VN2DTc 
d 
PcVscatt Tanns tsca,, Lprscatt 
where, the drift velocity v= Lp/ rtraS. 
(1.9) 
Because of the balance between capture and scattering time in steady state as 
discussed previously: 
N2D 
__ 
N3DLr 
Tscnrr Tc (1.10) 
The first part of (1.10) represents the thermal generation of electrons from the QW. 
Substituting (1.10) in (1.9): 
Jd=eN3DL"=eN3DV 
zýro, ý 
(1.11) 
The calculation of N2D and N3D is described in Ref [5], which by including the 
scattering escape process and the WKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin) approximation 
as well as considering electric field effects such as barrier lowering, leads to an 
accurate model for dark current in QWIPs. 
Other models include the approach of Ershov et al [11], where the Poisson equation 
is solved along with rate equations for electrons in the well and continuity equations 
for electrons in the barrier. This accounts for experimentally observed capacitance 
behaviour and non-linear photoconductivity [12]. These effects are strongly 
dependent on the number of periods in the active region, and hence the model is 
very useful for realistic devices. Further calculations using the Poisson equation 
[13], and other numerical methods such as Monte Carlo simulations [14], have been 
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proposed for QWIPs and have been able to explain several experimentally observed 
aspects of their dark current behaviour [5]. 
In QDIPs, several models have been proposed which contain additional complexity 
compared with those proposed for QWIPs. A general relationship for the dark 
current in QDIPs, which is equivalent to QWIPs can be expressed as: 
Jd =eGeh , 
(1.12) 
PC 
where, Gth is the thermal emission (generation) rate. 
Early calculations showed how QDIPs should, in principle, have a reduced dark 
current. Ryzhii [15], in one of the earliest theoretical studies of QDs, used an 
analytical model to derive the dark current density for a QDIP structure and found 
that Jd(QD) was lower than Jd(QW) for 3 different sheet electron densities even for 
higher temperatures. However, in this model, the QDs are assumed to have no 
excited bound states, and therefore the estimate for capture probability will not 
correspond to that in a realistic QD device with several excited states as will be seen 
later. Furthermore the early model was for an ideal quantum box assumption and 
not a realistic distribution of QDs, where the dots are typically pyramid or lens 
shaped (lateral size> vertical size). 
Ryzhii et al [16], have more recently used rate equations in a model which assumed 
an increased complexity in determining the sheet electron density for ensembles of 
small and large QDs, and compared the characteristics of the simulated QDIPs with 
calculations for QWIPs. From this study it was proposed that high density 
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ensembles of small QD, (where the electrons are truly bound) could potentially have 
improved dark current compared to QWIPs. 
Mashade et al [17], used an algorithm in an attempt to accurately model the dark 
current, considering the thermal excitation of electrons from QD bound states to the 
continuum, and the capture of mobile electrons as above for QWIPs, as well as the 
transport of mobile electrons across the potential undulations formed by the QDs, 
the space charge of electrons in the QDs and contact effects. Another study 
including the field-assisted tunnelling effects on the dark current of QDIPs has been 
presented by Stiff-Roberts et al [18]. 
Also a microscopic model was more recently proposed by Vukmirovic et at [19], 
where strong coupling of longitudinal-optical phonons with electrons was 
considered, and longitudinal acoustical phonon interaction with electromagnetic 
radiation was treated perturbatively within the framework of Fermi's golden rule, to 
derive the rate equations for the dark current in InAs/GaAs QDIPs with multiple 
bound excited states. In this study the dependence of the occupancies of the bound 
levels at different applied fields and temperatures are obtained, thus providing a 
picture of the carrier distribution at different stages of the thermal activation 
process. 
Of more interest to the present analysis is how the dark current is related to the 
performance of a detector. The dark current is one of the parameters that affect the 
noise of a detector. The other main components are 1/f noise, Johnson noise, and 
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photon noise and are described in table I. I. Generally, noise in a photoconductor 
can be expressed by: 
in. gº = 
4eg 
pm,. 
I Af (1.13) 
This is generally referred to as generation-recombination (g-r) noise and arises from 
the fluctuation in the rate of generation and recombination of carriers [5]. In 
realistic photoconductors other noise contributions due to impurity levels, traps, or 
impact ionisation can also be present. 
The photoconductive gain (gpholo) is defined as the ratio between the average number 
of electrons collected in the external circuit and the average number of detected 
photons gphoro = nx'ndet" Furthermore in an ideal photoconductor the photoinduced 
and thermally induced carriers will have the same gain and gphoro= gvise=g, and this 
assumption will be adopted for the current discussion. 
Table 1.1. Noise sources in detector devices 
Noise Source I Description 
Johnson Noise 
1/f noise 
Photon noise 
Shot noise 
Thermal agitation of electrons (independent of bias) 
Inversely dependent on frequency (not well understood) 
Associated with the current induced by incident photons 
Lowest noise level obtainable-corresponding to statistics of 
incident photons 
G-R Noise I Fluctuations in the generation and recombination of 
carriers 
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The total noise current in a photoconductor (IT), will not only be due to the dark 
current ID, but also due to the noise originating from background photons IB, and due 
to the noise induced by the signal itself Is. This can be expressed by: 
1T=IS+IB+ID (1.14) 
Depending on the relative contribution of each noise current to the total current, 
three regimes are defined: signal-noise-limited (SL), background limited (BL), and 
dark-current-limited (DL) [5]. Usually the contribution of either component is 
dependent on temperature. For example, the detector is said to be background 
limited when the thermal generation rate exceeds the optical generation rate. The 
limit at which the two become equal is the BLIP condition at a temperature TBLJP. 
Once this is exceeded, the detector is in the DL regime. 
A common assumption in realistic QDIPs is that the Johnson and 1/f noise 
mentioned above can be neglected [5]. Therefore only the photon and dark current 
noise currents are significant. The latter can be expressed by: 
'D,, = 4egw, s, 
IIOf 1.15) 
where g,,,, 1,, =1/Np,, and N is the number of periods in the active region. 
The photon noise can be formulated via the same expression as 1.15, by using the 
photocurrent instead of the dark current gphoro in the place of gnofse. 
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1.2.2. Photocurrent and photoconductive gain 
As defined in the previous section the photoconductive gain is the number of 
electrons collected at the external circuit for each absorbed photon, and is the main 
gain mechanism associated with photocurrent in a photoconductor. Other 
mechanisms such as avalanche gain due to impact ionisation have been proposed 
[20], and could affect the photocurrent of a device, but in this section the emphasis 
will be on photoconductive gain in QWIPs and QDIPs. 
The principle of gain is the same in both QWIPs and QDIPs. If the structure 
discussed in the previous section (see, Fig. 1.2.1), is considered, but under IR 
illumination, the dark current process will be unaffected, but there will be an 
additional photoinduced process. Upon illumination, electrons bound in the ground 
state will be directly photo-emitted out of the QW (or QD) onto the barrier. For a 
system in equilibrium, the electrons in the bound state and the donor atoms maintain 
charge neutrality in the active region. After photoemission of the electrons, in order 
for this neutrality to be preserved, electrons are injected from the contact to balance 
the electron loss, resulting in photoconductive gain. The electrons will either be 
captured by the successive QWs (or QDs), or travel directly to the other contact. If 
the latter occurs, then another electron will be injected from the opposite contact, 
and this will continue until the electron is captured in the wells (or dots). 
For calculation of the photoconductive gain, a simple well model is assumed as 
previously for the dark current (Fig. 1.2.1). The model generally describes the 
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relation between the gain and photocurrent and the relative lifetimes of the 
transitions involved in an intraband photoconductor with bound states. The 
emission as consequence of the excitation of electrons in the continuum upon 
illumination is given by: 
ie=eI»7P` 
N 
(1.17) 
where, D is the photon number per unit time (or photon flux), r is the total 
absorption quantum efficiency ? I=Nq1 [5]. The escape probability pe is given by: 
P_ C 
Trelax 
Zreüz +Teac (1.18) 
where z el is the intraband relaxation time and zest is the escape time. Note that 
these times will depend largely on whether the process involves bound-to-bound 
transitions or bound-to-continuum transitions. 
In real QD detector structures the processes involved are more complicated since 
additional channels (direct tunnelling, thermally assisted processes, and lateral 
transport) contribute to the total photocurrent. However, this is a good 
approximation of the probability of the escape process relating to the emission 
current. The observed photocurrent (Iphoro) will be equal to the current injected from 
the contact which refills the bound state (or subband) via electron capture: 
i Iphoto e(D ripe 
pp Npý 
where p, is the capture probability from (1.8). 
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Using (1.8), (1.18) and (1.19), we derive an expression for the photoconductive 
gain: 
gpholo -_ 
pe 
,,, 
1 Zrelax Ztm, + zc 
Npc N rrefax +Tesc Ttrans 
(1.20) 
This expression is very useful when designing a photoconductor, as it shows how 
the photoconductive gain and hence the photocurrent depends on the carrier 
lifetimes of the relevant transitions. The lifetimes T era,,, Tesc and r. will depend 
strongly on the position of the excited bound state in a bound-to-bound transition, or 
in the bound-to-quasi-bound case, which are the transitions used in many modern 
QWIPs and QDIPs. Zlrans on the other hand will depend more on the size of the 
barrier, which usually lies in a narrow range for one type of device. 
The determination of these time constants is a non-trivial task, as it requires 
sophisticated time resolved ultrafast techniques, since the expected lowest range for 
times are in the order of hundreds of fs in QWs, and few ps in QDs. Also in both 
QWs and QDs the relaxation, escape and capture processes are further complicated 
by the effects of electron-phonon or electron-electron interactions. Further details 
on the determination of these times will be discussed in chapter 3.1. 
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1.2.3. Responsivity 
The responsivity of a detector is defined as the ratio between Ipho,, ý= e, gphorot, and 
the power signal P with photon energy by which is incident on the detector and is 
equivalent to P= hvb. Hence: 
R_ eilgp,,,,, 
by 
(1.21) 
From this expression and (1.20), it is obvious that the responsivity of a detector is 
directly related to the relaxation and capture times involved in the photocurrent 
process. Therefore and as shown in chapter 3.1 it is of vital importance to design 
the energy band of the detector with the optimisation of these times in mind. 
Interestingly, from (1.20) and (1.21), it arises that the photocurrent and responsivity 
are independent of the number of periods N, since 7 oc N, and gpho, o CC I IN. However 
this is true under the assumption that the absorption is the same in all layers [5], and 
a realistic model would be more complex. Nonetheless, although the responsivity 
cannot be improved by adding more layers, the noise characteristics can improve 
and hence the overall performance can follow. More details on the number of layers 
will be discussed on chapter 4.3. 
For a realistic QDIP, the peak responsivity is generally of interest which involves 
the same ratio as (1.21), but with the photocurrent integrated over the spectral 
distribution of the signal, and the value at the maximum of the spectrum 
interpolated. The peak photocurrent Ip, when the device is irradiated by a calibrated 
blackbody (BB) source [21 ] is given by: 
Ip = R(1%)P(A)dA, 
(1.22) 
where X1 and X2 are the integration limits of the spectral range of interest, R(2) is the 
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spectral responsivity and P(2) is the blackbody power per unit wavelength incident 
on the detector [21]: 
P(A) = W(Z)sin'(0)AF cos cp (1.23) 
Where A is the area of the detector, ýp is the angle of incidence, 0 is the optical field 
of view angle determined by the radius p of the BB opening and the distance D 
between BB and detector, so that tan(6/2) = (p/D). 
F represents coupling factors; F=Tj(1-r)C, where Tf is the transmission of windows 
and filters, r is the reflectivity of the QDIP surface (-0.3 for GaAs), C is the optical 
beam chopper factor (0,5 ideal chopper), and W(2) is the BB spectral density i. e. the 
power irradiated per unit wavelength ?. per unit area from a BB at temperature TB. 
This relates to the Irradiance in equation (1.1) and can also be written as: 
W(ý) _ 
(21rc'h) 
A5(ehclAkT8 _1) 
(1.24) 
In order to calculate the peak responsivity Rp we use R(2, ) =R(2)Rp, where h(A) is the 
normalised experimentally measured spectral responsivity, along with equations 
1.22 and 1.23, to obtain: 
'12 - 
Ip = RpG JR(1%)W(%)d2, and hence, Rp = 
IP (1.25) 
G JR(AP(A)dA 
A1 
Where G represents all the coupling factors and is given by: G= sine (0 )AF cos Sp . 
More details on the measurement of Rp will be discussed in the relevant 
experimental chapter (see, chapter 2.3). 
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1.2.4. Detectivity 
The detectivity (D) of a detector is defined as the signal (-per incident power) to 
noise ratio, normalised by the detector area and bandwidth of the electrical 
measurements [5]. D+ can be expressed as: 
D. R AAf 
i. 
(1.26) 
In many cases that will be presented in this study, the detectors were measured in 
the DL regime; in other words above TBLIP. TBLJP, which as discussed above (see, 
section 1.2.1), is the temperature at which the background noise becomes dominant, 
and the device is said to be background limited. Therefore, the dark current-limited 
detectivityD*L, calculated following the assumption that ID»IB+IS in (1.14), is 
given by: 
(1.27) DDS = 
R,, 
FS-D' SD / 
where the spectral dark current density SD is given by: 
So = 4egID (1.28) 
(1.27) and (1.28) give: D' 
Rp (1.29) 
°c = 4egJD 
where JD is the dark current density of the detector = ILIA. 
The assumption is valid at high temperatures where the dark current is increased. At 
lower temperatures, it is more accurate to calculate the detectivity by measuring the 
signal noise of the detector. However, this is a non-trivial task and discrepancies 
can occur as a result of the experimental configurations used (e. g. variable 
bandwidths between measurements). 
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1.3. III-V low dimensional semiconductor physics 
1.3.1. Growth and fabrication of low dimensional semiconductor structures 
and devices 
The progress of the semiconductor industry has benefited in recent decades from 
very sophisticated techniques that are used to grow and fabricate semiconductor 
materials and devices. In this section, the basics of semiconductor growth will be 
summarised, and the growth technique which was used to produce the studied 
samples, will be discussed briefly. Bulk semiconductors are commonly grown by 
the Czochralski method, which involves melting materials in a crucible [22]. 
However of more interest here are the techniques that can be used to deposit 
consecutive thin films on a substrate (epitaxial growth), in order to produce 
multilayer semiconductor heterostructures with different energy bandgaps, which 
are useful for a vast number of applications. 
Techniques such as Metal-Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD) and 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) have been developed and used to produce perfect 
crystalline thin films via the deposition of atoms of the desired thin film material on 
a substrate. The atoms organise on the surface to form a monolayer that can be as 
thin as only a few nm thick, and the layer is said to have been grown epitaxially. 
MOCVD is commonly used in industry as it is more cost effective. However for 
high quality structures MBE can be used, where the reactant atoms are introduced in 
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an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) chamber as molecular beams. This technique has 
been established as a method for reducing contaminants entering the reacting 
chamber which is a common MOCVD issue. Another advantage of MBE, arising 
from the use of UHV environment is that the growth can be monitored in-situ by 
electron beams or ion beams, and monitoring techniques such as Low Energy- 
Electron Diffraction (LEED) or X-Ray and Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy 
(XPS and UPS), or Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), are 
commonly used. 
When a semiconductor material of certain chemical composition is grown on a 
substrate or a layer of a different chemical composition the deposition is called 
hetero-epitaxy. As crystalline materials can differ in lattice constant (i. e. are lattice 
mismatched), strain can be introduced at the interface between the materials. 
Depending on the magnitude of the difference in lattice constant as well as the 
thickness and lateral size of the layers different effects can occur. For example, if 
the mismatch is not very significant then the atomic distances of the material being 
grown on another can stretch so the atoms `line up' with the atoms underlying 
material and the growth is known as pseudomorphic. 
Another possibility is for the material being grown to retain its lattice constant and 
for the atomic layers to go out of registry with the underlying crystal, thus creating a 
lattice defect or dislocation. The existence of dislocations in the crystal is usually 
undesirable, as they can propagate and cause larger dislocations leading to 
detrimental effects (e. g. producing current leakage paths). The competition between 
pseudomorphic growth and dislocation formation is often determined by a critical 
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thickness, after which it is more energetically favourable for the strain to relax into 
dislocations [22]. 
Interestingly, it has been shown that the control of the growth conditions of a layer 
beyond its critical thickness can lead to 3D island formation, in what is called 
Stranski-Kra. sianow growth. This leads to the coherent formation or self-assembly 
of quantum dots (QDs) as shown below in Fig. 1.3.1. The growth of such structures 
has enabled various technologies such as QD lasers, detectors, and more recently 
has been attracting considerable attention for enabling the possibility of quantum 
computing [23]. 
Stage 1 GaAs substrate 
`ý- 
InAs wetting layer 
Stage 2 GaAs substrate 
GaAs capping 
01 layer overgrowth 
Stage 4 
GaAs substrate 
Fig. 1.3.1. Schematic representation of the steps in Stranski-Krastanow gyromAh 
After the growth of the QDs they are usually capped with another material, quite 
commonly the same as the underlying one. Devices are typically made from such 
structures by lithographic patterning techniques such as photolithography, electron 
beam (e-beam) lithography or focused ion beam (FIB) amongst others. 
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Growth and Fabrication of the DWELL structures and detectors 
All the samples which will be discussed in this thesis were grown by molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE) upon semi-insulating GaAs substrates. GaAs barrier layers 
were typically grown at a temperature of 580°C at a rate of 0.7ML/s, whereas the 
In. Gai_XAs quantum wells and InAs quantum dots were grown at 510°C at a rate of 
0.1ML/s deposited via the Stranski-Krastanow technique. The detector structures, 
following the growth direction, typically incorporate a layer of 4000A n+ Si doped 
GaAs, a number of periods of DWELL absorbing region, separated by undoped 
GaAs barrier layers and a final 4000A n+ Si doped GaAs contact layer. 
The initial designs of DWELL detector absorbing regions, which are discussed in 
chapter 3, consist of InAs dots placed within an In,, Gal_,, As quantum well. Typically 
the dot growth step is initiated after the deposition of -'1 OA of InGaAs, and after the 
dot growth step is over, the dots are capped by -80A of InGaAs (or more), to ensure 
the dots are capped completely and are fully embedded in InGaAs. The active 
regions of most devices were Si 8-doped in the GaAs barrier layers, to 
concentrations of typically '6x101Ocm 
2 corresponding to approximately 1 electron 
per dot. Samples with no doping in the active regions as well as more heavily doped 
structures where grown in order to study the effect of the QD states filling with 
electrons on the QDIP's performance. Typical InAs/InGaAs QDs have base 
diameters of 20-40nm and are 6-8nm in height. 
Devices were fabricated into mesas using standard photolithography and wet 
chemical etching. Ni-Ge-Au annular top contacts and grid back contacts were 
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deposited by evaporation. The devices were subsequently annealed and packaged 
onto TO-5 headers. Dry plasma-etching was also attempted but did not result in 
detectors with improved dark current, and therefore was not employed. Hence, wet 
etching was used for all devices discussed in this thesis. 
As shown below in Fig. 1.3.2 the top contacts are designed to allow optical access to 
the top of the semiconductor structure, while accommodating a metallic region 
which is used to bond the device to allow electrical access. Typically, 400µm and 
200µm devices were used, limited by the capability of the bonding equipment. 
Fig. 1.3.2. A mesa etched sample containing various sizes of mesas. The largest 
mesas have a diameter of 400um followed by 200µm I0011m (with full metal 
coverage and full optical access), and 50µm (full optical access) 
Once a device is fabricated and bonded a primary electrical characterisation is 
performed in dark conditions. This can give information on whether the growth is 
uniform across the processed area and whether the contacts were successfully 
bonded. Fig. 1.3.3 illustrates that the dark current density is highly uniform for 11 
different mesas of two different diameters (400µm and 200µm). The approximately 
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identical IV characteristics of all devices indicate the good uniformity of a sample. 
This is demonstrated for most DWELL samples grown in Sheffield. It also provides 
evidence that the dark current is a bulk related mechanism rather than due to leakage 
from the edges of the devices, since the current density is the same for both 200 and 
400µm devices. 
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Fig. 1.3.3. Dark current density for 200µm and 400µm diameter mesas for the 2.9M1, 
le per dot sample, exhibiting, excellent uniformity across a range of mesa across the 
wafer, thus illustrating the good quality of growth and the origin of the dark current 
from the bulk rather than due to edge effects. 
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1.3.2. Optical transitions in low dimensional semiconductor systems 
A very important concept when discussing low dimensional semiconductor 
structures, such as QWs and QDs, is how the allowed optical transitions change with 
the reduction of dimensionality of each system. This section will concentrate on the 
intraband selection rules for optical transitions in QWs and QDs. This is a widely 
discussed subject in the literature [24-27], and is only briefly touched on here, to 
introduce the necessary concepts of selection rules, and justify the motivation for 
using QDs. 
Intraband transitions involve transitions within the same band (either conduction or 
valence band) rather than between the conduction and the valence band in the case 
of interband transitions [25]. In order to discuss intraband transitions it is best to 
initially consider the conceptually simplest band-structured engineered system, 
which is a single quantum well (QW). This consists of a thin semiconductor layer 
with a low band gap (e. g. GaAs) embedded in a higher band gap semiconductor 
material (e. g. AlGaAs) [24,25]. An intraband transition in a QW can be seen below 
in Fig. 1.3.4. 
Conduction E2 x 
band E, 
zýl 
Egbamer 
Egweu 
4, 
Valence Hý 
band HZ 
Fig. 1.3.4 Schematic of the band structure of a simple quantum well showing 
transitions between electron levels E, and Ez or hole levels H, and Hz 
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In a semiconductor material the total wavefunction , (r) of a state i can be expressed 
in terms of the lattice-periodic Bloch function of a band v (uv(r)) and the envelope 
function F; (r) [27]: 
yr, (r) = F, (r)ug, (r) (1.30) 
The transition rate from state i to a final state f, can be expressed using Fermi's 
golden rule [24]: 
2 
ý; l 
L; r IS(Ef-E, 
-diw) (1.31) 
with the transition induced by an external electromagnetic field in the form of a 
linearly polarised plane electromagnetic wave, described by: 
E= Eoe cos(q"r - tot) (1.32) 
where q is the propagation vector, e is the polarisation vector, and E is the electric 
field. 
In (1.31), H is the interaction Hamiltonian, simplified using the effective mass 
approximation [24] to give: 
H' = (elm*)A"p (1.33) 
where m* is the effective mass, and p is the momentum operator (p = MV), and A is 
the vector potential corresponding to the electric field in (1.32): 
A='2 e exp(i(q"r-wt))+constant (1.34) 
The dipole approximation is fulfilled for a QW system, since the radiation 
wavelength is much larger than the lattice period in the case of interband transitions 
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and the QW thickness for intraband transitions. 
written as: 
22 
w=2; r 
;i 4m 
E2 I(ile'pl f)12 5(Ef -E, -hw) (1.35) 
By using (1.30) and (1.35), the complete matrix element is split into two terms: 
(ile'PIf)=e. (u, IPIu, )(fýIi; ) +e. (u, Iu,. )(fIPIf) (1.36) 
where n and if are subband or sublevel indices and v and v' are band indices. 
From (1.36), if there is change of band index (interband transition from conduction 
to valence band), then v v', and therefore the overlap integral of the Bloch 
functions in the second term becomes zero, and the second term vanishes. The 
envelope function overlap integral then determines the transitions allowed (n=n', or 
in other words, the electron and hole states have to be of the same parity). In the 
intraband case v= v', and the first term disappears. In this case, the term (fn Ipl fn) 9 
called the dipole matrix element, determines that the two electron (or hole states) 
should have opposite parity for a finite transition probability. 
Since in a QW the carriers are confined in the growth direction z, the Schroedinger 
equation reduces to a one dimensional form [24]. Consequently, this means that 
only the matrix element of the envelope function proportional to the polarisation 
vector eZ along the growth direction will result in a finite dipole. Therefore in QWs, 
the electric field of the incident radiation must have a component along the growth 
direction to couple to the intraband transition. This selection rule is very significant 
for devices such as QWIPs, since it determines the geometry of the devices needed, 
to ensure that the incident radiation is coupled to the active regions. Typically in 
From the above, (1.31) can be 
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FPAs based on QWIPs, diffraction gratings are used to couple the light into the 
structure, which adds to the complexity of the design of FPAs [26]. 
Because of the 3-dimensional confinement of the electron wavefunction in a 
quantum dot, the optical transition is sensitive at normal and angle incidence to the 
dot plane. Hence, normal incident light having an electric field component parallel 
to that plane can induce an intraband transition from the s-like dot ground state to a 
p-like excited state within the dot (s -p transition) as in the case for atomic orbitals. 
This makes QD structures such as InAs/GaAs, suitable for infrared detectors as the 
need for diffraction gratings to couple the light (typically used in QWIPs) is 
eliminated. However the behaviour of dots with respect to this property is not 
simple, and depends on the size, shape and composition of the dots. There are 
various complicated effects on the polarisation dependence of the transitions in dot 
structures, since the relative strength of either polarisation can depend on a number 
of QD parameters [28]. 
In addition, in structures such as DWELLs, which are largely the emphasis of this 
thesis, the optical selection rules become further complicated, since the transitions 
occur from a QD bound state confined in 3 dimensions to QW states confined in one 
dimension. In such a system optical transitions between states are expected to 
require an electric field component along the growth direction, since the 
wavefunctions of the ground state of the dot and the state in quantum well, will be 
displaced in that direction. This is experimentally observed in the present studies 
and chapter 3 discusses these effects in more detail. 
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1.4. Intraband infrared detectors 
1.4.1. Quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) 
The first QWIP was demonstrated in Bell labs by B. F. Levine et al in 1987 [29]. 
Since then there has been considerable efforts towards the optimisation of such 
detectors, mainly concentrating on material systems based on GaAs/AIGaAs multi- 
QWs, with several reports of high performance QWIPs [29-31]. QWIPs are very 
close to becoming a common option especially for the LWIR window and dual band 
MWIR and LWIR applications [32-33]. What was once a purely research area is 
now a commercially available technology. QWIPs benefit from mature material 
growth, good uniformity over large area and easy wavelength control, making them 
suitable for integration into large scale FPAs, and allowing multicolour detection. 
The most attractive attribute, particularly at longer wavelengths is the wafer 
uniformity (percentage of working pixels on an FPA), which is significantly better 
than commonly used mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detectors in that range. 
The AlGaAs/GaAs QW system is commonly preferred due to the reduced strain, 
compared to QWIPs based on strained InGaAs/GaAs QWs. 
QWIPs in general do have some disadvantages, such as not being able to detect at 
normal incidence, necessitating the use of diffraction gratings for integration into 
FPAs. Although this does introduce a component of extra control in the 
performance of the FPA, (the gratings can be used for example, to change the 
linewidth of detection), there are applications where having no gratings would be 
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very beneficial, enabling more cost effective, lighter and simpler FPAs. 
Asymmetric QWs [34] have been proposed in the past, to achieve normal incidence 
QWIPs. Another approach is to use p-type QWIPs (typically with Be-, Zn- or Si- 
doping), which are sensitive to normal incidence due to the band mixing between 
the off-zone centre heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) states [351. p-type QWIPs 
however have the disadvantage of lower absorption coefficients (due to the large 
effective mass and low mobility of holes). Several approaches have been proposed 
to improve p-type QWIPs such as the use of strained p-type InGaAs/AlGaAs 
structures [36], or p-type GaAs/AlGaAs grown on (111)A substrates [37]. 
However, n-type QWIPs are still more commonly used for FPAs, containing 
gratings in most applications. 
QWIPs typically have quite fast relaxation times (-lps), and this could change from 
an advantage to a disadvantage depending on the application. For example this can 
be used beneficially when QWIPs are used for the characterisation of ultrashort laser 
pulses [5]. However, for a staring detector (such as in night vision cameras), a 
longer lifetime would be advantageous. 
Most QWIPs require cryogenic cooling, since their performance at temperatures 
over 77K (liquid nitrogen temperature) is limited by the high dark current, which 
subsequently affects the signal to noise. Nonetheless there have been reports of 
higher temperatures of operation, in QWIPs with 90% absorption [30], operating up 
to room temperature, but with a significant degradation in the performance. Still, 
for commercial QWIPs, typically 75K cooling is used. 
The maturity of QW technology has resulted in more research towards the 
improvement of integration into FPAs, where research is focused on optimisation of 
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fabrication, hybridisation, passivation and other processes at the FPA manufacturing 
process or on the architecture of the arrays [38,39]. Other more fundamental studies 
are also attracting interest with various QWIP detectors designed for uses such as 
heterodyne detection or quadratic autocorrelation of ultrashort pulses [30,40,41]. 
1.4.2. Quantum dot infrared photodetectors (QDIPs) and quantum dot-in-a- 
well infrared photodetectors (DWELL QDIPs) 
QDIPs are an evolution of QWIPs which has been initiated since the demonstration 
of the detection of normal incidence infrared radiation in 1996 by D. Pan et al, using 
a structure containing 20 periods of InGaAs dots in a GaAs matrix [42]. Since then 
significant research has been carried out, resulting in many examples of how such 
devices have potential advantages over QWIPs. As it will be discussed below, state 
of the art QDIPs are beginning to reach the performance levels of QWIPs. 
It had been theoretically predicted that QDIPs should benefit from much lower dark 
currents [15,16,43], potentially resulting in higher signal to noise ratios and higher 
temperature operation. It has also been predicted that as a result of the discrete 
density of states in QDs, there is a largely suppressed longitudinal-optical (LO) 
phonon assisted relaxation and also a negligible longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonon 
assisted relaxation with decreasing dot size [44] resulting in longer excited state 
lifetimes of the final states contributing to the photocurrent (phonon-bottleneck 
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effect) [45,46], which could result in higher responsivity. However, more recent 
reports, have demonstrated the significance of multiphonon and polaron relaxation 
in QDs [44,47,48,49], which results in much shorter lifetimes than those predicted 
by the theoretical models assuming a `phonon bottleneck'. Other reports of 
experimental observation of short times have been reported, with typical times in the 
order of a few ps for high energy transitions (>100meV) [50,51], and of the order of 
tens of ps (20-70ps) [47,48], depending on dot parameters, for the low energy s -p 
transitions. 
There have also been theoretical reports and experimental observations of high 
photoconductive gain in QDIPs [52,53], which could result in higher responsivity. 
High gain could be beneficial in most cases, but as it is also associated with the 
noise in a photoconductor can be detrimental in others. Other studies have shown 
how gain can be enhanced by avalanche gain caused by impact ionization [20]. The 
determination of gain is QDIPs is a non-trivial task, and the gain mechanisms and 
effects on device performance is still a subject of debate. 
There seem to be a few general issues when designing QDIPs, including the growth 
control of the QDs, the doping of the active region and the device structure. In a 
recent review of QDIPs [5], Schneider and Liu, have stressed some issues 
concerning QDIP performance. First, a strongly normal incident detector can only 
be achieved if the QDs are small in the in-plane direction so the in-plane 
confinement leads only to one or two states. Therefore a good aspect ratio (base 
diameter to dot height) of 2: 1 would provide efficient normal incidence QDIPs. 
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However, the base in typical InAs dots is much larger than the height (-4: 1) [54]. 
Secondly a high dot density is required to enhance the absorption of the active 
region, especially as strain effects do not allow the growth of many layer active 
regions as in QWIPs. This also relates to the doping of the structure, since if one 
electron is to occupy each dot; one needs a high density to enable the high doping of 
the structure. Recent attempts to increase the dot density have been carried out [55], 
and are also discussed in chapter 4.1. Additionally, in QDIPs it is not possible to 
have the doping in the same layer as the dots, as it can affect QD formation. 
Therefore the doping is usually inserted in the barrier, which has some 
disadvantages such as the introduction of current leakage paths. 
The active region of a typical QDIP design consists of periods of InAs (or InGaAs) 
QDs in a GaAs matrix, just as the equivalent multi InGaAs wells in a GaAs matrix 
(or GaAs/AlGaAs). The choice of InAs on GaAs has to do with the large lattice 
mismatch between the two (7%), providing adequate compressive strain to enable 
growth formation at a small critical thickness (-1.2 monolayers of InAs deposited 
during growth (ML), depending on growth conditions). In addition to this, the 
resulting conduction band offset is appropriate for engineering transitions in the 
MWIR and LWIR with the capacity to extend operation into the FIR. 
Several design variations have been suggested to improve the performance of 
InAs/GaAs QDIPs. A usual approach is the incorporation of AlGaAs or AlAs 
barrier layers into the InAs/GaAs system to act as blocking layers for the dark 
current [56-59]. The aim of this is to suppress dark current in order to achieve 
higher temperature operation. Detectivities of the order of 109-1010 cmHz in/W at 
78K for -3-14µm have been reported from the above references, as well as a 
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detectivity of 2.4x108 near room temperature (250K) for 4µm [60], competing with 
detectivities of QWIPs at these temperatures and atmospheric windows. Near room 
temperature operation designs without AlGaAs barriers have also been reported 
[61]. 
Although QDs are usually n-type doped by Si-delta doping, there have been reports 
on high performance QDIPs with undoped active regions, which aim at reducing the 
dark current, while relying on the doping from the contact layers or background 
doping for the generation of carriers. Detectivities in the LWIR as high as 1010 - 
1011 cmHz 1R/W at 77 and lOOK have been reported [59,62,63], using InAs/AIGaAs 
and InAs /InGaAs/GaAs with undoped active regions. High detectivities of 
-3.6x1011cmHz'12/W (ß, -5µm) have also been achieved from MOCVD growth on 
InP substrates, with InGaAs/InGaP and InAs/InGaAs/InAlAs/InP systems [57], 
which are comparable to state of the art QWIPs in the same range, and FPAs using 
these materials have been fabricated [57]. 
There has also been a lot of interest in using what is known as a dot-in-a-well design 
(DWELL) (commonly InAs/InGaAs/GaAs) in QDIPs. This is a principle that was 
developed initially for QD lasers [64,65] for -1.3µm emission. Early DWELL 
QDIPs showed high performance in the LWIR (D* = 109 cmHz in/W @78K) while 
exhibiting interesting properties such as two and three colour behaviour and bias 
dependent detection wavelength [66-69]. 
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In a DWELL QDIP the dots are embedded within a quantum well, which lowers the 
ground state of the dot with respect to the bulk barrier band edge when compared to 
a InAs/GaAs structure [67], which in turn leads to a reduction in thermionic 
emission and a concurrent increase in operating temperature. The InGaAs QW also 
has an effect on the nucleation of the InAs dots, resulting in higher dot densities of 
-6x1010cm'2 [70,71], compared to standard InAs/GaAs QDs. The DWELL is also 
useful as it gives a well defined transition from the dot ground state to a state in the 
well, in contrast to having just InAs dots in GaAs, where the same transition relies 
on states in the wetting layer. Most QD based photodetectors are now based on 
DWELL structures and recent reports of FPAs constructed from such devices show 
the applicability of DWELLs for next generation infrared imaging [72]. 
1.4.3. Alternative materials and detectors - Current mid-IR technology 
The Hgi.,, Cd,, Te (MCT) pseudo-binary narrow-gap alloy system is the most 
commonly used material for infrared detection in both near-infrared (NIR) and mid- 
infrared atmospheric windows. The devices rely on interband transitions, where 
carriers are photoexcited across the bandgap Eg i. e. to the transition of an electron 
from the valence band to the conduction band [4]. The wavelength of the transition 
can be adjusted by changing the composition x of the alloy. The band gap energy 
can be tailored between 0 and 1.6eV. However for the detection of long 
wavelengths (10µm) a very narrow bandgap is required (O. IeV). This makes 
fabrication very difficult and expensive as the MCT alloy suffers from surface non- 
uniformity over large areas, and surface instability [3,4]. Thus, even if MCT is still 
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more efficient for single and small element high performance detectors in the 
MWIR and LWIR, the operability of MCT FPAs in the LWIR is far from ideal 
(typically <99.8%). 
Recent approaches include trying to grow HgCdTe on Si rather than bulk CdZnTe 
substrates which would make them much cheaper and potentially easier to fabricate, 
and also benefit from available larger wafer sizes and Si processing technology [73]. 
Growing MCT on Si, is a non-trivial task due to the large lattice mismatch (19.3%) 
[74] but nonetheless, the advantages of such an approach have rejuvenated MCT 
research. Also there has been interest in MCT on GaAs which has a smaller lattice 
mismatch (14.6%) with MCT, which would make the fabrication easier, and the 
performance of the detectors potentially better [74]. 
Other standard detectors in the 1-3µm and 3-51im regions include alloys of bulk 
semiconductors such as InSb, PbSnTe, Ge: Hg, InAs or InGaAs photodiodes. 
Recent developments in such structures include work on InAsSb alloys [75] grown 
by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), which is inexpensive whilst yielding high quality 
materials. Detectors produced from such structures have been shown to operate 
without cooling in the 3-5µm region with high detectivities in the order of 109- 
101OcmHz12W 1 at room temperature [75,76] 
Additionally, a novel type of detector, recently proposed for the 3-5µm atmospheric 
window is the nBn detector [77] which may involve different semiconductor 
materials depending on the required spectral range. This proposed structure 
contains a large band gap barrier layer B in the active region surrounded by an n- 
type semiconductor (e. g. InAs, InAsSb). The choice of materials for the 
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heterostructure is made on the principle that when biased there is a zero valence 
band offset, whereas there is a high barrier in the conduction band (e. g. 
InAs/AIGaSb/InAs). This way the majority carrier contribution to the current is 
suppressed and the device only operates with minority carriers. This can help 
significantly decrease the dark current and the noise, and hence allow uncooled 
operation whilst maintaining high performance in the 3-5µm spectral range [77]. 
Interband Type-II QW systems like InGaAs/InAlAs, InSb/InAsSb or InGaAs/InP 
amongst others have also been demonstrated [4,25,29] and more recently, Type II 
InAs/GalnSb strained layer superlattices (SLS), which have a number of advantages 
including being sensitive to normal incidence, have been studied as a promising 
alternative for LWIR and very long wavelength (VLWIR) detectors [78,79]. 
All the above detectors work very efficiently in the MWIR window. However, very 
few detectors are efficient in the LWIR and VLWIR windows. It is for this reason 
that the majority of QWIP and QDIP research is concentrated on making detectors 
for this region, as it is where QWIPs and QDIPs can provide an efficient 
competitive technology, as well as the capability of dual or multi-band detection. 
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2. Experimental Techniques 
In this chapter the various techniques employed to characterise and investigate the 
performance of DWELL QDIPs are presented. Each method described is related in 
one or more ways with the previously mentioned figures of merit and detector 
physics. The structural, optical, and electrical characterisation of the devices that 
were grown and fabricated is discussed in this chapter, along with a detailed 
presentation of the instrumentation and experimental configurations used. 
First, Fourier transform IR spectroscopy will be presented to illustrate how different 
measurement configurations using this technique can provide information about the 
related intraband transitions in the DWELL structure and the detector performance. 
Also, the instrumentation used to measure the electrical characteristics of the 
detectors is described. In contrast to the above techniques, which are relatively 
standard and readily available for detector characterisation, the responsivity 
measurement instrumentation is somewhat more complex, and was constructed for 
the purpose of QDIP characterisation and is discussed in detail in this chapter. 
Also included is the description of photoluminescence (PL) and PL excitation 
measurements to study interband optical processes in DWELLs. Finally the basic 
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concepts of ultrafast spectroscopic methods that were used and free electron laser 
physics are mentioned as they are related to results in chapters 3.1 and 5.2. 
2.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
The main optical component inside an FTIR spectrometer is based on a Michelson 
interferometer. The components of a Michelson interferometer can be seen in 
Fig. 2.1.1. The IR light emitted by the broadband glowbar source (S) is collimated at 
the output. The beam is then divided through a beamsplitter (BMS), with half of the 
light transmitted to a static mirror (MI), while the other half is reflected to a 
moveable mirror (M2). During a scan the path length of the infrared beam from the 
BMS to MZ changes relatively to the path length between BMS and Mi. The optical 
path difference (OPD or optical retardation S) is determined as this path traversal 
difference for the two beams in the two arms of the interferometer. The two beams 
are reflected by the mirrors and recombined on the other side of the BMS, and the 
resultant light beam becomes incident upon the detector (D) [1]. 
The detector sees an image of the composite beam as an interference pattern subject 
to constructive or destructive interference dependent upon the position of M2. The 
resultant interferogram is a plot of this intensity variation as a function of OPD. The 
maximum constructive interference normally occurs when the two paths are 
equidistant at the zero path difference (ZPD). 
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M, 
Fig. 2.1.1 Schematic of the Michelson interferometer, the source (S), detector (I)), 
static MI) and moving (M2) mirrors, and the beamsplitter (BMS). 
In an FTIR measurement the resultant photocurrent signal as a ilinction of 
wavelength is of interest, rather than the interferogram detected i. e. the light 
intensity as a function of mirror position in cm. Therefore a Fourier transform (H') 
has to be applied that converts the interferogram information (1(6)) to an 1( v) plot 
of intensity versus wavenumber (frequency) (in cm"') thus obtaining a single beam 
spectrum [1,2]. 
This is expressed by the following equation: 
I(v)= fI()cos(2V8)dö (. 2.1) 
-x 
where 6 is the optical path difference. 
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Using this function we can derive the background spectra from the background 
interferogram, as shown below in Fig. 2.1.2. The following sections discuss how we 
can use this method to characterise the photocurrent or absorption spectra of a 
sample. 
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Fig. 2.1.2. Background interferogram and its FT spectrum 
Photocurrent measurements 
FTIR measurements were used to characterise spectral response of QDIPs by using 
them to detect the infrared beam. In the experimental set-up in question, the 
glowbar, beamsplitter and mirrors are internal to an evacuated Bruker IFS 66v/s 
FTIR spectrometer and the QDIP device is placed in a liquid He cryostat (Fig. 2.1.3). 
A Keithley 428 current preamplifier provides a bias voltage for the detector and pre- 
amplification of photocurrent. The interpretation of the resultant interferogram 
signal is carried out on a PC using OPUS software which is designed for Bruker 
spectrometers. 
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Current 
-amplifier 
PC 
IR beam 
ostat Bruker ifs66v FTIR 
Spectrometer 
QDIP 
Fig. 2.1.3. FTIR configuration for photocurrent measurements 
The choice of beamsplitter and windows, is determined by the wavelengths of the 
transitions under investigation. Typically for the QDIPs, a Ge KBr beamsplitter 
with a range from -1µm to -25µm with ZnSe cryostat windows (0.6-21µm) are used 
to measure the detector response in the mid- and long-wavelength IR atmospheric 
windows (MWIR and LWIR respectively). Also for transitions in the very long 
wavelength IR (VLWIR) and far-IR (FIR), a Mylar beamsplitter with a range from 
-14µm to -300µm with KRS5 (0.6-40µm) or polythene cryostat windows are used. 
Transmission measurements 
In another arrangement of the FTIR spectrometer, transmission measurements can 
be carried out. The orientation of the sample with respect to the beam depends on 
the polarisation selectivity of the transitions under investigation according to the 
intraband selection rules as discussed in chapter 1. These transmission 
measurements are helpful to measure the absorption spectra for unprocessed QI) 
structures. 
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Bruker ivf66 FTIR Spectrometer 
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.. _ý 4 
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Fig. 2.1.4. Transmission set up for p-polarised 45 multipass geometry measurements 
using an MCT cooled at 77K 
For high energy transitions in QDs, the facets of the sample were polished at 45° to 
provide a multipass waveguide geometry and the signal is collected by a IlgCdTe 
detector (spectral range: 2-14µm, peak at 1l µm) cooled to 77K to collect the 
incident beam after a QD sample has been placed in the beam path (Fig 2.1.4) . 
Typically the samples are polished down to a size to enable -8-10 passes depending 
on sample thickness, to ensure a measurable value of absorption. 
Top view P-POI 
.. s-P()/ 
Fig. 2.1.5.45° polished wave ug ide geometry 
Spectra are measured with s-polarisation (parallel to the dot layer plane) and p- 
polarisation (50% of the component of the electric field along the growth axis) of 
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the incident infrared beam (Fig. 2.1.5). Normalising the transmission of the sample 
to a GaAs SI substrate (an undoped-reference sample of the same thickness and 
growth conditions) and dividing by the number of layers of active region and further 
dividing the p- with the s-polarisation, we can derive the absorption spectra for high 
energy transitions corresponding to strongly p-polarised transitions such as those 
from the ground state of the QD to the wetting layer (WL) or states in the QW if the 
structure is a DWELL as well as bound d-like f-like and continuum states. 
On the other hand the FIR transmission spectra are measured by placing the sample 
surface plane in a normal orientation to the beam, and therefore exciting transitions 
from the ground state to first excited states using radiation linearly polarised in the 
[011] and [0-11] directions. The transmitted signal is measured using a QMC 
Instruments 4.2K composite Ge bolometer. 
Since the sample is placed at normal incidence to the incident beam as shown in 
Fig. 2.1.6, the electric field component of the incident light will be parallel to the QD 
plane therefore resolving the absorption of strongly s-polarised transitions. 
PC 
Bruker ivf66 FTIR Spectrometer 
HgCdTe 
Ge 
Bolometer 
Mirror I -ýI'QD sample Cryostat 
Fig. 2.1.6 Transmission set up for s-polarised normal incidence 7eß ometry 
measurements using a Ge composite bolometer cooled at 4.2K 
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Typical normal incidence transmission spectra for InAs/GaAs QDs are shown below 
in Fig. 2.1.7. 
reststrahlen band 
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Fig. 2.1.7. Transmission spectra of a typical InAs/GaAs QD sample at 1 OK. 
2.2. Dark current IV measurements - BLIP condition 
Dark current measurements are taken at 77K (liquid nitrogen temperature), using a 
Keithley2400 source measure unit, controlled by a LABVIEW program to apply a 
voltage across the device under dark conditions and measure the current flowing 
through it, while the sample is submerged in liquid nitrogen. The device seal is a 
metal lid which ensures dark current conditions and retains the same temperature as 
the device, thus screening RT background radiation. 
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device 
Temperature Keithley 
controller 2400 
Cryostat 
Fig. 2.2.1. Closed cycle He Cryostat set-up for temperature dependent IV 
measurements 
Temperature dependence of the dark current IV characteristics are also carried out 
similarly but with the devices inserted in cryostat measurement system that is 
capable of temperature ranges from -5-300K. The temperature of the device is 
monitored by a thermocouple. The current-voltage characteristics for temperatures 
ranging from 5K to room temperature (300K) have been measured, in cases where 
information regarding the thermal behaviour of the dark current for a range of 
temperatures was required. However, in most cases the dark current was measured 
at -77K, by submerging the sealed devices in liquid nitrogen. 
The same set up can be used to determine the BLIP condition of the detector (see 
chapter 1.4.5). In order to find the BLIP temperature of the detector a temperature 
dependence of the IV characteristics is carried out, initially with the cold shield on, 
which gives the dark current temperature dependence as discussed above. The same 
is then carried out without the cold shield, and therefore with the detector under 
300K background illumination from the room. Once both temperature dependencies 
are measured, the dark current IV is subtracted from the illuminated IV and the 
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temperature at which the resulting subtracted IV curve is equal to the dark IV is the 
BLIP temperature. 
aperture 
sample 
Side view 
Aluminum 
shield 
Top view 
((O 
Fig. 2.2.2 BLIP condition measurement configuration of T05 header on cryostat 
sample holder 
To ensure that scattered light from the room is not detected the whole cryostat is 
covered with a black cloth, and hence there is no light from the room adding to the 
illuminated current. Also an aperture is placed on top of the detector to define the 
field of view of detection, as well as the cryostat sample holder being surrounded by 
an aluminium shield, to ensure that the ambient radiation inside the cryostat (which 
is at lower temperatures than RT) is not detected. Thus it can be ensured that the 
photocurrent detected is the 300K background photocurrent. The described 
configuration can be seen in Fig. 2.2.2 
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2.3. Responsivity Measurements 
The responsivity of a detector and its association with the intraband photocurrent 
were discussed in chapter 1 (section 1.2.3) and references [3] and [4]. From 
equation (1.25): 
'12 - 
Ip = RPG JR(1%)W(%)d2 
Where G represents all the coupling factors and is given by: G= sin2 (2 )AF cos (p . 
The intraband photocurrent Ip and hence peak responsivity Rp of the detector can be 
measured using the experimental configuration shown on Fig. 2.3.1. The lock-in 
amplifier (EG7265) is connected to a PC interface and all the calculations and 
measurements are carried out automatically by an in-house Labview program. The 
Kiethley2400 is the same as for the IV measurements. 
When a measurement starts, the Labview program takes an I-V measurement with 
only the Keithley connected to the device while under illumination from the BB. 
After the IV is taken the lock-in amplifier is then connected through the load resistor 
RL as shown in Fig. 2.3.1. The program then uses the IV data to interpolate the 
differential resistance of the sample Rd; ff vs. applied bias. Then by taking Rd; ff and 
RL into account it extrapolates the voltage range that the Keithley needs to apply to 
the combined RL and QDIP circuit, in order to obtain the same voltage on the QDIP 
as that applied for the initial IV measurement. 
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BB 
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PC Cavity 
aperture 
ref in 
chopper 
filter 
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sample 
cryostat 
Fig. 2.3.1 Experimental set-up for responsivity measurements equivalent circuit 
D 
0 RL 
Source 
Rdiff 
Fß. 2.3.2 Equivalent circuit of experimental responsivity measurements set-up 
The corresponding circuit is shown on Fig. 2.3.2. The lock-in amplifier measures the 
photoinduced voltage changes (AV1i) across RI, with applied bias. The photocurrent 
is calculated by a MATLAB interface within the program, which uses the total 
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resistance of RL& Rd; ff and AVLI for the relative applied bias range to calculate the 
photoinduced current flowing through the device. The photocurrent values (1p) and 
the experimental parameters and coupling factors (G) are entered in eq. 1.25, as is 
R(X) which is the normalised FTIR spectral data obtained as discussed in section 
2.1. The result is a calculation of peak responsivity in real time i. e. the final output 
of the program after one measurement finishes is the actual peak responsivity Rp. 
2.4. Optical Studies - Photoluminescence (PL) and PL 
excitation (PLE) 
A standard technique for measuring the emission characteristics of a semiconductor 
material is photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The PL process involves carriers 
being excited by an excitation source (typically a laser), above the bandgap of the 
semiconductor, thereby creating electrons in the conduction band and holes in the 
valence band. The electrons and holes then relax back to the ground state followed 
by radiative recombination and thereby emission of the PL signal. 
The sample is mounted in a cryostat with windows allowing optical access on at 
least two adjacent sides as shown in Fig. 2.4.1, to allow the illumination of the 
sample as well as the emission of the PL from the side. 
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Fig. 2.4.1. Experimental arrangement for Photoluminescence measurements 
The PL is emitted at longer wavelengths (lower frequencies) and in all directions. A 
low power (-3mW) laser diode (X=632nm) is used as an excitation source, such that 
the emission occurs primarily from the QD ground state. The linewidth of the 
emission at low temperatures provides information concerning the homogeneity of 
the QD ensemble. 
In this arrangement the PL is collected normally to the angle of incidence to avoid 
interference from surface reflections of the sample. Typically, the sample is tilted 
slightly, to produce a smaller angle of incidence (450<0<90°), to enhance the signal 
while avoiding reflections. Part of the emission is collected with two lenses and 
focused onto the entrance slit of a computer controlled grating spectrometer 
(SPEX1702/04, focal length: 750mm; 12001ines/mm grating, lnm/mm dispersion 
with a maximum resolution of 0.0m m). The PL spectrum is obtained by detecting 
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the intensity of the signal for each wavelength with a Ge detector cooled to 77K, 
while the spectrometer is scanned across a wavelength range. 
A different variation of this technique is photoluminescence excitation or (PLE) 
spectroscopy. This is a useful technique to determine the interband absorption 
strength of different electronic states in bulk, QW or QD systems. In this 
configuration the sample is excited by either using a tunable laser or a white light 
Tungsten-halogen source. The white light is collimated and focused into a minimate 
spectrometer. The dispersed light at the output of the minimate is then re-collimated 
and focused onto the sample held within the cryostat. The SPEX spectrometer then 
measures the photoluminescence at the peak of the emission while the excitation 
wavelength is varied by the minimate [5,6]. The minimate spectrometer slit width is 
a trade-off between a narrow excitation linewidth and a reasonable incident power. 
Typically for the studies presented herein slit width ranged from l mm-2mm 16]. 
detector 
E 
0 
Ü 
$' computer 
Spectrometer slit 
lenses 
minimale focusing lenses 
lamp filter 
ý7 
4- sample 
Fig. 2.4.2. Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy confi g urn 
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2.5. Ultrafast pump-probe and FEL experimental 
configuration 
The detectors were also characterised via time-resolved ultrafast measurements to 
determine the carrier dynamics, and examine non-linearilites in DWELL structures. 
Two different experimental configurations were used. The first that will be 
discussed is a pump-probe experiment using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) 
based set-up, and the relevant results can be found in chapters 3.1, and the second 
makes use of a free electron laser (FEL) to perform second order autocorrelation 
measurements, and the relevant results can be found in chapter 5.2. 
Pump-probe 
The laser system is shown in Fig. 2.5.1 and consists of a Spitfire regenerative 
amplifier (Spectra Physics) that is seeded by a Mai Tai mode-locked Ti: sapphire 
laser, tuned at 800nm with a 1kHz repetition rate and a pulse width of 
approximately -100fs. The Mai-Tai seed laser passes through a stage which 
temporally stretches the pulse length before it is injected into the amplifier cavity. 
This helps avoid damage due to such high peak powers if very short pulses were 
used. The pump beam is provided by a Merlin lOW Q-switched, frequency-doubled, 
Nd: YLF laser with a 1kHz repetition rate matched to that of the Mai Tai, and is 
injected straight into the cavity. 
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II Stretcher stage 
Mai-Tai mode-locked 
Ti: Sapphire Laser 
Quantronix TOPAS 
OPA 
Amplifier cavity 
Spitfire regenerative amplifier I 
Fig. 2.5.1. OPA system used for mid-IR pump-probe measurements 
(0 
The overlap of the stretched Mai-Tai pulses and the pump beam, within the 
amplifier cavity provides the amplification. Inside the cavity there are Pockels cells 
that control the number of round trips of the amplified pulse betöre exciting the 
cavity through the output coupler (OC). The final stage is a temporal compressor 
stage that returns the pulse length to -100fs. The maximum output power of the 
Spitfire is approximately IW after the beam has passed through the compressor 
section. The output from the Spitfire is then sent to a Quantronix TOPAS OPA 
allowing the wavelength selection from 240 nm to 20µm depending on the crystal 
being used. In this case a crystal allowing a wavelength range of 2.7-11 µm is used. 
The tuning range is further limited by the filters and beamsplitter used, and in the 
present study wavelengths from 7-11µm were used. Nonetheless as the linewidth of 
the devices under investigation is narrow and around 8µm this range is sufficient. 
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Fig. 2.5.2. Mid-IR Pump-Probe set-up for ultrafast transmission spectroscopy 
The output of the TOPAS then passes through the punmp-probe configuration shown 
in Fig. 2.5.2. The beam is split by a ZnSe beamsplitter into an intense pump pulse 
and a weaker probe pulse. The probe pulse goes through a motorised delay stage 
with a retroflector, where it undergoes an adjustable temporal delay At with respect 
to the pump pulse. Both beams are focused using an off axis parabolic gold mirror 
on a sample in the 45° waveguide configuration described in section2.1. The 
focused beam diameter is -200µm. The probe pulses were attenuated to be about 
200 times weaker than the pump pulses (-5 MW/cm`) using neutral density filters. 
At zero time the pump pulse arrives at the sample and after At the probe pulse hits 
the sample. If comparing the characteristics of the probe beam (intensity. phase) 
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once it crosses the sample, before and after the action of the pump then the 
technique is referred to as time-resolved absorption [7], and is the method used in 
the present investigation. There a few different ways this arrangement can be used 
to study carrier relaxation in the IR. One is to excite the sample with a UV-visible 
pump pulse and use an IR probe as shown below in Fig. 2.5.3 (a). The other is to 
pump with an IR pulse and probe in the UV-visible range (Fig. 5.2.3. (b)). In our 
case where mid-IR intraband transitions are studied the configuration of Fig. 5.2.3. 
(c) is used, where both pump and probe are in mid IR range. 
t 
pump 
1 
probe 
Fig. 2.5.3. possible methods using IR pump probe a) interband pump-intraband 
probe, (b) intraband pump-interband probe, and (c) intraband pump-probe 
This technique can help determine the electron relaxation times in DWELL 
structures, after a transition has been excited by tuning the excitation source at the 
wavelength where the absorption is maximal for this transition, as well as slightly 
off centre from the absorption peak. After electrons populate an excited state, they 
relax back to the ground state, and the temporal decay is measured by using a boxcar 
(or a lock-in amplifier). Since the samples are QD based and the absorption is quite 
low, an average of several scans is required to resolve the time constants of this 
decay. More details can be found in references [7,8,9]. 
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FEL basics and set-up 
The Dutch free electron laser (FEL) known as FELIX, in Nieuwegein, was used to 
perform autocorrelation measurements in two-photon QDIPs (see chapter 5.2), and 
hence some FEL basics are included here. The intricate physics and detailed 
description of the operation of FELs is beyond the scope of this thesis and more 
information can be found in reference [10] as well as the FOM institute website 
[12]. 
FELs make use of a relativistic electron beam, which is forced into a wiggling 
motion [10,11]. The electron beam is produced by an accelerator, and is injected 
into a resonator, consisting of two high-reflectivity mirrors, around the undulator. 
The magnetic field of the undulator is perpendicular to the direction of the electron 
beam (Fig. 2.5.3) and can periodically change polarity many times along its length. 
This polarity change results in a periodic deflection of the electrons while traversing 
the undulator. Thus the electrons will interact with the transverse field of the wave 
which is to be amplified via the transverse component of their velocity [10]. While 
in the resonator the wave will interact with `fresh' electrons. Initially spontaneous 
emission will occur, peaked at the same frequency as the transverse oscillation with 
a Doppler shift resulting from the high longitudinal velocity of the relativistic 
electrons. The weak intensity of the spontaneous emission is due to electrons being 
spread out over an interval much larger than the radiation wavelength, suppressing 
coherent emission. Once the wave has a sufficient number of roundtrips in the 
resonator, the beam amplifies itself through the interaction with fresh electrons until 
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saturation occurs at a power level which is typically 107 to 108 times that of the 
spontaneous emission [10,12]. 
Electron 
gun F% 
eýq_ 7 
mirror 
mirror 
U 
o- º 
Au 
Fig. 2.5.3. Schematic representation of an FEL laser. 
Electron 
dump 
The aspects of FEL that are particularly useful in this study are the wide spectral 
tunability, providing laser emission in the far-IR, where high power sources are rare. 
FELs also provide high power and variable short pulse width, enabling non-linear 
studies of transitions occurring at >25µm and providing -ps pulse width, which 
enables the resolution of carrier dynamical processes with ps lifetimes. 
The study of two-photon processes in QDIPs using of the Dutch Free electron laser 
FELIX in Nieuwegein will be presented in chapter 5.2, where second-order 
autocorrelation measurements were performed to detect ultrashort far-infrared 
pulses, using a detector with a quadratic photocurrent dependence on power. The 
autocorrelation set-up that was used to investigate this is shown below in Fig. 2.5.4. 
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Fia. 2.5.4. Autocorrelation measurement configuration for Two-Photon 
measurements 
The experiment resembles the pump-probe technique. although in this case the beam 
is split into two pulses with approximately equal powers [12]. Again, one beam is 
focused on the detector directly via the parabolic mirror whereas the other passes 
through a delay stage and the time difference between the two pulses is At. 
When the first pulse reaches the QDIP detector, a transition is excited from the 
ground state to an excited state. Since the second pulse has the same energy as the 
first one, if it hits the sample at At = 0, then electrons in the excited state will be 
excited to a second excited state, energetically equidistant to the ground state-to-first 
excited state energy separation. This will induce a two-photon photocurrent via this 
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sequential process. If however the second pulse is delayed by a finite At, then 
electrons will have time to relax back to the ground state by the time the second 
pulse is incident, and the sequential process and hence the photocurrent will reduce 
as At increases. 
Apart from information regarding the relaxation lifetimes of the excited electrons, 
using this technique information on the dephasing for the transitions can also be 
determined, since the decay of the two-photon signal will be dependent on the 
relative phase of the two pulses, as in the case of degenerate four wave mixing [6]. 
A further discussion of this technique will be described in the relevant chapter 5.2. 
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3. Spectral Studies and performance considerations 
in InAs/InGaAs DWELL QDIPs 
In this chapter the principal issues in the design of DWELL QD structures are 
presented. Firstly, intraband transitions in DWELLs are discussed, with the aid of 
intraband absorption and interband photoluminescence experimental studies. 
Narrow, high energy absorption features were observed in the LWIR atmospheric 
window associated with transitions between the quantum dot ground state to states 
within the QW. Ultrafast spectroscopy was also employed to determine the carrier 
dynamics in DWELLs, where the lifetimes associated with the photocurrent were 
experimentally measured. 
In order to appreciate how individual parameters of the DWELL design affect the 
performance of DWELL detectors, a number of samples were grown in which 
various parameters were varied, including: (i) The number of InAs monolayers 
(ML) deposited during QD growth, (ii) The QW width and composition, in which 
the dots are embedded, (iii) The thickness of the active region (number of periods), 
(iv) Doping concentrations. 
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This chapter documents the characterisation of all these devices and how the 
attempted design alterations affected the performance. Furthermore, the bias 
dependent Stark effect in DWELL QDIPs was investigated and the results were 
interpreted by theoretical modelling using an 8band k"p model. Finally an 
optimised InAs/InXGai_,, As/GaAs DWELL QDIP is proposed and its high 
performance is demonstrated. 
3.1. Intraband absorption and carrier relaxation dynamics in 
DWELL structures 
3.1.1. Introduction 
In order to optimise the performance of DWELL QDIP devices, it is essential to 
understand the nature of the optical transitions, particularly in the conduction band 
(CB) in the case of n-type QDIPs. In this section, results of near-infrared 
(interband) and far-IR and mid-IR (intraband) optical spectroscopy of 
InAs/Ino. 1Ga0.9As DWELL structures are presented to investigate the intraband 
transitions in DWELLs. An accurate knowledge of these energies is important as 
they determine the operating range of DWELL QDIPs and also have a strong 
influence on the temperature dependence of general DWELL devices [1]. Strong 
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intraband absorption and narrow linewidth, high energy transitions are observed 
compared to InAs/GaAs QD structures. Electron and hole confinement energies can 
be determined from these studies. 
It is also important to determine carrier relaxation dynamics in QD structures and 
DWELLs. Attempts to estimate the carrier lifetimes in QDs typically used time 
resolved photoluminescence or non-degenerate pump-probe experiments [2]. Most 
observation are of picosecond-scale (ps) carrier lifetimes, contradicting the early 
theoretical predictions of a quantum dot "phonon bottleneck" [3,4] in the CB, as 
mentioned in chapter 1.4. The interpretation of results from all these experiments is 
often difficult as in these techniques electron-hole scattering (Auger-type) processes 
become possible, influencing the electron intraband relaxation [2]. 
Intraband studies of carrier relaxation in n-doped QDs have been carried out for the 
lowest energy conduction band (CB) transitions in QDs [5] and for the carrier 
lifetimes in wetting layer states in InAs/GaAs QDs [6]. The lifetime of electrons in 
the QW state in DWELL infrared photodetector structures, which is directly related 
to the responsivity of such devices had not been studied up until now. In this 
section, electron relaxation times of -5ps from high energy states to the QD ground 
state in DWELLs were measured using a degenerate mid-infrared (intraband) pump- 
probe technique. 
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3.1.2. Absorption studies 
The structure investigated was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) upon a 
semi-insulating GaAs substrate, as discussed in the introduction and in reference [7]. 
The structure contained 30 layers DWELL absorbing regions, separated by 500Ä of 
undoped GaAs. The DWELL absorbing region consists of 2.55ML of InAs dots 
grown within an 80A Ino. 1Ga0.9As quantum well, with IOA of the well below the 
dots and 70A above. A schematic of the CB profile of a typical DWELL structure is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.1.1. 
continuum GaAs barrier 
QW state -150meV 
d, f-like-states 
P+ -48meV 
t S-po! arisation 
I (//dot plane laver) 
P -42meV P-polarisation 
s-state OmeV 
I 
(J-dot layer plane) 
InAs QD 
Fig. 3.1.1. DWELL conduction band schematic, showing possible transitions from 
the ground state to high energy states. The optical polarisation required to excite the 
transitions is also indicated. 
The active region is Si 6-doped in the GaAs barrier layers, to a concentration of 
6x101°cm-2 corresponding to approximately I electron per dot (e-/dot). Due to the 
degeneracy of the QD ground state [8], there can only be a maximum of two 
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electrons in that state, so the structure can be doped to a level twice that of the dot 
density, before any excited states start being occupied. A further sample was grown 
with the same design, but doped to a concentration of 1.2x 10' Icm-2 (2e-/dot) to study 
this effect, and is discussed at the end of this section. 
Far-IR transmission spectra were measured at normal incidence to the dot layer 
plane along the [011] and [0-11] directions (see chapter 2.1). As shown in Fig. 3.1.2 
the normal incidence absorption per layer is stronger (0.4% per layer - thick line) 
compared with previously reported [9] InAs/GaAs QDs, (typically 0.2-0.3% per 
layer - thin line). The transitions occur at energies of 42.2 and 48.5meV for s-p and 
s-p+ respectively, which is in a similar range to InAs/GaAs QDs ('48-51meV), 
while showing a comparable p+- p splitting. This splitting has previously been 
attributed to the anisotropy of the p-like wavefunction due to an atomistic symmetry 
C2, and the built-in interface-dependent piezoelectric field as well as QD shape 
anisotropy [9,10]. 
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Fig. 3.1.2. Far-IR intraband absorption spectra for DWELL sample at 10K (black) 
and for typical InAs/GaAs QDs (red). s_p [0111 and s p+ [0-111 transitions are 
shown in solid and dashed lines respectively. 
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Although the energies are indeed lower and with an increased splitting for the 
DWELL sample, it is hard to attribute such effects to an increase in the dot size or 
any other parameter, since the magnitude of the difference is comparable to the 
observed variation of s -p energies in QDs grown in slightly different conditions. The 
stronger absorption for DWELLs could arise from the higher dot density reported 
for DWELLs compared with InAs/GaAs QDs [7,11 ]. 
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Fig. 3.1.3. Intraband high energy absorption per layer in the mid-IR for a DWELL 
sample at 10K (solid blue line) with AAJX-12% at 155meV (8µm) and InAs/GaAs 
QDs (magenta dashed line) 
The high energy absorption for the E1-EQW transitions exhibits a narrow linewidth of 
AAJX-12% at 8µm (FWHM: 18meV) compared to the high energy absorption 
spectra for typical InAs/GaAs QDs (Fig 3.1.3, blue and magenta lines respectively), 
where absorption occurs between the ground state and wetting layer states as well as 
possibly d-like and Hike states. This is evidence of the well defined QW state in 
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DWELLs compared to the broad distribution of levels in (or close to) the wetting 
layer in the case of InAs/GaAs QDs [8]. More results showing evidence of this can 
be found in references [12,13,14]. Although the integrated absorption is 
approximately equal for both samples, the peak absorption for DWELL structure is 
-4 times larger compared with a standard InAs/GaAs QD structure. 
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Fig. 3.1.4 Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum (black line) measured at 77K for a 
DWELL sample and PL excitation (PLE) at 77K (blue line), First excited state 
followed by a peak attributed to the QW state at 60meV and 284meV respectively 
are indicated. The excitation energy subtracted from the PL peak detection energy 
is shown on the top axis. 
Using the set-up described in chapter 2.4, the QD photoluminescence (PL) was 
measured at 77K and, as shown in Fig. 3.1.4, the spectra exhibited a narrow 
AX/X-3.2% (FWHM = 34meV) peak at 1.08eV. The PL excitation (PLE) spectra 
exhibited strong features at 60meV and 285meV, which were attributed to the 
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interband transition between the lowest excited electron and hole states and the 
transition between electron and hole states confined in the QW, respectively. 
These features are attributed to the QD first excited state and QW states 
respectively. From a comparison of the s -p- intraband absorption peak at 42meV in 
the absorption spectra of Fig. 3.1.2, with the lowest excited state 60meV PLE peak in 
Fig. 3.1.4 we derive an s -p hole energy of 18meV (30% contribution from the 
valence band). Performing the same comparison between the Ei-EQW absorption 
peak at 155meV in Fig. 3.1.3 and the 284meV peak in the PLE spectrum in Fig. 3.1.4 
gives an s-QW hole energy of 129meV (45% contribution from the valence band). 
From these results the CB: VB offset appears to change for the QD and QW. 
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Fß. 3.1.5. Intraband absorption spectra for the DWELL sample with 2 e- per dot. 
Far-IR, s -p- [0111 and sp` [0-111 transitions are shown in red and black 
respectively. The mid-IR absorption per layer for -10 passes is shown in blue, with 
A)A 55% at 150meV (8.3 . m), 
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The same measurements were carried out for the sample doped with 2e /dot, and the 
intraband absorption characteristics were determined. The effect of doping on the 
absorption characteristics in standard InAs/GaAs QDs with varying doping 
concentrations has been previously reported [8]. A spectral broadening of the 
intraband absorption with increasing doping concentrations due to increased 
inhomogeneous broadening had been observed up to a doping level of 2e/dot, and 
once this level was exceeded, excited states in the QD became occupied, blocking 
the s -p transition and reducing the photocurrent. 
As illustrated in Fig. 3.1.5, spectral broadening is observed for both S -p and EI-EQW 
transitions. As the spectra became broader the integral absorption increased but the 
peak was similar to the 1 e%dot sample. In the case of the s -p transition the energies 
of the p" p+ splitting are commensurate to those for the le'/dot sample, but as the 
absorption peak is very broad, a large part of it in the case of the S -p' transition is in 
the range of the reststrahlen band, and hence it is not possible to fully resolve the 
peak wavelength of the transition. 
3.1.3. Electron relaxation dynamics in DWELLs 
For the following studies, a degenerate pump-probe technique was employed, using 
the OPA set-up discussed in chapter 2.5. The transmission change corresponding to 
the transitions from El to EQW as a function of time delay between the pump and 
probe pulses is plotted in Fig. 3.1.6 (black circles), and the data are fitted by a 2nd 
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order exponential decay (red dashed line), yielding relaxation times of a short decay 
of 5±lps followed by a longer -150ps decay. The initial short decay time Troia, is 
attributed to the electron relaxation from the EQW state to the QD ground state (see 
Fig. 3.1.1) whereas the longer decay trap indicates a slow thermal re- 
emission/tunnelling followed by electron capture to adjacent trap states. 
It is not possible to determine the nature of the trap states from the present 
measurements; however they may be adjacent dots or defects. In either of these 
cases electrons would be able to escape and be captured to these states (E, «p) before 
relaxing back to the ground state, causing a long decay. 
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Fig-3.1.6. Intraband electron relaxation at 10K after excitation at 8µm against delay 
time (black circles). 2 "d order exponential fit (red dashed line). The solution to the 
rate equations gives a good fit (blue solid line), based on a 3-level system (Inset). 
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Assuming a three level system (Fig. 3.1.6, inset), where, the first level is the QD 
ground state El, the second is the QW final state EQW and the intermediate is Etrap, 
rate equations for the transitions between these levels can be used to fit the 
transmission change as shown in Fig. 3.1.6 (blue solid line). This model assumes that 
electrons are initially excited to the QW state and then either relax back to the 
ground state (Tre1ý) or escape from the well (Te), and become recaptured by the 
adjacent trap states (r, Qp). 
The rate equations which describe the dynamics of these processes are: 
dNQD 
- -NQD "Q" Ip + 
NQw 
+ 
Nrrap 
(3.1) dt Zrelax zcap 
dNQW 
dt =N QD a. 
Ip _ 
NQ,,, 
_ 
No,, 
(3.2) 
Zrelax ze 
dNr 
ap _ 
NQW 
_ 
Nt 
ap (3.3) dt Te Trap 
Where NQD is the electron population density of EI, NQW and Nj p are the equivalent 
populations in EQW and Epp respectively, a is the absorption cross-section of the 
E1--*EQW transition and Ip is the incident power. From the above calculation the 
lifetime values which best fit our results are: 
(aý -relax = 5±1pS 
(b) ze = 9±2ps, and 
(c) zap -150ps and higher 
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In terms of DWELL detector performance, rreýý and ze lifetimes are most relevant as 
they are closely related to the peak responsivity Rp (for the E1-ºEQW transition) as 
discussed in chapter 1.2. Rp is determined by the lifetimes by: 
RP e'i'gphoIA'V, and gphoto OC zrelax/(Zrelax+ resc) 
It should be noted, that r.. in the above expression is the escape time of carriers 
contributing to the photocurrent assuming vertical transport in the growth direction 
(see chapter 1.2, and reference [15]). In equations (3.2) and (3.3) however, ze 
relates to a more complicated process, as lateral transport to adjacent QDs/traps is 
also involved. In order to accurately determine z; SC in the growth direction, pump- 
probe measurements under different applied bias could be carried out, which will be 
the subject of future studies (see chapter 6). 
Although rrelax -5ps is shorter than the early theoretical predictions, it is still longer 
than the equivalent -lps lifetimes in QWIPs (see, chapter 1.2). For efficient QWIP 
operation, r.. has to be «ips, which makes it necessary to design the final state 
contributing to the photocurrent very close to the top of the QW, compromising 
confinement. The 5x longer lifetime measured in QDIPs, indicates the potential of 
high responsivity devices upon optimisation of the level position in the conduction 
band. 
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3.1.4. Summary 
This section dealt with the intraband absorption characteristics of InAs/InGaAs 
DWELL structures for mid-IR and far-IR transitions. DWELL structures have been 
found to have relatively strong high energy peak absorption compared to InAs/GaAs 
QDs, while exhibiting very narrow linewidth. Also, complimentary interband and 
intraband spectroscopic techniques demonstrated the capability of estimating hole 
quantisation energies in DWELLs or other QD structures. The electron relaxation 
dynamics in DWELLs were investigated using ultrafast spectroscopy and relaxation 
times of --5ps were obtained. All the above studies have enabled the probing of the 
CB and VB of DWELLS, resulting in an experimental demonstration of the optical 
transitions involved in the operation of DWELL based devices. 
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3.2. Design approaches and their effect on the performance 
of DWELL QDIPs 
3.2.1. Introduction 
In this section the polarisation dependence of DWELL QDIPs is initially discussed, 
in order to demonstrate that, although DWELL QDIPs are sensitive to normal 
incidence, a stronger response was observed for radiation polarised in the growth 
direction. The following parts of this section concentrate on the effects of different 
design alterations of the DWELL configuration on the performance. It had been 
previously reported that the photoresponse can be tailored by changing the quantum 
well thickness [16]. Also, there have been studies on the effects of doping on QD 
structures and detectors [8,17]. The latter is very important in order to optimise the 
performance of a detector structure, whereas the former provides a useful tool for 
specifying the wavelength range prior to growth. In addition, the effects of the 
number of InAs monolayers deposited during growth (NML), on detector 
performance are demonstrated. Furthermore, the effects of doping on the spectral 
response and dark current are illustrated. 
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3.2.2. Photocurrent in DWELL QDIPs and polarisation dependence 
The spectral dependence of a DWELL QDIP on applied bias is shown in Fig 3.2.1. 
This behaviour is observed for all the structures discussed in this chapter. Two 
photocurrent peaks centred at -130 meV (7-9µm) and -230 meV (?. -5µm) are 
observed (exact peak wavelength varying from sample to sample), arising from 
electron transitions from the InAs QD ground state E, to states in the ln, Gai_,, As 
QW state, denoted as EQW, and GaAs continuum states denoted as E, ,,, respectively. 
The EI->EQWý photoresponse correlates well with the narrow high energy absorption 
of Fig. 3.1.3 in the previous section. 
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Fig. 3.2.1. Bias dependence of the intensity of the Ei-+E transition for a DWIii. 
QDIP sample. The E1->Eow photocurrent is suppressed at low biases, and increases 
faster with bias relative to the Ei-aEýoý, (normalised) 
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The magnitude of the EI-*EQW and E1--). E, ont peaks increases with applied bias. 
However, the E1->EQW photocurrent increases more rapidly and becomes dominant 
for biases >=L0.6V. Fig. 3.2.1. shows the spectral dependence of the 2.2ML sample 
on applied bias, in the negative range. The data are normalised to the Ei--*Eco, t 
transition. Near zero bias only transitions to states in the continuum are evident due 
to the low probability of electrons escaping from the QW. As the applied electric 
field is increased, the escape probability increases, and the E1->EQW transition 
becomes stronger until it dominates the spectra at higher biases. This chapter 
concentrates on the characteristics of mainly the E1-*EQW photocurrent, as it is the 
main spectral feature which determines the operation of the photodetector. 
However the E1--*E, 0 photocurrent could be useful in application requiring dual- 
band LWIR and MWIR detection. 
It is very important to understand the polarisation sensitivity of the Ei--EQw 
photocurrent in DWELL QDIPs, as it determines the configuration with which the 
devices need to be prepared and fabricated. Furthermore, as QD-based detectors, 
they potentially have the advatage of normal incidence, making them attractive for 
FPA applications as discussed in chapter 1.4. 
A study of the polarisation dependence of DWELL QDIPs has been carried out 
using FTIR spectroscopy, with the samples prepared in a 45° geometry with respect 
to the plane of the dots, as can be seen in Fig. 3.2.2, and discussed previously in 
chapter 2.1. 
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Fig 3.2.2.45° polished sample for polarisation dependence measurements 
As described in the previous section on absorption studies, the transitions which 
occur at higher energies are not bound to bound transitions within the dot, but are 
attributed to transitions from the QD ground state to quasi-bound states in the QW, 
and in the continuum. These transitions have been found to be strongly p-polarised 
(Fig. 3.2.3) as the incident light has an electrical field component parallel the growth 
direction. 
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Fig. 3.2.3. polarisation dependence of DWELL showing a stronger p-polarisation 
compared to s-polarised incidence 
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However, a weaker signal is observed for EI--*EQW at the same wavelength, even 
when the incident light is s-polarised (with an in-plane electric field component). 
This indicates a more complicated picture regarding the polarisation sensitivity of 
the QW state, which could be attributed to the QD potential affecting the QW 
wavefunction in QW regions in the vicinity around a QD. This could hybridise the 
polarisation of the QW state making it sensitive to multi-angle incidence. This 
suggests that although the p-polarised photocurrent is -5xhigher, DWELL detectors 
are still capable of normal incidence detection. 
The configuration required for NI detection is much simpler to fabricate, and even 
though the photoresponse would be higher if the devices were polished at 45° 
waveguide geometry, in many occasions in the following chapters devices have 
been fabricated for normal incidence as the photoresponse and general performance 
is adequate to make comparisons and draw conclusions regarding various effects of 
DWELL design and growth on the performance of DWELL QDIPs. 
3.2.3. Effects of QD number of monolayers and QW width on the spectral 
photoresponse and performance of DWELL QDIPs 
As mentioned in chapter 1, the DWELL design is beneficial as it is possible to 
control the transition energy by changing the well design. The dependence of the 
transition energy on the well width has been previously demonstrated [16]. 
However, changing the QW width has some drawbacks. In particular, an increase of 
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the QW width leads to deeper confinement of the final photocurrent state, hence less 
probable electron escape and a consequent decrease of the responsivity. 
Furthermore, a device containing wider InGaAs QWs may suffer from strain 
induced dislocation formation due to the increased amount of indium in the 
structure, while a decrease in the composition could increase the transition energies 
out of the desired atmospheric window, as well as affecting the linewidth and 
strength of the photoresponse. Finally it has been shown that variations in the well 
width can not be purely responsible for the shifts reported in the literature as they 
are followed by unintentional changes in the dot dimensions [18]. In this section the 
ability to control the operating wavelength by varying the numbers of monolayers 
deposited during the growth of the QDs (NML) as well as varying the QW width are 
discussed. 
In table 3.1 below, a summary of the samples that are discussed in this section is 
illustrated along with the parameters that were altered. 
Table. 3.1. Summary of DWELL ODIP sample designs investigated 
Sample 
no 
NML Doping 
(e/dot) 
QW width (A) QW indium 
concentration (x) 
Number 
of 
periods 
vn189 2.9 1 80 0.15 5 
vn190 2.55 1 80 0.15 5 
vnl9l 2.2 1 80 0.15 5 
vn192 2.2 2 80 0.15 5 
vn193 2.55 2 80 0.15 5 
vn194 2.9 2 80 0.15 5 
vn195* 2.55 1 80 0.15 5 
vn356 2.55 1 80 0.15 5 
vn357 2.55 1 100 0.15 5 
vn358 2.55 1 130 0.1 5 
vn406 2.55 0 80 0.15 5 
*Si-delta doping place on top of dots 
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The first set of samples were grown with different NMI, of InAs (NMI, =2.2,2.55 or 
2.9) for two different doping concentrations. The device structures incorporate a 
bottom contact layer of 4000A n+ Si doped GaAs, 5 periods of DWELL absorbing 
region, separated by 500A of undoped GaAs and a final 4000Ä n+ Si doped GaAs 
contact layer. 
The DWELL absorbing region for the first set of samples (vn189-vn195) consists of 
InAs dots placed within an 80A InO. 1SGa{)85As quantum well, with IOA of the well 
below the dots and 70A above. The active regions are doped to approximately I 
electron per dot (e-/dot) for samples vn189-vn191 and 2e-/dot fir samples vn192- 
vn194. Also, for sample vn195 the position of the Si-delta doping is again in the 
GaAs barrier but at the bottom of the barrier just above each DWELL layer. 'l'he 
CB diagram of a typical DWELL structure was previously shown in Fig 3.1.1 in the 
first section of this chapter. 
1 e-/dot 
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Fig. 3.2.4. p-polarised spectral photoresponse for le-/dot samples with different NM!. 
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The 1 OK p-polarised spectral photoresponse for the DWELL QDIP samples with 1 e- 
/dot and different number of NML is shown in Fig 3.2.4 for the same applied bias (- 
1V). By varying NML from 2.2 to 2.9, a significant blue-shift (-15%) of the 
EI-*EQW peak (Fig. 3.2.3) from 126meV (NMi. =2.2) to 146meV (N 11. =2.9) is 
observed, due to the increased localization of the QD ground state with increasing 
QD size. The 2.55ML sample has a very similar peak energy position to the 2.9M1. 
indicating a non-linear dependence of the size on number of ML. Nevertheless, 
such behaviour could provide additional freedom during the design stage of the 
DWELL QDIP. 
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3.2. x. p-polarised spectral photoresponse tör 2e-/dot samples with dillercnt NMi 
In order to verify that the spectral shift originates from the different N11 the 2e-/dot 
samples (vn192-vn194) were measured and E1-*Eo \k photocurrent peak energies of 
125meV and 147meV for N 11=2.2 and 2.9 were observed, respectively, as shown in 
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Fig. 3.2.5. The trend seems to be similar for both sets of samples (see Fig. 3.2.6). 
which confirms the interpretation of the effect of N, MI, on the spectral tuning of the 
photocurrent, ruling out error due to small variations in the growth. 
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Fig. 3.2.6. E1=±Enw peak energy dependence for 1 and 2e-/dot samples 
It should be mentioned that transitions between the ground state and d- or. /-like 
states in the dot were not observed in any of the photocurrent measurements. This is 
due to the low escape probability from these states (see chapter 2.1 ). 
The PL of the le-/dot samples was measured and the ground state shifted to lower 
energy with increasing NML, shown in Fig. 3.2.7. PLE measurements we also carried 
out and the peaks corresponding to the first excited state and Eo w are indicated in 
Fig. 3.2.7. 
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Fig. 3.2.7. PL and PL excitation at 77K for samples with NN11_ .? (hlack), 2.55MI. 
(red) and 2.9( Aren) 
It is evident from these results that the energy separation between ground state and 
EQW increases with NMI, in good agreement with the intraband photocurrent spectra. 
Of note is also that the PL peaks of the 2.55ML and 2.9ML samples are same in 
energy, while the latter shows a broader PL spectrum. The similar peak position 
correlates with intraband photocurrent results shown above, while the enhanced 
FWHM could be due to enhanced inhomogeneous broadening, caused by changes in 
the size distribution of the dots, when a certain value of NMI, is exceeded. 
What is also interesting from Fig. 3.2.7 is that the increasing N 11. has a more 
pronounced effect on the QD ground and first excited state peaks but does not seem 
to affect significantly the higher energy peaks attributed to the QW. This indicates 
that changes in NMI, mainly affect the QD dimensions and do not significantly 
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influence the quantization energy of the QW state. 
The dependence of the detector performance on NML, in terms of the dark current 
density, peak responsivity and dark current limited detectivity at 77K is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.2.8. It is evident that the dark current density decreases with NML from 2.2 to 
2.55, due to enhanced confinement of the ground state, as discussed above. 
However, for 2.9ML the dark current increases again. It is possible that once NMI 
exceeds a certain value, dislocations start to form in the structure, caused by the 
increased In composition, leading to current leakage paths. The dark current as well 
as the responsivity was measured for 11 devices for each sample, to ensure this was 
consistent across each wafer and the curves presented below are averaged over 11 
mesas. 
In the case of the peak responsivity, it seems the trend is the same as for the dark 
current. Although for NML=2.2, Rp is the highest for a lower operating voltage 
range, the highest detectivity, is calculated for NML=2.55, since the dark current for 
the former is higher. The above results yielded that for the InAs/InGaAs system 
and our current growth conditions, NML=2.55 was optimum with a detectivity of 
D*= 2x109cmHz'nW' at 77K and -1.0V, in a wavelength range of 8-10µm. 
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  Well Width Variation 
Three samples (vn356, vn357 and vn358 on table. 3.1) were grown with different 
well widths by increasing the InGaAs thickness grown on top of the dots which lies 
above the dot layer in the growth direction, whilst keeping all other parameters the 
same within this set, with the exception of the 10-120Ä sample (vn358), where the 
In composition of the well was reduced to 10% to compensate for the strain 
introduced when growing such a thick layer of InGaAs. The reduction in transition 
energy as the well width increases from 70 to 90A is small but evident (Fig. 3.2.9). 
vn356 10-70A 
vn357 10-90A 
ö vn358 10-120A* 
Q- 
0 ö 
NI 
. 04 10K 
0 -0.9V z ... .. 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Energy(meV) 
Fig. 3.2.9. Well width spectral dependence of DWELL ODIP. * 10% Indium 
Fig. 3.2.9. illustrates the spectral dependence of samples with different dimensions 
of the QW embedding the dots. Although with increasing well width the energy of 
the Ei-*EQW transition would in principle decrease, the opposite is observed for the 
sample with the 130A QW (vn358). The reduced In composition causes a shallower 
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confinement potential of the QW states, and hence the QW states shift to higher 
energy. It is therefore possible to assume that the reduction of In composition has a 
stronger effect on the energy of EI-EQw compared to the well thickness. I lowever 
the effects could be more complicated as it has been reported that the In content in 
the QW affects the nucleation of the InAs dots in DWELLs [ 11 ]. 
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Fig. 3.2.10. Dark current IV characteristics at 77K varying, well width 
The IV characteristics in Fig. 3.2.10. follow the same line of' reasoning as the 
spectral results, with the QW shifting lower for wider well (red) and higher for 
smaller % of In (green) with respect to the top of the well, decreasing or increasing 
thermionic emission respectively. These samples were grown in a different growth 
run and were found to have an inferior dark current performance due to the lack of 
temperature control during growth. This lack of control occurred as the new 
structures (vn356, vn357, and vn358) were grown on a double polished substrate 
which at the time, had not been optimised for this type of structures. 
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3.2.4. Effect of doping 
As mentioned above, samples with 2 electrons per dot were grown, in all other 
aspects identical to the le-/dot samples. The effect of doubling the doping 
concentration was evident in a broadening of the spectral photoresponse for samples 
with otherwise similar growth parameters, as shown in Fig. 3.2.11. (a), which 
corresponds to similar inhomogeneous broadening observed in the absorption results 
in Fig. 3.1.5. An increase in dark current density was also observed with increasing 
doping concentration (Fig. 3.2.11. (b)). These effects are supported by previous 
experimental and theoretical reports for Inoý. 5Gao_5GaAs/GaAs MOCVD grown 
QDIPs [19], and other QDIPs [17,19], [20]. 
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Fig. 3.2.11. (a) Spectra at 10K for I and 2 electron per dot for 2.55M1. and (b) 
comparison of IV dark current density at 77K for I and 2 electrons per dot 
A sample with the doping introduced above the dot layer was grown (\M()5) to 
investigate possible effects of doping position on dot nucleation. 1 iowever there did 
not seem to be a very strong dependence of the doping position, since the values 
were comparable with the previous 2.55ML sample (vnl90), albeit with slightly 
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higher dark current. Therefore it was considered adequate to insert the doping 
below the dots as before. 
An undoped sample was also grown (vn406). with an otherwise identical design to 
vn190 (le-/dot, 2.55ML etc). QDIPs with undoped active regions have been 
demonstrated with low dark currents and good performance, whereby the carriers 
are introduced from the doped contacts and background doping [211. Although this 
sample showed a lower dark current, as would be expected. it was grown using 
slightly different conditions and therefore was difficult to make a direct comparison 
with the le-/dot sample (vnl90). It was demonstrated however that good 
performance could be achieved from DWELL QDIPs with undoped active region, 
with responsivity of -1 A/W, and D* in the order of 109cmHz 
2W-' at-8µm. 
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Fig. 3.2.12. Polarisation dependence of two different samples with dificrent doping 
concentrations (1 and 2e-/dot) at-I. OV and 10K 
The s- and p-polarised responses for the samples with NMI =2.9, with I and 2 
electrons per dot were compared as shown in Fig. 3.2.12. and the results indicate that 
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the detector normal incidence sensitivity increases with respect to the 45° 
waveguide incidence, with increasing doping concentration. However, as 
mentioned previously, increasing the doping can be detrimental to other aspects of 
detector performance such as the dark current. Previous reports [22] have also 
shown a polarisation sensitivity of QDIP photoresponse on doping concentration. 
This behaviour was attributed to the dependence of the scattering processes strongly 
contributing to the photocurrent, on the doping concentration. 
3.2.5. Summary 
The performance of DWELL QDIPs has been experimentally investigated, and it 
was found that these devices have a stronger p-polarised photoresponse in the LWIR 
window, whilst still being sensitive to normal incidence. The DWELL design was 
optimised with respect to QD and QW parameters leading to the following design. 
NML Doping (e/dot) QW width (A) QW In concentration Doping position 
2.55 1 80 15% Below QD 
This design would further benefit from a larger number of layers in the active 
region, and as will be seen in section 3.4, a detector with the above parameters and a 
10 layer active region was grown, and exhibited very high performance. The above 
analysis would become more comprehensive if structural methods such as cross 
sectional transmission electron microscopy (X-TEM), or cross sectional scanning 
tunnelling microscopy (X-STM) were employed to observe the effects of the NMI 
deposited during growth. 
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3.3. Stark shift of the spectral photoresponse in DWELL 
QDIPs 
3.3.1. Introduction 
The development of QDIPs with a detection wavelength which can be Stark-shifted 
with an external bias would offer further benefits such as the ability to tune the peak 
wavelength of the photoresponse within one infrared (IR) atmospheric window or 
between two IR atmospheric windows, as previously demonstrated for QWIP 
devices [23,24,25]. Stark shifts of -10meV for interband transitions in QDs have 
previously been reported [26], however relatively large fields of -300kV/cm were 
necessary to observe these effects. For typical QDIP structures one order of 
magnitude smaller electric fields are typically used which makes it difficult to 
observe and utilize the intraband Stark shift. 
As discussed in the previous sections, mid-infrared intraband absorption transitions 
involving higher energy states are strongest for radiation polarised in the growth 
direction (z) due to the much larger QD dimensions in the lateral direction than in 
the growth direction. A significant Stark effect for these transitions is possible if 
there is a large z-component of the dipole moment, i. e. if there is a difference of the 
z-coordinate of the centroids of the two states. As QD heights are small (a few 
nanometres), this difference becomes small as well. DWELL structures are more 
suitable for observing the Stark shift than conventional quantum dot structures, 
since the difference between the centroids of the two electron states, is increased by 
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the displacement of the excited state by embedding the dot in the well. In order liar 
this effect to be efficient the excited state should be above the quantum well 
confinement potential. 
3.3.2. Experimental results 
In Fig. 3.3.1 below, the bias dependent p-polarised photoresponse of the sample with 
2.2ML and le-/dot is illustrated. The same bias dependence is observed iör the 
equivalent sample with 2e /dot. As shown in Fig. 3.3.1 the Fi-+EOw peak was found 
to be tunable with applied bias. The observed photocurrent spectrum at +1 V was 
red-shifted with respect to that at -IV, thus indicating an asymmetric dependence 
with applied bias due to the off-centre position of the QD layer in the well. 
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Fig 3.3.1. p-polarised photoresponse for ODIP at 10K at +I V (black Iine) -IV (red 
line) and OV (blue line), for 2.2ML(lett) 
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The sample with 2.9ML showed a larger shift between -1.0V and 1.0V, as shown in 
Fig. 3.3.2. The same shift was also observed for the 2e-/dot samples following the 
same increasing trend with NML. 
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Fig. 3.3.2. p-polarised Photoresponse for QDIP at 10K at +I V (black line), -IV (red 
line) for 2.9ML 
In order to study the shift of the QD wavefunction and interpret the above 
experimental observations a well-within-a-well model was initially used. In this 
model the QD layer was approximated using a narrow InGaAs QW (Fig. 3.3.2). 
This model is a satisfactory assumption to simulate the basic principle of the bias 
dependence of a transition between two confined levels in an asymmetric structure. 
Since the applied electric field is in the growth direction, hence the ground state 
energy will be affected by changing the confinement potential in this direction. 
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Fiji. 3.3.3. Well-within-a-well simulation of OD ground state and OW ground state 
squared envelope functions for positive and negative bias, showing the origin of the 
spectral shift. 
Fig. 3.3.3 shows the two squared wavefunctions for either state (Ei and EQW) with 
different parity. The effect of the asymmetry on the EQW bias dependence is 
evident. This model demonstrates the principle of the observed dependence. Also 
by increasing the asymmetry of the structure an increased iE shift is observed. 
However in order to quantify the Stark shift in DWELL QDIPs a more accurate 
model is required. 
Therefore, in collaboration with the Institute of Microwaves and Photonics (IMP) in 
the University of Leeds, led by Prof. P. Harrison, a theoretical 8-band k"p model 
was provided by N. Vukmirovic, and a detailed analysis of the model can be found 
in N. Vukmirovic thesis*. This collaboration resulted in the publication of reference 
[13]. 
*N. Vukmirovic, `Physics of Intraband Optoelectronic devices' PhD Thesis, Institute of Microwaves and 105 
Photonics (IMP), Leeds University, 2007 
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3.3.3. Theoretical calculations of the Stark shift in DWELL QDIPs 
The theoretical model used to calculate the electronic structure in the CD and 
consequently the intraband absorption spectrum, is based on the 8 band k"p method, 
with the effects of strain and electric field taken into account. More details of the 
theoretical method were published and can be found in references [18] and [27]. 
Fig. 3.3.4 below shows the conduction band of the 2.9ML DWELL QDIP calculated 
using the above method with no external applied field. All the states to which 
absorption from the ground state is allowed by selection rules are shown, with the 
one mostly contributing to the absorption marked by longer line. 
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Fig. 3.3.4. Calculated conduction band profile of one period of an InAs/InGaAs 
DWELL using the 8-band k"p method 
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In the bottom part of Fig. 3.3.5 the wavefunctions of the ground and the excited state 
to which the absorption is maximal are shown, for biases of -0.6V and +0.6V, as 
well as the on-axis potential profile with the energies of the states that mostly 
contribute to the absorption for the sample with NMi. =2.9. The quasi-continuum 
density of states is represented by a discrete set of states which is a consequence of 
embedding the dot in a cylinder of finite size. It has been checked that the 
embedding cylinder is large enough so that the calculated absorption spectrum and 
the position of its maximum have converged. 
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Fig-3.3.5. Calculated potential profile along the z-axis (top) and contour. plots of 
wave function moduli of the ground state (bottom) and the state to which absorption 
is maximal (middle) in the case of dot dimensions that best lit the 2.9M1. sample for 
-0.6V (left) and +0.6V (right). 
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It is evident from the wave functions shown in Fig. 3.3.5, that the ground state 
wavefunction is weakly influenced by the electric field, while the influence of the 
electric field on the wavefunction of higher energy quasi-bound states which mostly 
contribute to the absorption is much stronger. Negative bias shifts the wavefunction 
towards the region of low potential and decreases the distance between the centroids 
and the dipole moment of the transition. 
The calculation was performed assuming dots of truncated shape with base diameter 
D, height if the dot were not truncated H, actual height h, and indium content in the 
dot x. In these simulations, these parameters were varied in the range where the 
calculated absorption spectrum exhibits a maximum in the same spectral region as 
the experimental spectrum: h was varied in the interval 4-7 nm; x from 0.6 to 0.75, 
D in the range 15-22 nm, and H was set to l Onm. 
3.3.4. Discussion - comparison of experimental and theoretical results 
In Fig. 3.3.6, the experimental (open squares) bias dependence of the Ei-->EQW 
transition for NML=2.9 is plotted over the range of biases for which the photocurrent 
peak is observable. The best fit for the dependence of the transition energy on bias 
was obtained when h=4nm, x=0.7, D=17nm, as shown in Fig. 3.3.6 (dashed line). 
Calculated absorption spectra showing the bias dependent shift can be seen in the 
inset of Fig. 3.3.6. 
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Fig. 3.3.6 Bound-to-bound transition energy dependence on applied bias: for 2.9ML 
sample experimental (open squares) and calculated (dashed line), and for 2.2ML 
sample experimental (open circles) and calculated (solid line). Inset: Calculated 
absorption spectra for 2.9ML at -1.0V and 1.0V. 
It is known that for the transition between two truly discrete states the following 
dependence of the transition energy on the electric field is obtained (including the 
terms up to second order of perturbation theory) E=Eo+pF+3F2. where E is the 
energy at F=0, the second term arises from the nonzero dipole moment p at F=O, 
and the third term arises from polarisation of the dots in the applied field (the 
quantum confined Stark effect). 
However, in this case the transition takes place between a truly discrete bound state 
and a quasi-continuum density of states. The maximum of the absorption spectrum 
is then determined by complex changes in the density of states and does not follow a 
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simple quadratic trend, as shown in Fig. 3.3.6. In these calculations the position of 
the absorption maximum is determined by the interplay of the bias dependences of 
the energies of several states, as well as by the relative contribution to the absorption 
spectrum of each of these states. 
As mentioned before, the E1->EQW transition for the 2.2ML sample occurred at a 
lower energy due to the shallower confinement potential. The observed bias 
dependent shift of the photoresponse was smaller (-11%) relative to the 2.9ML 
sample (15%) as shown in Fig. 3.3.5 (open circles) as was discussed above (see 
Fig. 3.3.1). Fig. 3.3.7 shows the dependence of the Stark shift on different NML 
including the 2.55ML sample. 
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Fig. 3.3.7. Stark shift dependence on N mL,. 
This indicates that the 2.2ML sample has a smaller separation between the centroids 
of the QD ground state and QW wavefunctions (i. e. is more symmetric). Because of 
the non-uniformity of the indium composition in QDs [28,29], one possible 
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explanation of these results is that the indium composition at the base of the 2.9ML 
sample is larger than for 2.2ML. This means the electron wavefunction for 2.2ML 
is more localised towards the apex of the QD, thus reducing the separation between 
the QD and QW wavefunction centroids. 
Detailed information about the QDs structure would be necessary to introduce a 
non-uniform indium profile in the simulation, however satisfactory agreement is still 
obtained with the experimental results using a significantly larger QD height 
(h=6nm) for the 2.2ML sample. The dots are then placed in the middle part of the 
well and the asymmetry of the system is smaller. The best fit to the experimental 
results (Fig. 3.3.7, solid line) is obtained when h=6nm, x=0.66, D=17nm. Therefore 
the most probable explanation for the observed differences in the photoresponse of 
the two samples is an increased In content in the dot for 2.9ML, leading to a higher 
transition energy and either a change in the indium compositional profile or a 
decrease of the dot height leading to an increased Stark shift. 
Additional structural investigations would be necessary to unambiguously identify 
the origin of the increased Stark shift, by using cross sectional scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (X-STM), or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). However, the 
results clearly show that the bias dependent spectral shift of the photoresponse is 
sensitive to QD growth parameters and may be controlled by varying the asymmetry 
of the DWELL system. The understanding of the bias dependence in DWELL 
detectors could provide the ability to maximise the Stark effect for applications 
where a considerable tunability over the IR spectrum is required. 
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3.3.5. Summary 
In conclusion, the observation of the intraband Stark shift in DWELL structures was 
discussed and a good agreement was found with a theoretical model based on the 8- 
band k"p method. A non-quadratic behaviour of the Stark shift indicates that the 
transition takes place between a truly discrete dot bound state and a quasi- 
continuum density of states whereby complex changes in the density of states 
determine the maximum of the absorption spectrum. An increase of the transition 
energy and the amount of Stark shift with increasing NML was also observed. 
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3.4. Performance characteristics of an optimised 
InAs/InGaAs DWELL QDIP 
3.4.1. Introduction 
In this section, the high performance of a narrow band InAs/In0.15Gao. g5As dot-in-a- 
well (DWELL) detector doped with 1 electron per dot is presented. The studies that 
were carried out in section 3.1, and 3.2, enabled the optimisation of QD and QW 
parameters, whereby it was possible to design a detector, which would be expected 
to have high performance. The detector was characterised and exhibited a very high 
responsivity for a sample doped at 1e /dot, while exhibiting narrow spectral features 
as well as a narrow photoluminescence linewidth, indicating the high quality and 
homogeneity of the structure. The device also showed a low dark current and high 
detectivity. 
The optimised DWELL structure contained 2.55ML of InAs QDs in an 80A 
Ino. 15Gao. 85As well, with a bottom contact layer of 4000A n+ Si doped GaAs, 10 
periods of DWELL active region, separated by a 500A undoped GaAs spacer and a 
final 4000A n+ Si doped GaAs top contact layer. The active region was Si 5-doped 
in the top of the GaAs barrier prior to the deposition of the QDs, to a concentration 
of 6x1010cm-2 corresponding to approximately 1e /dot. 
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3.4.2. Detector characterisation 
Fig. 3.4.1 shows the temperature dependence of the normal incidence photoresponse 
spectra of the sample at -2.5V. As mentioned in previous sections the response 
would be '5x higher for p-polarisation. However a strong signal is observed for 
normal incidence for this sample. The spectra exhibit a narrow Ei-->EQw 
photocurrent peak centred at ß, -7.5µm (-165 meV) and a broad shoulder from 5 to 
-6.5µm (200-250meV) at an applied bias of -2.5V the latter being more clearly 
resolved for biases near zero applied field where tunnelling from Eo1W is less 
probable. The detector also showed a bias dependence of the photocurrent peak 
position as mentioned in the previous section. The positive 2.5V photoresponse at 
77K showed a peak at 8µm as shown in Fig. 3.4.1 (dashed line). 
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Fig. 3.4.1: Normal incidence photoresponse of DWELL ODIP at different 
temperatures. Response at positive bias at 77K shown in dashed line. Inset: 
Photoluminescence at 77K at 1.03eV, with FWHM = 40meV. 
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The dark current density characteristics for 400µm mesa etched devices for each of 
the structures are presented in Fig. 3.4.2. The device exhibits very low dark current 
density of 0.1mA/cm 2 at 77K and lmA/cm2 at 90K and -2.0V. A high homogeneity 
of the dark current response was observed over a large number of mesa devices 
(>10). 
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-4 -2 024 
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Fig. 3.4.2: Dark current density dependence on temperature, at l OK, 50K, 77K. and 
90K. the plateau region is defined by the noise floor of the measurement unit. 
The dark current density homogeneity across the wafer demonstrates the ability to 
grow high quality structures, with reproducible results, which in turn proves the 
suitability of this technology for large FPA array manufacturing. 
Peak responsivity (Rp) measurements were carried out using a calibrated black body 
source with a temperature of 1005K and a modulation frequency of 160Hz, as 
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described in section 3 of chapter 2. Fig. 3.4.3 shows the peak responsivities for 
different temperatures versus applied bias. A peak responsivity of 8A/W at -3.8V 
at 50K and X, f7.6µm is observed, reducing to about 3A/W at-3.5V at 77K. These 
values are very high and comparable to previously reported high responsivity QDIPs 
[30] at the same wavelength range. 
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Fig. 3.4.3: Temperature dependence of peak responsivity versus applied bias at 
normal incidence. 
Of note is the increasing trend of the responsivity with temperature up to 77K. Such 
an increasing trend has been previously attributed to thermally-assisted tunnelling in 
QWIPs and QDIPs [15]. In addition, the responsivity at 90K is the same as that at 
77K for most of the bias range. However the rate at which Rp increases with 
temperature is not the same across the whole bias range. As the temperature 
increases, the detector operating range is limited at higher biases since the dark 
current becomes too high. 
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Fig. 3.4.4 shows the dark current limited detectivity, which has been calculated by 
taking into account the dark current density and the peak responsivity (see chapter 
1.2). The maximum detectivity was 1.5x1OtOcmHzI/2W-1 at -3V and 77K. D* is 
reduced at 90K to the order of -5x109. cmHz'12W-1 at -3V, which is an expected 
reduction as the thermally activated dark current is increased. 
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Fig. 3.4.4. Dark current limited detectivity at 50K, 77K and 90K for optimised 
DWELL ODIP 
Although the dark current limited detectivity is of a very high value of 
-2x1O"cmHz''2W-1 at 50K and --2.0V, it is not such an accurate estimate, since for 
low temperatures other noise sources also become significant compared to the dark 
current as it was discussed in chapter 1.2. The detector was background limited at 
77K and ±2.0V at a field of view of 33° (f/3), as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.5. Therefore 
the D* values are accurate for temperatures above 77K and above ±2.0V. The 
operation of an LWIR detector at these temperatures is of great technological 
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significance since they would require less sophisticated cooling, making QDIPs a 
more competitive technology for cooled infrared detectors. 
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Fig. 3.4.5. Detailed dark current temperature dependence of optimised QDIP, plotted 
with the 300K back round photocurrent signal at 77K. 
3.4.3. Summary 
In conclusion, this section presented results from a high performance DWELL 
photodetector, which was result of the optimisation of DWELL design parameters 
(NML, doping concentration, well width etc. ). The detector exhibited strong, narrow 
linewidth features in the LWIR (-8µm) with responsivity values of -3A/W at 77K, 
and D* = 1.5x1O'°cmHz12W-1 at 77K, reducing to 5x1O9cmHzl /2W"1 at 90K for the 
same bias while being background limited at 77K. 
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3.5. Discussion 
In this chapter, the intraband absorption characteristics and carrier dynamics in 
DWELL structures were experimentally investigated, yielding intraband electron 
relaxation times. The benefits of DWELL structures were illustrated, including 
narrow linewidth strong high energy absorption, with longer relaxation times from 
high energy states to the ground state of -5ps compared to -lps for the equivalent 
relaxations in QWIPs, and the relevance of these lifetimes to detector performance 
were discussed. 
Furthermore the performance characteristics of DWELL QDIPs and the design 
parameters that determine these were systematically studied. It was shown how by 
changing the number of ML deposited during growth the photoresponse can be 
tailored to a desired wavelength. It was also demonstrated how the same can be 
done by changing the well width, within which the dots are embedded. Other 
aspects such as the effects of doping and the dependence of the performance on 
polarisation of incident radiation were experimentally investigated. 
A comprehensive study of the Stark shift in QDIPs was presented, where the bias 
dependence of the photoresponse and its subsequent dependence on ML was 
experimentally determined and simulated using an 8 band k"p method. The Stark 
shift was related to transitions taking place between a truly discrete dot bound state 
and a quasi-continuum density of states whereby complex changes in the density of 
states determined the maximum of the absorption spectrum. 
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Finally an optimised design considering all the findings from the first sections of the 
chapter was suggested for the InAs/InGaAs/GaAs system, which was fully 
characterised, and high performance levels were achieved, with responsivities of 
3A/W at 77K and 8µm, and D* 1010cmHz1rzW'1. 
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4. Methods of enhancement of DWELL QDIP 
performance 
In this chapter, three different approaches are presented towards the improvement of 
DWELL QDIP performance. As mentioned in the introduction, one of the key 
factors limiting the performance levels of QDIPs or DWELLs relative to quantum 
well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) is the typically -lOx lower intraband 
absorption strength for a single layer of QDs compared to a single QW. 
The first approach in tackling this issue is to increase the dot density in each active 
absorbing QD layer. This has been shown to be possible in non-detector InAs/GaAs 
structures via the use of surfactants [1]. The incorporation of antimony surfactant 
was used to increase the dot density in InAs/GaAs QD structures and DWELL 
QDIPs, resulting in 2x higher dot densities, which in turn resulted in higher 
intraband absorption, and improved detector performance. 
Another major factor in the performance of QDIPs is the reduction of dark current. 
Several designs had been previously shown to reduce dark currents in QDIPs with 
the use of AIGaAs and AlAs layers [2]. The 2 °d section of this chapter presents 
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designs variations of structures incorporating AlGaAs current blocking layers and 
barrier layers to optimise the suppression of thermionic emission. 
Another approach to address the absorption issue is to increase the number of 
periods in the absorbing region. However, particularly in the InAs/InGaAs DWELL 
system, the strain build-up for multilayer structures with >20 layers lead to defects, 
which are detrimental to the performance. A technique using GaP strain balancing 
layers had been previously demonstrated for MOCVD grown QDs [3]. This 
technique was applied in MBE grown InAs/InGaAs DWELL QDIPs and the results 
are discussed in section 3. 
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4.1. Enhancing the dot density in QD structures via the 
incorporation of antimony 
4.1.1. Introduction 
The main reason for the lower absorption is that the in-plane QD density limits the 
number of absorbing electrons to a few 1010cm 2 in a QDIP, compared with a few 
101lcm-2 in a typical QWIP. Therefore higher dot densities are required in QDIPs in 
order to reach the performance levels of QWIPs. Recent reports have shown how 
the QD density can be increased by decreasing In surface diffusion of adatoms, via 
the use of a low-growth temperature and/or a high-growth rate [4]. However, the 
increase of density in this case can lead to the formation of coalesced plastically 
relaxed giant islands, which deteriorate the QD optical properties. Other methods of 
increasing the dot density such as those involving QD growth on InP substrates, also 
often lead to coalesced dots or dashes where the oscillator strength is exhausted by 
the lower energy transitions [5]. It has been reported [4,6-9] that QD formation can 
be influenced by using surfactants, such as antimony. The exact mechanism of 
surfactant-mediated growth is still under debate, but the most generally reported 
effect of antimony surfactant species is to lower the surface energy and to drive the 
growth in a diffusion-limited regime, as well as to segregate to the growth front [4]. 
Enhanced dot densities have been reported in growth related publications for InAs 
dots either grown by MOCVD [4,8,9] or MBE [1], as well as for other material 
systems such as Ge/Sb: Si QDs [7,10]. 
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In this section an enhanced dot density resulting from QD formation on an 
antimony-rich surface is presented. Interband and intraband studies revealed that 
the electron energy structure is similar to standard InAs QDs; however, the 
intraband absorption strength is increased by about a factor of 2, scaling linearly 
with increased QD density. In addition the results for a DWELL QDIP where this 
technique of QD density enhancement is employed are presented. The DWELL 
QDIP demonstrates very good performance with a 77 K responsivity of -1 A/W, a 
very low dark current compared to the previously lowest DWELL QDIP, and dark 
current limited detectivity of -5x1010cmHz1/2W'I at 7.5µm, showing high potential 
of this technique for QDIP development. 
4.1.2. Structural Characterisation 
The investigated QD structures were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). An 
initial sample was grown for intraband absorption studies. The active region 
contained 50 layers of InAs quantum dots separated by 1000A of undoped GaAs, 
with 1 monolayer (ML) of GaSb deposited prior to QD growth. The method of 
growing GaSb has been previously demonstrated and more details can be found in 
reference [1]. The InAs quantum dots*were grown after the deposition of GaSb. 
3.25ML of InAs were deposited during QD growth. The active region is Si S-doped 
to approximately 1 electron per dot. 
After the wafers were grown a PL mapping was carried out to check the quality of 
the growth. As shown below in Fig. 4.1.1, measurements of the wafers provided 
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very non-uniform emission wavelengths, intensities and FWHM. The reason for 
this was a problem with the way the substrate was placed within the MBE reactor, 
causing a slight tilt of the surface from the horizontal plane, which affected the 
uniform temperature distribution across the wafer during growth. Even though this 
was quite unfortunate, the red areas near the major flat of the wafers exhibited very 
high PL intensity compared to typical QD structures. Therefore all samples 
discussed in this section were processed from that area as indicated in the bottom 
left of Fig. 4.1.1. 
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Prior to growth of the multi-layer QD structures an uncapped QD layer was grown 
in order to determine the QD density using atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
Fig. 4.1.2 exhibits AFM images of (a) standard InAs/GaAs QDs and (b) the InAs QD 
sample grown with I ML of Sb deposited at 500°C prior to the InAs deposition and 
nucleation. The QD density is found to be of a value of -6. Ox1010cm-`. This is 
nearly a two-fold increase compared to typical InAs/GaAs QD structures with dot 
densities of -2-3x 1010cm 
2 [I I ]. 
The AFM image in Fig. 4.1.2 (b) shows evidence of an inhomogeneous size 
distribution of QDs, but still no evidence of coalescence, demonstrating successful 
QD growth. Although the image is of lower resolution for the sample with InAs on 
GaSb/GaAs, it is still possible to accurately estimate the dot density. 
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Fig. 4.1.2: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image of (a) standard InAs/GaAs QDs 
and (b) Sb-mediated grown InAs/GaAs dots with a dot density of -6x 1010cm 
2 after 
deposition of 1 ML of GaSb 
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The effect of this inhomogeneity is also observed in the PL spectra (taken at 77K 
and presented in Fig 4.1.3) as the high energy shoulder to the main PL peak, 
otherwise exhibiting narrow linewidth. In addition, PLE measurements were 
performed at 77K, which are also shown below in Fig 4.1.3. 
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Fig-4.1.3. PL (blue line) and PLE (black line) for Sb-mediated grown QI)s. Arrows 
indicate excited state transitions, and heavy hole(HH) - light hole(Lli) subbands in 
the wetting layer (WL) 
From the PLE measurements information about the interband energy state 
configuration is obtained. The energy spacing of the PLE peaks from the PL peak 
(ground state) attributed to states within the QD are approximately equivalent to 
conventional InAs/GaAs QDs [12], which verifies that the QD energy configuration 
is not altered with the incorporation of antimony. The first excited state (S1.187eV) 
is found to be at an energy -82meV higher from the ground state (1.105eV) 
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followed by excited states in the QD at 1.26eV and 1.32eV (-155meV and 
-P225meV from the ground state respectively). The two peaks at 1.440eV and 
1.468eV are attributed to wetting layer transitions from the electron ground state to 
heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) subbands respectively [12]. The feature at 
1.52eV corresponds to the GaAs band edge. 
4.1.3. Absorption studies 
The intraband absorption spectra per QD layer for normal incidence and waveguide 
geometry can be seen in Fig. 4.1.4 and Fig. 4.1.5 respectively, for both Sb-mediated 
(red) QDs and typical InAs/GaAs QD (black). The absorption per layer of typical 
InAs/GaAs QDs Si 5-doped at a concentration of -2x10'°cm"2, corresponding to I 
electron per dot (thin black curve) are plotted along with the absorption for an InAs 
on GaSb/GaAs QD sample (thick red curve) doped at a concentration of -6x101°cm 
2 also corresponding to approximately 1 electron per dot for the increased density. 
The normal incidence absorption in Fig. 4.1.4 is associated with s-polarised 
transitions (electric field component of light parallel to the QD plane) from the QD 
ground state to non-degenerate p-like first excited states (s p). 
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Fig. 4.1.4: a) Intraband absorption per layer for InAs/GaAs QDs (thin black line) and 
InAs on GaSb/GaAs (thick red line) QDs for normal incidence. Solid lines 
represent s_p- transitions whereas dashed lines represent s-, 2' transitions 
The apparent red-shift between the InAs (55meV) and InAs on GaSb/GaAs dots 
(51meV) is within the range of 48-60meV, which is the typical range o1* variation 
for standard QD structures, depending on growth parameters. The normal incidence 
absorption peaks for sp and s -p+ transitions were measured for both samples along 
the [011] and [0-11] crystallographic directions respectively. A more detailed 
discussion of this splitting was discussed in chapter 3.1 and Ref 113 1. The energy 
splitting for the InAs on GaSb/GaAs QDs is indeed smaller (4.4meV) than the value 
for the InAs QDs reported here (5.5meV), but is again within the range of values for 
typical InAs QDs [14]. Also, the splitting is typically -10% of the transition energy 
so for lower transition energies the splitting also reduces. Using the same method as 
in chapter 3.1, the hole quantization energies can be determined by the comparison 
of interband and intraband results, and an energy of 31 meV for the lowest excited 
valence band state transition was found. 
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The strength of the absorption peak per dot layer for the s -p transitions shows an 
approximately twofold increase for the InAs on GaSb/GaAs dots compared to 
typical InAs QDs. Also, the integrated absorption extrapolated from the spectra per 
layer for the typical InAs/GaAs QDs is 0.88(a. u), whereas for the InAs on 
GaSb/GaAs QDs it is 1.98(a. u). Again, although the doping concentration for the 
InAs on GaSb/GaAs sample is higher than for the particular InAs/GaAs QD sample, 
the integrated absorption per layer of the former is still higher than previously 
reported InAs/GaAs QD samples with similar doping [14,15]. This correlates well 
with AFM results in Fig. 4.1.2. There is also evidence of a low energy shoulder on 
the intraband normal incidence absorption for the InAs on GaSb/GaAs sample. 
which could be attributed to the inhomogeneous distribution of QDs also observed 
in the AFM image and PL spectrum shown previously. 
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The higher energy absorption spectra measured at IOK is shown in Fig. 4.1.5. It is 
evident that in this case the spectra are of a broader nature and are more complicated 
to interpret, since transitions from the dot ground state to both the wetting layer 
(WL) states as well as states within the dot (d-like, f-like states), and also to GaAs 
continuum states are contributing to the absorption [12]. Nevertheless, the 
combination of these mid-IR and far-IR spectroscopic results for normal incidence 
above, provide an effective method for probing the conduction band, and it is 
evident that there are no unwanted effects arising from the incorporation of 
antimony, since the transition strengths remain equivalent to those for typical InAs 
QDs. 
Furthermore, an increase in the integral absorption for the mid-infrared transitions is 
observed by a factor of -1.5 for the InAs on GaSb/GaAs QD sample (thick red line) 
compared to InAs QDs (thin black line) as shown in Fig. 4.1.5. This is a very 
promising result for mid-infrared detectors as it is these transitions that are related to 
the photocurrent (and therefore the responsivity) in QDIPs. 
4.1.4. DWELL QDIP with GaSb 
In addition to the growth of QD samples with Sb for absorption studies, an 
InAs/In0,15Gao, 85As DWELL QDIP device was grown using the same method of 
growing the QD layers after the deposition of 1ML of GaSb. The dot density was 
determined from AFM imaging to be of the value of -7x1010cm 
2. The device was 
grown containing 10 periods of InAs dots placed within an 80A Ino. 15Ga0.85As 
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quantum well, with 20A of the well below the dots and 60A above, separated by 
I000A of undoped GaAs. The growth parameters and doping concentrations were 
as for the absorption sample, but with 3.0 monolayers of InAs deposited during QD 
growth. The overall device structure is otherwise the same as for the samples 
presented in chapter 3 (see, for example, section 3.5). The same problem of non- 
uniformity also occurred for the same reasons in this wafer. Again the area closer to 
the major flat was used to cleave process and fabricate detector devices. 
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Fig. 4.1.6. Spectral photoresponse for DWELL QDIP with GaSb at 77K (black), 90K 
(red) and 110K (blue) at normal incidence. 
The photoresponse spectra measured at different temperatures (77.90 and 1 10 K) 
exhibited a peak centred at a wavelength of -7.5µm at -2.0V. shown in Fig. 4.1.6. 
The spectra exhibit narrow linewidth (AU 17%. FWHM=29meV) over a wide 
range of biases, and the bias dependence is similar to that previously reported for 
DWELL structures [16,17,18]. An increase of the photocurrent from 77K to 90K 
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was observed, due to thermally activated processes, typically observed for QWIPs 
and QDIPs [2,19]. 
Furthermore a narrow photocurrent signal at the same operating bias was observable 
up to 110K. The peak responsivity Rp of the detector was measured using a black 
body source at 1005K at normal incidence. The bias dependence of the responsivity 
can be seen in Fig. 4.1.7, and values of R,, -I A/W were observed at around -4.0V at 
77K. 
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Fig. 4.1.7. Responsivity for DWELL ODIP with GaSb at 77K (royal blue), 90K 
(wine red) and 110K (olive green) at normal incidence 
At this bias at 90K R,, only reduces to -0.6A/W, whereas at 1l OK the photoresponse 
is overwhelmed by the dark current (Ia) at high biases, thus reducing the maximum 
operating voltage to -2.8V, where Rp is 0.16A/W (Fig. 4.1.7). 
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The detector however, exhibited very good dark current behaviour with currents as 
low as 0.1µA at -3.0V at 77K (Fig. 4.1.8) (10µA for previously grown detectors 
without Sb at similar conditions). As temperature increases thermal activation is 
enhanced and at 90K, Id has increased by one order of magnitude (1 µA at -3.0V). 
The detector was found to be background limited at 77K for a FOV 33° (0). The 
lower dark current for the DWELL QDIP with Sb could be explained by the fact 
that the effect of Sb also suppresses the formation of defects, as well as increasing 
the dot density [20]. However the larger barrier of 100nm compared to 50nm for 
the DWELL QDIP with the lowest dark current could also be the reason for the 
reduced dark current in the same bias range. 
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Fig. 4.1.8. Dark current for DWELL ODIP with GaSb at 77K (royal blue), 90K 
(wine red) and 110K (olive green) for a 400µm diameter mesa device. 
A high dark current limited detectivity (D*nL) was calculated at 77K of 
-5x1O'°cmHz'12W"1 at -2.8V and 7.5µm (Fig. 4.1.9), mainly due to the low dark 
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current (1.5x101°cmHz1/2W-1 for previously grown detectors without Sb at the same 
conditions). D*DL at 90K is reduced to 1.6x1010cmHz''2W-1 (for the same bias) since 
the increase of the dark current is faster than the increase in responsivity. D41)J, was 
estimated to be - 1.5x1O9cmHzl 
/2W-1 at -2.8V and 110K, which is still one of the 
highest detectivities reported at this temperature for a DWELL QUIP grown by 
MBE in this wavelength range [2,12] pointing towards the realisation of high 
temperature QDIPs at this atmospheric window. 
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Fil;. 4.1.9. Dark current limited detectivity for DWELL ODIP with GaSb at: 77K 
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represent the best 77K detectivity for a previous device (see Chapter, 3.5, Fi3.4_4) 
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4.1.5. Summary 
An increase in the quantum dot (QD) density from typically -2-3x1010cm 2 to 
-6x101°cm 2 via the deposition of IML of antimony prior to InAs QD growth, was 
reported. A -2 times stronger intraband integrated absorption was observed, with no 
significant changes occurring to the energy band configuration of the QDs. 
Furthermore an implementation of this method to a quantum dot-in-a-well infrared 
photodetector was demonstrated, with responsivity values of -1A/W at 77K and 
-7.5µm reducing to 0.6A/W at 90K, with dark current limited detectivities as high 
as -5x1O'°cmHz'nW' at -2.8V and 7.5µm. These results suggest that with further 
optimisation of the growth and doping control the performance of InAs on 
GaSb/GaAs QD and DWELL structures can be enhanced to levels exceeding state- 
of-the-art DWELL QDIP devices, with the potential of reaching levels of 
performance of commercial QWIP detectors. 
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4.2. Incorporation of AlGaAs layers in InAs/InGaAs QD 
detectors 
4.2.1. Introduction 
As discussed in chapter 1, dark current is a major limiting factor in the performance 
of photoconductors (discussed in chapter 1.2), since it determines the maximum 
operating temperature of the device. QDIPs should, in principle, have low dark 
currents due to the 3D confinement of the electronic states [21,22]. This has been 
demonstrated experimentally for InAs QD based detectors [23,24]. Furthermore, it 
has been reported that by incorporating AIGaAs as barriers or current blocking 
layers [2], which have a wider bandgap than GaAs, one can suppress the dark 
currents even further, which could potentially lead to QDIPs operating at higher 
temperatures [25,26]. 
In this chapter, studies on the incorporation of AlGaAs layers in DWELL QDIPs, as 
barrier layers and current blocking layers, are presented. A significant suppression 
of thermal excitation has been achieved through this technique. However, the 
current blocking mechanism is also found to affect the photogenerated current, thus 
limiting responsivity. Nevertheless, evidence that this is a promising approach is 
presented, and the issues which need to be addressed for further application of this 
technique are identified. 
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4.2.2. Thick (50nm) AlGaAs barrier layers 
A structure was grown to investigate the effect of having AlGaAs barrier layers 
instead of GaAs. The structure (vn359) consisted of a5 period DWELL absorbing 
region, (1 electron per dot) with 2.55ML of InAs dots placed within an 80A 
In0.05Ga0.95As quantum well separated by 500 A of Alo., Gao. 9As barrier layers. The 
indium composition in this structure was reduced to obtain approximately the same 
band-offset as the devices separated by GaAs barrier layers. 
Of note is that these structures were grown on a double polished substrate since 
single polished substrates were not available at the time of growth. The double 
polished substrate is not a requirement for QDIP n-i-n device fabrication, and 
although it should make no difference, the growth at the time had not been 
optimised in terms of the temperature control during the growth. So although it is 
possible to draw conclusions on the use of AlGaAs barriers, it should be kept in 
mind that the growth was not of the usual standard. 
The photoresponse for the first device is illustrated below in Fig. 4.2.1. A DWELL 
like peak is observed for negative biases but not for positive. This could imply that 
the asymmetry of the dot within the well is higher, and that for positive biases the 
QW state is at a lower energy which is too confined with respect to the band edge. 
This could also indicate that the reduced indium composition significantly changes 
the strain in the structure, and hence the conduction band could be significantly 
different to the one presented in chapter 3, especially in terms of the in-build electric 
field (see chapter 3.3). This could affect the shape of the conduction band potential 
and cause the enhanced asymmetry in the photoresponse 
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It should be noted that the transition energy for negative bias is at higher energy 
than previous samples described in chapter 3. This could be attributed to the band 
gap for AIGaAs (even with a composition as low as y=0. l) being higher than GaAs, 
so that the combined y=0.1 and x=0.05 for the InGaAs QW does not correspond to 
the same offset for In0.15Ga0.85As in GaAs (an estimated 10meV higher for the 
AIGaAs sample). Also the transition only appears in the spectrum for high values of 
applied bias (>-4.0V). This indicates that the state is deeply confined with respect 
to the band edge, limiting operation to a small bias range 
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Fig. 4.2.1.10K spectral photoresponse of OD sample with 500A AI_i(io,, )aAs 
barriers and 80A Ino 05Ga0.95As QW, measured at 45° polished geometry. The 
positive bias response does not exhibit DWELL like behaviour, and shows an 
increased asymmetry between negative and positive bias 
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Evidently from Fig. 4.2.2, the dark current is drastically reduced in comparison with 
one of the lower dark currents previously measured for an InAs/InGaAs/GaAs 
device of the same diameter. The dark current is so low it is below the noise floor 
of the measurement unit up to ±4V. Once exceeding AV the dark current 
increases, with values which are still very low compared to the literature [2,21-24] 
but again, only for a limited range of --4 up to --5V (Fig. 4.2.1). 
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The responsivity of the sample was measured and indeed found to be very low 
compared to previous GaAs barrier samples, which shows how the photocurrent is 
affected from the deep confinement of the QW state as well as the enhanced barrier 
height of the AIGaAs as shown in Fig. 4.2.3. This effect has been observed by other 
reports on similar techniques [2]. This is undesired since for a good detector a good 
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optical signal is required, as well as a low dark current. However, this technique is 
not necessarily unrewarding, since there could be ways to optimise the performance 
of such a design. 
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Fig. 4.2.3. Peak responsivity at 77K of QD sample with 500A AIG(,, )aAs barriers 
and 80A Iný. ý5Ga0.95As QW, measured at 45° polished geometry. "I'he responsivity 
shows an increased asymmetry between negative and positive biases. 
As discussed above the control over the temperature of growth of these particular 
device structures was not optimum compared to the growers' typical standards. 
Temperature control is of major importance in the growth of AIGaAs layers as to 
minimise non-radiative carrier traps/defect density, even for thin layers such as 
these [27-29] and this could significantly affect the performance. 
A detectivity of - 1x1O'°cmHzl/2W-1 at 77K and -4.2V was deduced, shown at 
Fig. 4.2.4, which is a very good level of performance for a detector of such small 
responsivity and this number of layers, but again the detectivity only remains at this 
high level for a limited bias range. 
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4.2.3. Thin AIGaAs current blocking layers 
Another technique of reducing the dark current with the incorporation ofAlGaAs is 
by depositing thin current blocking layers which should in principle block the dark 
current while avoiding the introduction of traps in the AIGaAs, which is more 
probable for thicker layers. This technique is also easier to implement. and should 
in fact suppress the dark current while allowing the tunnelling of photogenerated 
carriers, and successful examples had been previously demonstrated in the literature 
using similar techniques [2]. 
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A sample was grown (vn747) with 10 periods of dots placed inside an 80A 
Ino 15Ga0. g5As well as previously grown devices in chapter 3. Layers of 15A of 
A102Gao. 8As were grown prior to the QD layer and alter the InGaAs well. In all 
other respects the growth was the same as for the devices discussed in chapter 3. 
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Fig. 4.2.6. IOK spectral photoresponse at normal incidence of sample with 
InAs/Ino, 1SGao. gsAs/Alo_'Gao_gAs at -2.0 and 2.0V. 
The device was found to have a relatively good photoresponse, exhibiting the 
expected features for a DWELL detector as shown in Fig. 4.2.6. It is evident that the 
spectral behaviour is not affected by the AIGaAs current blocking layers as in the 
case of thicker barrier in the previous section. 
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What can also be extracted from Fig. 4.2.6 is that the voltage required to see a 
transition from the QW, is much lower than previously, which is also beneficial in 
terms of technological issues in focal plane arrays. The hybridisation process 
(integrating detectors and read out-circuit) in FPAs is usually limited by the 
operational voltage of the read-out circuit, and typically detectors operating at 
voltages below 4.0V are preferable. 
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Fig. 4.2.7. Peak normal incidence responsivity at 77K of 
InAs/Ins 15Ga085As/A1o_2Ga0.8As at 77K. The operating range is reduced from that at 
I OK, with maximum values going up to ±1.75V. 
The peak responsivity of this device was found to have values of -80mA/W at-1.7V 
and 77K for normal incidence. This is a lower value than previously observed tör 5 
layers of DWELL QDIPs with I electron per dot, without current blocking layers. It 
is reasonable that the responsivity decreases since, even with a thin harrier there will 
normal incidence 
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be some suppression of the escape and tunnelling of photogenerated carriers as well 
as of thermally excited ones. 
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Fig. 4.2.8. Dark current density at 77K of InAs/Ins,, i; G4,. xsAs/At 2(ia4) xAs at 77K, 
plotted along the curve for a5 layer equivalent InAs/InGaAs/GaAs sample (vn 190). 
Nevertheless the dark current density for this sample was found to he low with 
values of 3x10-`A/cm` at ±2.0V. The dark current was not as low as for the thick 
AIGaAs barrier sample described in the previous section but at the same time this 
design had improved spectral characteristics while still suppressing the dark current 
compared to a design without AlGaAs current blocking layers. Fig. 4.2.8. shows the 
dark current density IV curves of the sample with AIGaAs blocking layers. 
The resulting calculated detectivity at 77K is illustrated below in Fig. 4.2.9. It was 
found to exhibit a maximum value of 1.8x109cmHz"2W-1 at --0.6V. Although as an 
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absolute value this is inferior to the one measured for the sample with thick AIGaAs 
barriers (-1x1OIOcmHz'12W-1), the latter exhibited such detectivity values at -4.2V 
and for a very limited range. This factor of 7 decrease of operating voltage is quite 
significant and means that although a detector based on this structure would have a 
smaller detectivity there could be advantages arising from the low operating voltage 
in terms of hybridisation into FPAs. 
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sample ±1.75V, and maximum detectivity occurring at -0.6V. 
Further more it is believed that the problems with the control of temperature of 
growth of Al have not yet been totally overcome, which could mean that this design 
is actually very promising for feature growths, and perhaps with a larger number of 
layers. 
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4.2.4. Summary 
In the above section, 2 different design approaches to using AIGaAs layers were 
presented to reduce the dark currents in QDIPs, and thus improve the signal to noise 
ratio. It was shown how the dark current could be reduced with the use of these 
methods. 
From all the above it would appear that using thick 500A AlGaAs barriers results in 
the lowest dark currents at 77K, compared to all the other techniques for a similar 
bias range. However, as previously observed in the literature the photocurrent also 
suffers from the thick high energy barrier, and there has to be a trade-off between 
photogenerated and thermal excitation and escape. It was also demonstrated how 
one can maintain the good spectral characteristics of a DWELL detector and reduce 
the dark current via the incorporation of 15A of A10,2Ga0,8As current blocking 
layers. 
As a general technique it should be possible to find a trade-off which yields a good 
photocurrent/ dark current ratio using AlGaAs, and reports of successful structures 
have been presented in the literature mentioned above. It would also be a desirable 
system especially if the In content can be minimised as this would enable the growth 
of multilayer QDIP structures with >10 periods. However, there are issues such as 
the short wavelength of the final photocurrent state observed (<8pm), which would 
be unsuitable for operation in the LWIR. Also the introduction of non-radiative traps 
in thick AlGaAs layers, as well a intrinsic reduction of the photocurrent due to the 
high energy barrier present for AIGaAs. 
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4.3. Incorporation of GaP strain-balancing layers towards 
large absorbing regions in DWELL QDIPs 
4.3.1. Introduction 
As discussed in the above sections, one of the main issues concerning QD device 
performance is the lower mid-IR absorption for typical QD structures compared to 
equivalent QW devices. One way of addressing this issue by increasing the QD 
density, was the subject matter of section 4.1. Another way of increasing the overall 
absorption of a QD device, which is presented here (in this case a detector), is to 
grow multiple repeats of the active region. If 50 and more layers could be grown, 
this would lead to high gain and high absorption detectors [19], which could 
potentially lead to higher temperature operation. 
So far structures with 5 and 10 QD layers have been discussed. The growth of 
many QD layers where each layer has QDs with similar size and density and is 
without defects for the InAs/InGaAs system becomes increasingly difficult once 
more than 10 repeats are exceeded [30,31]. Each layer is highly strained and, after 
several layers, dislocations will start to appear in the upper layers [32,33]. The 
strain introduced by the InGaAs which is compressively strained with respect to 
GaAs (see Fig. 4.3.1), leads to strain relaxed dislocations affecting the optical and 
electrical performance severely. Even when thick GaAs spacer layers are used 
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between the layers, dislocations will occur when many layers are stacked. There are 
several techniques that are currently employed to deal with unwanted strain induced 
effects [34], including the growth of strain compensation (SC) layers. SC through 
the deposition of GaN,, Asi_, layers had been reported [35] although it has be found 
to affect the QD growth, and also causes a red shift in the QD PL wavelength. 
Although this is beneficial for QD lasers aiming for operation near 1.55µm, in 
QDIPs operating in the LWIR this could be detrimental. There have also been a few 
reports of the use of GaP SC layers in the growth of QD test structures [3,36], as 
well as laser structures [37,38], and this technique is highly relevant to this section. 
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Fig. 4.3.1. Bandgap energy and lattice constant of various II-V semiconductors at 
room temperature 
This section deals with the incorporation of GaP strain compensating layers. GaP is 
tensile strained with respect to GaAs, with a lattice mismatch of 4%, and is therefore 
used to balance some of the compressive strain of the In (lattice mismatch -7% 
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w. r. t. GaAs). Growing a thin layer of GaP before the deposition of the dots should 
enable the growth of 20+ layers of DWELL QDIPs, since the compensating layer 
would prevent the strain field from the previous layer affecting the nucleation of the 
dots in the upper layers of a stacked structure. This should in principle result in 
multi-layer structures where the bottom and top QD layers are similar in terms of 
dot density and size. 
This technique has been previously demonstrated for InGaAs as well as InAs dots 
grown by metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) [3,36]. An 
implementation of this technique in a laser structure was also demonstrated with 
beneficial effects [37]. So far, no demonstrations of MBE grown QDIPs with strain- 
compensating (SC) layers have been reported. Furthermore due to the larger 
conduction band offset of GaP relative to GaAs (-500meV-see Fig. 4.3.4), the 
incorporation of GaP layers would introduce a current blocking layer, which could 
also help suppress the dark current. 
4.3.2. Structural Information-Characterisation 
In this investigation, three samples were grown to investigate the strain 
compensation properties of GaP and the effects on the electrical performance and 
optical characteristics of DWELL QDIPs. The overall MBE growth method was 
similar to that previously mentioned in chapter 3. In summary, 2.55ML of InAs 
deposited during growth, embedded in an 80A Ino. 15Gao. g5As QW, in a 500A GaAs 
barrier matrix, with le-/dot. The three samples included a5 layer sample, which 
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was grown to compare with previous non-compensated growths in term ot'thc strain 
effects on the performance. a 20 layer sample to demonstrate the capability of 
growth of such a large structure without significant defects, and a further 5 layer 
sample with a smaller In composition (0.1) in the QW. All samples incorporated 
-1 ML of GaP roughly 40A below the W L. 
Fig. 4.3.2. Cross-sectional IEM image of 20 layer InAs/InGaAs 1)Wli I. structure 
with I ML of GaP deposited prior to growth 
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (T FM) was pcrformcd to observe 
the layer quality. The image shown in Fig. 4. ,2 is the I N, M of' the 20 layer 
structure showing overall good quality, and with the exception of' the relaxed 
dislocation on the left hand side of the image the structure seems relatively dclcct- 
free. It is evident that there are areas of localised defects. but these can also arise 
when the sample is cleaved for preparation of''I'I-: M imaging. Ifone rooms in the 
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image with the TEM, it can be observed whether the top and bottom layers are of 
similar dot size and density. Unfortunately high resolution 'I'[M was not availahle. 
and as can be seen from the images in Fig. 4.3.3, it is hard to distinguish accurately 
and furthermore quantify the variation of dot size and density. It is possible to 
distinguish from these pictures that the QDs seem to be 'flatter' than conventional 
DWELL QDs, particularly for the bottom and middle layers. 
! ý,: w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Top 3 layers Middle 3 layers 
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Fig. 4.3.3. Magnification of the Cross-sectional "I'FM image of' the 20 layer 
InAs/InGaAs DWELL structure with IMI. of'Gal', 40A below the WI showing the 
top, middle and bottom 3 layers of the structure 
Apart from balancing some of the strain, it has been shown 131 that iI the Gall layer 
is close to the WL or in fact directly below it, the surface roughness is smoothed out 
causing changes to nucleation and therefore dot density, as well as a reduction ot'dot 
size for the upper layers. Lever et at 131 had shown that it was better to have the 
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GaP layer away from the dots at 200A below the dot layer and 1OOA above for a 
300A barrier, to avoid alterations in dot size and density. The distance should not 
necessarily be the same in the case of MBE grown QDs, but it is a good indication 
that the GaP layer should not be close enough to the QD layer to affect nucleation. 
This distance was chosen to be 40A, which now is believed to have been 
underestimated. For a 500A barrier like the one in our case, the GaP layer should 
have perhaps been 200A above the dots and -300A below the consecutive layer. 
V 
0.1 
0 
0. 
0.1 
0: 
Fig. 4.3.4. Calculated profile of DWELL ODIP with l0Ä GaP layer 40A below the 
InAs/InGaAs region. 
A calculation of the conduction band is shown in Fig. 4.3.4 and has been provided by 
Nenad Vukmirovic*. The calculated profile shows the strain-induced built-in 
electric field effect at the interface of the QW and the barrier. This is slightly 
reduced compared to the calculated profiles at chapter 3.3. As mentioned 
*N. Vukmirovic, 'Physics of Intraband Optoelectronic devices' PhD Thesis, Institute of Microwaves and 156 
Photonics (IMP), Leeds University, 2007 
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previously, the GaP also provides a current blocking layer which would potentially 
suppress the dark current (as well as the photogenerated signal, see previous section 
4.2). It has been shown for laser structures with GaP SC layers that by increasing 
the thickness of the GaP layer the strain compensation can be increased [9]. After a 
`critical thickness' the tensile strain will exceed the compressive strain it is meant to 
balance, leading to `anti-dot' formation. Also, with the increase of GaP thickness 
even below the critical level, the barrier thickness would increase, and the escape of 
photoexcited carriers would become less probable. Nonetheless, the dark current 
would decrease as well, and an optimum could be reached. 
Therefore in terms of optimising the design of the SC layers one needs to consider 
the position of the layer in terms of the effects of GaP on nucleation, as much as the 
optimum thickness of GaP in terms of strain compensation and tunnelling 
efficiency. 
4.3.3. Detector performance 
Although from structural characterisation, it seemed that the overall growth was 
successful, the GaP did not help to improve QD detector performance. The dark 
current was measured at 77K for the 5 layer and 20 layer samples. Compared to 
previous 5 layer DWELL detectors a decrease in dark current was observed, with 
increased asymmetry attributed to the conduction band barrier introduced by the 
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GaP incorporation as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.5. It was also observed that for the 20 
layer sample the dark current characteristics clearly deteriorated. This indicates 
that defects were indeed introduced even if the GaP did provide partial strain 
compensation. In order to achieve good quality multi layer I)WELI, s with Gall SC 
layers, there needs to be further optimisation with respect to the thickness and 
position in the barrier of the GaP layer. It should be noted that this design was a 
first attempt. and did not follow from an optimisation process. 
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Fig. 4.3.5. Dark current IV curves for samples with Gal' and control sample at 77K. 
Nevertheless the reduction of the dark current for the 5 layer sample is a combined 
effect of the barrier offset and a reduced defect density in the structure. Therefore 
the strain is partly balanced for 5 layers, although further attempts of growing such a 
structure would be required to achieve many period layers of low defect densities. 
As mentioned previously, another parameter that was underestimated was the 
distance of the GaP layer from the dot layer to avoid the effects of GaP on QD 
77K 
5 layers with GaP 
20 layers with Ga 
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nucleation. As a result of this it is possible that the QD size has been affected thus 
altering the expected conduction band configuration. The spectra of these devices 
for either 5 and 20 layers, were observed to be of a broad nature centred around 220- 
200meV respectively (Fig. 4.3.6), for the full range of their operating bias, indicating 
that the observed response is due to bound to continuum transitions. This could 
mean that somehow the tunnelling from the QW state is suppressed. 
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10K -2.4V vn647 20 layers of GaP 
-3V vn646 5 layers of GaP 
ý\ 
ý/ý 
\ 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Energy (meV) 
Fig. 4.3.6. Spectra of samples with GaP SC layers; Slayers (red) and 20 layers 
black 
This was initially assumed to be a combined effect of the QW state being deeply 
confined in an InO. 15Ga0.85As well with the GaP barrier further decreasing the 
tunnelling probability. A re-growth of the 5 layer sample was theretore attempted at 
a later stage with an InO. 1Ga0.9As well. This was expected to increase the dark 
current, but in fact the measured dark current performance of the device was much 
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inferior to that expected and more so compared to the previous GaP containing 
device. The dark current comparison with the previous 5 layer sample and the 
control sample is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.7. 
10-1 
10-3 
c: 10- 
lo-7 
10-9 
0 
1011 
1013 
77K 
vn190 control 
vn750 GaP regrowth 
vn646 GaP 5 layers 
-4 -2 0246 -6 
Applied bias (V) 
Fig. 4.3.7. Dark current comparison of QDIP with GaP 5 layer re-growth compared 
with initial growth and control sample with no GaP 
The spectral photoresponse of this sample was also observed to have broad features 
centred on -220meV, similar to the previous attempt. However there was evidence 
of a second peak at '-85meV (-15µm) for a range of biases as it is shown on 
Fig. 4.3.8. This is a low energy compared to previously observed bound-to-QW 
transitions (100-150meV). If it is assumed that the GaP is close enough to the QD 
layer to affect nucleation and cause the dots to be smaller in the growth direction, 
then the energy separation between the ground state and the state in the well will 
decrease (as the ground state goes to higher energy, and assuming that this has no 
effect on the QW state position. 
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Fig. 4.3.8. Normal incidence spectral photoresponse of GaP 5 layer Q1)IPs re- 
growth. The arrow indicates to the low energy peak attributed to a low energy 
bound-to-QW transition. 
Fig. 4.3.9 illustrates the QD PL of the sample with Gal) SC layers and a typical 
DWELL detector (vn4l1, see chapter 3.4). The PL peak for the Gall SC sample is 
blue shifted from 1.02eV to 1.06eV. This 40meV shift is also observed in the PIi 
spectra (also plotted in Fig. 4.3.9) for the peak attributed to the QD first excited state. 
However, the peak attributed to the QW state in the PLE curve, does not seem to be 
affected significantly. This is a clear indication of a lower QD height resulting in 
higher PL energy for the sample with GaP SC layers. The reduced energy 
separation between the ground state and the QW state, would lead to lower 
intraband photocurrent energy for the Ei-ºEQW transition, which agrees with the 
observed low energy feature in Fig. 4.3.8. 
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Fig. 4.3.9. PL and PLE of regrown sample with 5 layers of GaP SC layers plotted 
against a typical InAs/InGaAs DWELL structure previously discussed in chapter 
3.4. (Arrow indicates QW state ) 
4.3.4. Summary 
As discussed in this section, it is possible to partially balance the compressive strain 
introduced by the indium in InAs/InGaAs/GaAs DWELL QDIPs with the insertion 
of Gal? SC layers which are tensile strained relative to GaAs. TEM imaging was 
used to demonstrate the growth of a 20 layer structure with a low defect density. 
However, there needs to be further optimisation of the growth of such structures, 
and particularly with respect to the position of the GaP layers from the QD layer, 
since it has previously been shown that GaP affects the QD nucleation process. 
Furthermore, the number of GaP MLs should be optimised, bearing in mind the 
critical thickness in terms of the strain balance. 
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In conclusion, whilst this technique is a promising route to QDIPs containing many 
(>20) QD layers, there still needs to be significant further optimisation to enable the 
production of high absorption and potentially high temperature detectors, without 
compromising the spectral and electrical characteristics. 
4.4. Discussion 
In this chapter it was shown how different techniques can be applied to control and 
enhance the performance of DWELL QDIPs. It was demonstrated how the low QD 
density, which limits the number of absorbing electrons, can be increased, through 
the incorporation of a thin layer of antimony prior to QD growth. It was also shown 
that the incorporation of AlGaAs barriers can reduce the detector dark current but 
not without reducing the optical performance. Finally, by depositing GaP strain 
balancing layers, the growth of large numbers of periods of active QD regions can 
be achieved. 
In my opinion, of the three techniques discussed in this chapter, the incorporation of 
antimony is the most promising. Not only did this yield the best results, but also 
addresses one of the most significant issues in self assembled QD devices generally, 
namely the QD density. In addition it was observed that the dark current also 
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reduces with this technique possibly due to suppressed defect formation influenced 
by the GaSb surfactant. 
One would imagine that for high density ensembles (perhaps even ordered [see 
Infrared Physics & Technology 50 (2007) 162-165], the doping control would 
improve as well as the number of absorbing electrons, especially as uniformity of 
distribution would improve. This would therefore be a more successful way of 
reducing the dark current rather than using AIGaAs barriers, which as shown can 
deteriorate the optical performance of the detector. 
Finally the growth of GaP strain balancing layers towards the production of multi- 
layer (>20) DWELL detectors was demonstrated and discussed. This is quite a 
promising technique, especially for detectors for high temperature operation. This 
technique also introduces a current blocking barrier in the conduction band, which 
decreases the dark current. However, there needs to be further growth and design 
attempts in order to optimise the position and composition of the SC layers. 
Nevertheless, it could provide a very interesting approach for strain compensation in 
QD based devices. 
In conclusion, the incorporation of antimony in DWELLs as well as the principle of 
strain compensation with GaP, are both promising techniques towards the 
production of high performance DWELL QDIPs. With standardised QD growth, 
allowing the precise control of QD density and doping, these techniques will most 
certainly be capable of producing very high quality, competitive detectors in the 
LWIR atmospheric window. 
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5. Novel directions in quantum dot infrared 
photodetectors 
The previous two chapters dealt with the optimisation of design parameters and 
methods of enhancing the performance of DWELL QDIPs. This final experimental 
chapter is dedicated to the study of novel concepts in the field of DWELL QDIP 
research. 
In the first part of this chapter, the capability to tune the spectral photoresponse of 
DWELL QDIPs via rapid thermal annealing (RTA) is discussed in detail. RTA 
studies have been widely reported mainly for QWs and non-detector QD structures 
[1]. In this section however, the first demonstration of wide spectral tunability 
across the whole LWIR window is reported for DWELL QDIPs. In addition, it was 
observed that using this technique to tune the wavelength after a device growth did 
not diminish the detector performance beyond expected levels. 
The second section deals with non-linear optical effects in DWELL QDIPs. 
Standard methods for the detection of mode-locked and pulsed quantum cascade 
lasers as well as other pulsed sources in the MIR and FIR typically use non-linear 
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crystals to generate second-harmonic light, which is measured by a slow linear 
detector. This section reports the first demonstration of two-photon operation of a 
DWELL QDIP. Two photon (2P) processes have been studied in QWIPs [2], with 
high sensitivity 2P detectors of mid-infrared sub-picosecond pulses demonstrated. The 
development of 2P QDIPs would be highly significant as they are capable of true 
normal incidence operation, have long intermediate state lifetimes resulting in high 2P 
absorption co-efficients and have an intrinsic energy level configuration which makes 
them particularly attractive for operation in the terahertz region. 
In the final section of this chapter, the design and fabrication of photovoltaic QDIPs 
is discussed. Photovoltaic operation had been previously observed in 
photoconductive QDIPs, due to the in-built strain-induced electric field [3]. 
Nonetheless, optimised detector structures for photovoltaic operation had only been 
reported for QWIPs. This section includes results from two DWELL QDIPs 
designed to introduce a controlled in-built electric field and achieve high 
performance photovoltaic MIR detection. 
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5.1. Rapid thermal annealing for intermixing DWELL QD 
structures 
5.1.1. Introduction 
As mentioned in previous chapters, there have been demonstrations of QDIP 
performance levels that are beginning to approach those of the more mature QWIP 
technology. However, a serious drawback is the relative complexity to design 
QDIPs for a specific wavelength range, because the QD size control requires the 
variation of many different growth parameters. Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) is a 
common tool used to give post growth alteration to the transition energies inside 
semiconductor structures by inter-diffusion of constituent atoms (intermixing) [1]. 
There have been several reports showing that it is possible to retain the 3- 
dimensional confinement in QDs after high temperature annealing [4,5]. 
Intermixing affects both the height and shape of the QD confining potential, hence 
changing the transition energies and the intersublevel spacing [6]. Additionally, the 
photoluminescence linewidth for ground state transitions significantly decreases for 
increased intermixing, indicating a reduction of the QD size and strain 
inhomogeneities [7]. 
Previous studies in QWIPs have demonstrated the possibility to tune the spectral 
response of the detectors by quantum well intermixing (QWI) e. g. strained InGaAs 
QW systems, where shifts of 1.2µm have been achieved [4], and GaAs/AIGaAs QW 
systems, where shifts of 1.6 and 1.8µm have been achieved [5,6]. Typically for 
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QWI, RTA is used along with ion implantation, which provides a precise control of 
the amount and depth of the defects introduced upon intermixing [5], since using 
solely RTA usually results in significant spectral broadening and degradation of the 
dark current (>order of magnitude). There have recently been reports on the effect 
of intermixing in QDIPs, with small shifts compared to QWI, accompanied by a 
significant degradation in performance [7]. 
In this section the post-growth tailoring of the spectral photoresponse of DWELL 
QDIPs is discussed, whereby shifts as large as 41tm (46meV) have been achieved 
using post-growth RTA. The narrow photoluminescence and intraband 
photocurrent spectra for the as-grown devices display further narrowing upon 
annealing. The device performance remained in a competitive range for QDIPs for 
this wavelength range with the detectivity reducing from 1.1xlO'°cmHz'12W 1 at 
8µm, to 3x109cmHz112W 1 at 10.9µm at 77K. This threefold reduction across this 
wavelength range was found to be comparable to that calculated for QWIPs, based 
on the reduction of detectivity with wavelength for a photoconductor [8]. This 
indicates that although the control of the amount of point defects is not as precise as 
with the aid of ion implantation, the introduction of undesirable amounts of defects 
is limited using this technique. 
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5.1.2. Absorption studies of annealed DWELL QDs 
The DWELL sample studied here is the sample discussed in chapter 3.4 for 
absorption studies (vn758). The DWELL absorbing region consists of 30 periods of 
InAs dots placed within an 80A Ino_ 1 SGa0.85As quantum well, with 10A of the well 
below the dots and 70A above. The active region was Si b-dopcd to a concentration 
corresponding to -le-/dot. RTA was performed in a rapid thermal annealer 
(Mattson) at a temperature of 800°C for 2 and 4minutes. During the RTA process, 
the samples were sandwiched between 2 GaAs wafers to prevent As out-diffusion 
from the sample surface and were kept in a Nitrogen ambient environment. 
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Fig. 5.1.1 Mid-IR high energy intraband absorption of as-grown (black), 2 minutes 
(red) and 4minutes (green) annealed absorption samples at 800°C measured at 10K. 
The inset shows the corresponding photoluminescence at 77K for each sample. 
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Fig. 5.1.1 shows the mid-IR absorption spectrum at 10K for the as-grown sample 
(black dotted line) attributed to the E1-+EQw transition, which was found to be 
stronger and narrower (& J? -'12%@8µm, FWHM-18meV) compared to equivalent 
transitions from the QD to the wetting layer in InAs/GaAs QDs [9]. The sample 
was annealed for 2 and 4 minutes at 800°C. It was previously found that for 800°C, 
large shifts can be achieved for ground state to first excited state (s p) transitions 
[1]. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1.1, the absorption peak shifts from 157meV (-'8µm) for 
the as-grown sample to 124meV (10µm) for 2min, and 112meV (11µm) for 4min of 
RTA. 
Annealing is expected to change the composition, strain and anisotropy of the QDs 
and the reduction of the transition energy upon annealing is indicative of a reduced 
QD confinement potential [1]. Along with the intraband energy shift, a spectral 
narrowing of the absorption from AM-12% for as-grown, down to 0k/ß, -9% for 4 
minutes is observed. This linewidth decrease suggests a reduction of 
inhomogeneities in the QD shape and size. Similar to previous reports [10], the 
increased QD bandgap due to intermixing is evident from the blue-shift of the 
interband photoluminescence (PL) peak upon annealing (inset of Fig 5.1.1). 
As previously discussed in chapters 3.1 and 4.1 the far-IR normal incidence 
transmission spectra can be measured with the s -p' transition excited using light 
polarised in the [0-11] crystallographic direction and the s -p- transitions excited 
using light polarised in the [011] direction. The green and blue lines in Fig. 5.1.2 
show the normal incidence absorption per layer, which were presented and 
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discussed in chapter 3.1. It should be noted that when the samples were annealed 
for 2 minutes, no intraband absorption was observed for the s -p transitions. 
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Fig. 5.1.2. Normal incidence intraband absorption spectra in the far-IR for DWELL 
at 1 OK. For the as-grown sample, s-, 2- [0111 and sp+ [0-111 transitions are shown in 
blue and green respectively at 42 and 48meV. The same transitions are shown in 
black and red respectively at 25 and 27meV. The 2 minute sample transitions are 
assumed to have shifted to energies within the reststrahlen band 
It is assumed that when annealing the structure for 2 minutes the energy of the s-p 
transition is in the region of the reststrahlen band. This assumption is supported by 
the results for 4minutes RTA at 800°C which exhibit absorption peaks below the 
optical phonon energy at 25meV and 27meV for the s -p- and s -p transitions. 
respectively. The anisotropy-associated splitting (discussed also in chapter 3.1) is 
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evidently reduced from 6 to 2meV, and this had been previously observed in 
InAs/GaAs dots by Zibik et al [1], demonstrating the reduction of the 
inhomogeneities in size and strain associated with the splitting [1]. 
These results are also relevant to work which concentrates around the investigation 
of carrier lifetimes in QDs. By shifting the QD transitions below the LO phonon 
energy it is possible to perform e. g. pump-probe measurements to shed light on the 
nature of the relaxation mechanisms, which have been previously reported to be of a 
multiphonon or polaronic nature, and generally associated with phonon-assisted 
relaxation. Currently, in related work, our group has performed such measurements 
on annealed InAs/GaAs QDs using an FEL source (FELBE) near Dresden, 
Germany, to investigate relaxation times in QD samples that show s -p transitions of 
-100µm and found times of up to 2 ns. 
5.1.3. Effects of intermixing on DWELL QDIP performance 
The QDIP device structure which had been grown (vn411, see chapter 3.5), 
incorporated a bottom contact layer of 4000A n+ Si doped GaAs, 10 periods of 
DWELL absorbing region, separated by 500A of undoped GaAs and a final 4000A 
n+ Si doped GaAs contact layer. The active region was doped to a concentration of 
corresponding to -le'/dot. RTA was performed as in the previous section. 
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Fig. 5.1.3 illustrates the intraband photocurrent spectra measured under normal 
incidence conditions at 10K and 3.0V. The photocurrent peak at +3.0V shifts from 
8.1 µm to 10.9µm for 2 min of RTA. 
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Fig. 5.1.3 Intraband photocurrent spectra for as-grown (dark yellow), 2min (black) 
and 4min (orange) DWELL QDIP samples annealed at 800°C measured at 3.0V and 
I OK. 
When annealing the device for 4min at 800°C a further shift of the peak wavelength 
up to 11.6µm is observed with a cut-off at -13.5µm. A high energy tail is evident 
for the as-grown detector as well the absorption sample. This has been previously 
attributed to bound-to-continuum transitions [11]. The tail could additionally be 
influenced by inhomogeneous broadening of the QD distribution, which reduces 
upon annealing and causes a subsequent reduction of the high energy shoulder. 
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PL measurements of the as-grown DWELL QDIP exhibit a narrow linewidth of 
AU-4.5% (FWHM-42meV) and PL peak energy of 1.024eV. The PL peak shifts 
to 1.148eV and 1.177eV for 2min and 4 min, respectively, with the linewidth 
reducing down to -28meV after 4min of annealing as shown in Fig. 5.1.4 (a). The 
rate of the PL peak shift is similar to the absorption sample, demonstrating the 
repeatability of this technique. 
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the as-grown sample shifts from 1.024eV (dark yellow) to 1.148eV (black) and 
1.177eV (orange) for 2min and 4 min respectively. Arrows in the PLE spectra 
indicate the position of the peak corresponding to the QW state. PLE spectra shown 
were subtracted from the PL detection energy. 
The PLE spectra (Fig 5.1.4 (b)) allow the determination of the relative interband 
energies of the ground state and excited states in the QD and to measure how these 
change upon annealing. The peaks corresponding to the first excited state and QW 
state are indicated for the as-grown and annealed samples. This data can be used in 
conjunction with the intraband photocurrent data to estimate the relative change of 
the conduction band to valence band ratio, for different annealing times at least as 
far as the EI-->EQW transition is concerned. The energy of EQW with respect to the 
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ground state shifts from 306meV (as-grown) to 183meV (2 minute RTA) and 
158meV (4 minute RTA) 
Prior to subtracting the PLE excitation energies from the PL detection energy, it is 
evident that the interband energy gap between the electron and hole states confined 
in the QW does not change as significantly as the ground state emission energy of 
the QD. as shown below in Fig. 5.1.5. 
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Fig, 5.1.5. PLE spectra for as-grown (dark yellow), 2mink800°C (black) and 
4min@800°C (orange), showing how the quantization energy of the OW state is not 
as affected by intermixing as the energy of the states in QD. 
It is thus possible to deduce that annealing mainly effects the QD, and to a lesser 
extent the QW. A comparison of the QW state energy in the PLE spectra with the 
intraband photocurrent peaks which correspond to the transitions in the CB. enables 
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the derivation of the shift of the hole energies upon annealing. The hole quantisation 
energies for EQW shift from 153meV to 69meV, down to 51meV from as-grown to 
2min and 4 min of RTA respectively. Accordingly, the CB contribution to the 
interband transitions increases with annealing time, from -50% to -62% up to 
-68%. The table below summarises the above results: 
Table 5.1. Effects of different annealing times on detector characteristics. The PLE 
peak values corresponding to the OW state are indicated in Fig. 5.1.4(b) 
Annealing time (min) 
0 2 4 
Intraband Photocurrent (meV), 
(EQW electron energy) 153 114 107 
PL (eV) peak 1.024 1.148 1.177 
PLE peak corresponding to 
QW state (meV) 306 183 158 
EQW hole energy (meV) 153 69 51 
The peak responsivity of the devices was measured using a calibrated black body 
source at 1005K with a modulation frequency of -230Hz. For the as-grown sample 
where the dark current density is low (4.7mA/cm2@-2.7V and 77K) illustrated in 
Fig. 5.1.6 (b), the responsivity can be measured up to +/-3.8V, with values of '-3A/W 
at 77K, as shown in Fig. 5.1.6 (a). 
However, once the detector is annealed for 2 minutes the dark current density 
increases by more than one order of magnitude (---40x higher) as shown if Fig. 5.1.6 
(b), to 0.2A/cm2@-2.7V and 77K, limiting the detector operating voltage to a range 
of +/- 2.7V. 
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Fig. 5.1.6. (a) Peak responsivity and (b) Dark current density at normal incidence 
measured at 77K for DWELL QDIPs; as grown (dark yellow triangles), 
2min@800°C (black squares) and 4min@800°C (orange open circles). 
A further twofold increase of the dark current density occurs for 4 minutes of 
annealing (0.42A/cm2@-2.7V and 77K). The activation energies for these devices 
were derived from temperature dependent dark current measurements [7]. We find 
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a reduction of - 50meV of the activation energy between the as-grown and 4 min 
annealed samples, which is comparable to the photocurrent peak shift of -46meV. 
The agreement of these results indicates that the dark current increase is mainly due 
to the reduced confinement of the ground state with respect to the GaAs band edge 
rather than the introduction of additional defects. 
An increase of the responsivity can be observed for the annealed samples (black 
squares and orange open circles) in Fig. 5.1.6 (a), compared to the as-grown sample 
(dark yellow triangles). In addition, a stronger bias dependence of the responsivity 
is observed for the annealed samples. Both effects indicate an increase in tunneling 
probability from the final QW state upon annealing. Intermixing can have an effect 
on the QW as well as the QD confinement potential, resulting in a shift of the final 
photocurrent state to a higher energy (closer to the GaAs band edge), albeit at a 
lower rate than the QD ground state shift (from Fig. 5.1.5, -6meV shift from as- 
grown to 4min of annealing). This could increase the tunneling probability and 
hence yield a higher responsivity. However, an accurate interpretation of the effect 
is difficult, as intermixing could also have an impact on the strain-induced built-in 
electric field at the interface between the InGaAs QW and the barrier [12] that could 
also influence the tunneling efficiency. 
The peak responsivity at'-2.7V is increased from 0.35A/W for the as-grown sample 
to 0.6A/W for the 2min@800C sample. When annealing further to 4min, the 
responsivity decreases compared to the 2min sample, which is more evident for 
positive low biases. 
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In order to better quantify the effects of annealing on the detector performance, the 
dark current limited detectivity [8] can be estimated from the responsivity and dark 
current densities at 77K. Observed values of D*=1.1x1OIOcmHzh/2W-1 for the as- 
grown sample were reduced down to 3x1O9cmHz'12W"1 and 2x109cmHzh'2W-t for 2 
and 4 minutes of annealing at 800°C, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.1.7. Similar 
magnitudes of reduction in detectivity have been calculated for LWIR QWIPs 
[8.13], as a function of detection wavelength from 8-12µm as illustrated in 
Fig. 5.1.8. This indicates that upon annealing the performance is reduced to 
expected levels, due to the weaker confinement potential, and that the introduction 
of additional defects that would further deteriorate the performance does not play a 
significant role. 
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These results are very promising as they reveal the suitability of these devices for 
dual band focal plane array (FPA) applications in the LWIR, whereby two different 
narrow bands with minimum spectral cross talk [14] can be fabricated on the same 
wafer. Also, using a technique whereby depositing a sputtered Si02 cap upon the 
wafer surface, it is possible to shift the emission of a wide range of material systems 
by -100meV [15]. This is a useful technique as it results in lower required 
temperatures than usually employed by rapid thermal annealing while achieving 
significant intermixing. The potential benefits of such a technique also include the 
ability to select the areas that will be intermixed by photo Iithographically patterning 
the areas that will be sputtered with Si02 [15], which could facilitate further the 
fabrication of large dual-band FPAs [ 14]. 
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5.1.4. Summary 
In summary, the effects of rapid thermal annealing on the spectral characteristics 
and performance of DWELL QDIPs have been discussed, as well as the effects on 
the intraband absorption spectral behaviour. A shift of the s -p transition below the 
phonon energy (26meV) was observed upon 4min of RTA at 800°C compared to an 
s -p energy of 42meV for the as-grown structure. Furthermore, the capability of 
tuning the detector photocurrent peak across the 8-14µm LWIR atmospheric 
window was demonstrated. A reduction in detectivity from 1.1x 101OcmHz1/2 W" to 
3x109cmHz1/2W-1 has been found to be comparable to the expected reduction of 
detectivity for similar QWIPs. The combined result of the achieved -4µm spectral 
shift and the very narrow spectral linewidths, makes this an appealing technique for 
fabricating dual-band QDIPs for FPA applications. 
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5.2. Two-photon absorption in DWELL QDIPs 
5.2.1. Introduction 
The development of emitters in the mid-infrared (MIR) and far infrared (FIR), such as 
quantum cascade lasers, that are capable of pulsed and mode-locked operation with 
pulse widths in the order of -ps, have created the necessity for the development of fast 
and sensitive detectors for monitoring and characterising short optical pulses in these 
regions [16,17]. Standard methods where the second-harmonic generated light in a 
non-linear crystal is measured by a slow linear detector, can be potentially substituted 
by non-linear infared photodetectors [18]. 
Non-resonant two photon (2P) processes have been studied in QWIPs [19], and more 
recently optimised structures for 2P absorption were investigated, where energetically 
equidistant subbands resulted in resonantly enhanced 2°d-order intrinsic non-linearities 
[16]. As a result, high sensitivity 2P detectors of mid-infrared sub-picosecond pulses 
have been demonstrated [17,18,20]. 
The development of 2P QDIPs would be highly significant as they are capable of true 
normal incidence operation, have long intermediate state lifetimes resulting in high 2P 
absorption co-efficients and have an intrinsic energy level configuration which makes 
them particularly attractive for operation in the terahertz region. Non-linear studies in 
non-detector QD structures have demonstrated second harmonic generation with very 
high nonlinear susceptibilities [21]. However no studies of non-linear optical 
processes have yet been reported for QDIPs. 
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Two photon normal incidence detection of FIR picosecond pulses using DWELL 
QDIPs are presented in this section along with a quadratic increase of the photocurrent 
with the incident power for bias range of 0.2V-0.8V. For higher applied bias (1.2V) 
this behaviour changes to linear, as the escape probability increases and the one photon 
(1P) photocurrent overcomes the 2P process. Finally, second-order autocorrelation 
measurements of short FIR pulses of -'3ps at ?- 26.5µm were performed. The 
DWELL sample is structure vn189, the growth of which is described in detail in 
chapter 3.1. 
Measurements were performed using the Dutch free electron laser FELIX in 
Nieuwegein. The output of FELIX consists of a train of macropulses of -41is in 
length running at a repetition rate of 5 or 10 Hz. In our case each macropulse is 
made up of 100 micropulses with a pulse-width of 3-4ps, a repetition rate of 25MHz 
and a pulse separation of 40 ns. FELIX was continuously tuned from 18 to 35µm, 
and detected by our QDIP, cooled to 5K 
5.2.2.2P Photocurrent spectral and power dependence 
Fig. 5.2.1 shows the photocurrent at +1V measured using FTIR spectroscopy, where 1P 
transitions dominate and the possible DWELL conduction band transitions are 
indicated in the inset of Fig. 5.2.1. The observed photocurrent arises due to 
E1-+EQW (peaked at -101im) or to EI-Econt (peaked at -6µm) as discussed in 
chapter 3. 
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Fig. 5.2.1. One photon photocurrent measured by FTIR spectroscopy at 0.8V and 
5K. Inset shows a conduction band diagram with the relevant transitions in 
DWELL QDIPs; the Ei=EQ transition is indicated by the solid arrow. peaked at 
10gm, and the E1->Ernnt transition is indicated by the dashed arrow, peaked at 
6µm 
To investigate the spectral dependence of 2P transitions, the output of FELIX was 
used. Fig. 5.2.2 displays the photocurrent spectra at 5K measured by tuning the FELIX 
wavelength from 18-35µm, showing a photocurrent peak at X-. 26.5µm (47 meV). This 
energy corresponds closely to the dot ground state E1 (s) to first excited (p) state 
transition energy (s p) observed in previous absorption studies [22,23] and IP 
photocurrent studies of DWELL QDIPs [11] (also in chapter 3.1), thus strongly 
indicating the photocurrent is associated with the s -p transition within the dots. 
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Fig. 5.2.2. Two photon (2P) photocurrent spectra at 5K for DWELL QDIP 
illuminated with -95kW/cm2 peak power at normal incidence. The dips in the 
spectrum are due to atmospheric absoprtion in this spectral region. Inset shows the 
possible 2P process involving intermediate p-states. 
As described below, power dependent measurements show that under these 
conditions a 2P electron transition can be excited involving the s-state of the QD, the 
intermediate p- state in the QD and states in the QW (shown schematically in the inset 
of Fig. 5.2.2). 
By investigating the dependence of the photocurrent on incident power for different 
bias conditions, exciting with the FELIX output at ?, = 26.5µm (resonant with the s- 
p transition) it is possible to determine whether a 1P or 2P process is involved. For 
these measurements the QDIP was connected to a current preamplifier and the 
output signal was measured using an oscilloscope. 
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Fig. 5.2.3 shows the photocurrent dependence on peak power density P for 0.2V. 
0.5V, 0.8V and 1.2V, at T= 5K. For 0.2V up to 0.8V, a quadratic dependence of P 
was observed in the range of 10kW/cm2 to 400kW/cm2, showing that 2P processes 
dominate. 
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Fig. 5.2.3. Photocurrent power dependence at 5K for 0.2V (black closed squares) 
0.5V (red triangles), 0.8V (dark yellow circles) and 1.2V (blue open squares). The 
dependence is quadratic from -10kW/cm2 up to -400kW/cm2, after which it 
saturates 
An overall increase of the photocurrent magnitude is observed when increasing the 
bias due to the increased escape probability from the final photocurrent state. When 
the applied bias is increased to 1.2V, the dependence becomes more linear (over the 
range from IOkW/cm2 to 400kW/cm2 ); indicating that tunnelling directly from the 
p-state becomes significant and therefore IP processes give rise to the photocurrent. 
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From Fig. 5.2.3 it can also be seen that a gradual decrease of the quadratic behaviour 
occurs with increasing peak power density. A further increase in P leads to 
saturation of the photocurrent at approximately 4MW/cm2, which could be 
attributed to space charge saturation [20], absorption saturation [24], or contact 
effects [25]. 
It should be noted that when calculating the peak and average power densities, an 
estimate of how much of the power is incident on structure is made. This estimate 
is based on measuring the signal on a pyroelectric detector before and after a 600µm 
pinhole. The reduction of the signal after the pinhole can give an estimate of how 
much of the laser pulse is effectively incident on the active area of the detector 
(400µm diameter), for a Gaussian pulse. The transmission of the cryostat windows 
(0.49) and the refractive index of GaAs (-0.3) are also taken into account. 
The 2P absorption coefficient ß can be extracted via the 2P photocurrent density 
(Fig. 5.2.3), j2p, by [17]: 
AP eýhveg Pave (5.1) 
Where L is the thickness of the active region, which for a5 layer structure is L= 
40nm and Pie is the average power density. The factor fe is related to the angle of 
incidence and is equal to unity for normal incidence. Under the assumption that the 
gain is near unity [26], from (5.1), ß is estimated to be -1x107 cm/GW, close to the 
values reported for resonant 2P QWIPs [17,20], and is 6 orders of magnitude higher 
than for bulk materials such as GaAs or Si. 
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It is therefore clear that even for unoptimised DWELL QDIP structures such as 
those studied here large values ofß are possible. Growth of DWELL QDIP samples 
in which the s -p and E1-4EQW transitions are resonant would result in approximately 
one order of magnitude larger values of /j. It was shown in previous chapters how 
the energy level configuration in DWELL can be controlled by varying either the 
well width or number of InAs monolayers deposited during QD growth. In addition, 
as discussed in the previous section, intermixing studies show that transition energies 
can be fine-tuned using post-growth rapid thermal annealing. 
Also, as demonstrated in previous studies and shown in chapter 3.3, the E1-ºEQW 
energy can be varied in DWELL structures via the Stark effect [27], whilst the s -p 
energy should be far less sensitive to applied bias, providing a further method for 
tuning the relative energy level separations and hence the 2P absorption co-efficient. 
A power dependence of the photocurrent was also carried out at 80K to study the 
effect of temperature on the two photon process. Fig. 5.2.4 shows the behaviour at 
higher temperatures at 0.8V plotted along with the 0.8V photocurrent at IOK (from 
Fig. 5.2.3). At 80K the bias dependence becomes linear with power, with the linear 
regime attributed to thermal population of the intermediate state [18] and 
subsequent enhanced escape probability via a 1P channel. 
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Fig. 5.2.4. Photocurrent power dependence at 10K (dark yellow circles) and 80K 
(black closed squares) for 0.8V. At high temperatures the dependence is linear for 
all of the bias range. 
As part of these studies I also investigated additional samples with a 111 
photocurrent peak (i. e. energy of final state) of 160meV. For these samples the final 
state energy is far from twice the s -p transition energy (-50 meV), and no quadratic 
photocurrent behaviour was observed. 
5.2.3. Autocorrelation measurements 
The time evolution of the 2P photocurrent signal was analysed using second-order 
autocorrelation measurements. As discussed in chapter 2.5, autocorrelation 
measurements can provide information on the relaxation times of the intermediate 
state. The FELIX output was split into two identical pulse trains and the 2P 
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photocurrent measured with the DWELL QDIP sample as a function of delay time 
between the two pulse trains as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.2.5. At zero delay an 
autocorrelation peak with a ratio of -3: 1 with respect to the signal away from zero 
delay is observed (the 1P signal). as shown in Fig. 5.2.5. This ratio is close to that 
expected for a 2P process [ 16,17,28]. 
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Fig. 5.2.5. Autocorrelation trace of DWELL QDIP at -95kW/cm2 and 0.8V at the 
peak of the spectrum (--26.5µm) measured at normal incidence (red line). A bi- 
exponential fit (black line), yields a Tc = 3ps and T, = 40ps. Inset shows a schematic 
of the experimental set-uff 
There is some evidence of interference symmetrically away from zero delay at 
-18ps. This could be a result of reflections from the back of the sample (as it is a 
normal incidence measurement). 
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Following the approach of Nessler et al [29], the autocorrelation measurements are 
numerically fitted and information is extracted about the carrier lifetime of the 
intermediate state. This is done via the following expression for an ideal 
autocorrelation trace (S; deaj(z)): 
Sideal(Tý=1+2"exp(-4" In 2" (r/6)Z) (5.2) 
where, a is the FWHM of the electrical field envelope of a single pulse (in this case 
-3ps). A convolution of the second term of (5.2) is used along with a symmetric 
function describing the exponential decay of a population from the intermediate 
state: 
f(t)=exp(-Itl/7 ) (5.3) 
The data can then be fitted according to (5.2) and (5.3), and information can be 
extracted about the carrier lifetime of the intermediate state T1. This is solved again 
for another longer time constant Tiong and the two numerical calculations fit the bi- 
exponential decay of the trace. A bi-exponential decay fit of the autocorrelation 
trace yields a short time (TS) and a longer time constant (TL) with times of TS-. 3ps 
and a TL -40ps. TL is associated with the lifetime of the p-like intermediate state, 
which has been extensively studied [21,22] using pump-probe spectroscopy yielding 
typical times between -30 and 60ps, depending on the energy of the s -p transition. 
The origin of TS is not well understood, but can be explained, considering recent 
observations of the effects of acoustic phonon sidebands (APSs) in the QD 
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absorption spectrum [30,31]. The single QD absorption spectrum typically consists 
of a zero phonon line (ZPL) which is significantly broadened by APSs, a schematic 
of which is shown Fig. 5.2.6. This was originally observed for QD excitons [30] and 
also in s -p absorption spectra using four-wave mixing spectroscopy [31]. The 
presence of acoustic phonon sidebands in an inhomogeneously broadened QD 
ensemble can result in resonant 2P absorption involving ZPL, as well as APS. The 
characteristic time in autocorrelation measurements in the latter case is determined 
by a very short (-ps) decoherence time due to emission of coherent acoustic 
phonons. 
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Fig. 5.2.6. Schematic of the single dot intraband absorption line composed of the 
zero phonon line (ZPL) and acoustic phonon sidebands 
Although the absorption of APSs is much smaller compared to ZPL, the number of 
dots for which the resonant 2P absorption via APSs is possible will be significantly 
larger than the number of QDs with 2P absorption via ZPL due to the relatively 
large -2meV broadening of the absorption line. However, in order to explain the 
origin of Ts more explicitly, further detailed studies will have to be performed. 
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5.2.4. Summary 
In summary, the two-photon normal incidence detection of FIR ultrashort optical 
pulses using DWELL QDIPs was presented. A quadratic increase of the 
photocurrent was observed with incident power tuned into resonance with the 
ground-first excited state transition in the quantum dots. This dependence changed 
to linear with either high applied bias or elevated temperature, the former being 
attributed to a field assisted increase of the electron escape probability from the 
intermediate state, and the latter due to a thermally assisted escape from the 
intermediate state. Second order autocorrelation measurements were used to 
determine the dynamics of the photodetector. The results in this section 
demonstrated the potential of normal incident non-linear DWELL QDIPs for the 
characterisation of few picosecond far-infrared laser pulses and provide insight into 
the relaxation dynamics in these devices. 
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5.3. Photovoltaic quantum dot infrared photodetectors 
5.3.1. Introduction 
Another class of infrared detectors, briefly mentioned in the introduction chapter 1, 
are photovoltaic (PV) detectors. The advantage of PV over photoconductive 
detectors (PC) is the elimination of the dark current, which removes generation- 
recombination noise at zero applied fields [8]. This results in a better theoretical 
upper limit for detector signal to noise ratio, as well as simplification in biasing, and 
providing a more accurate prediction of the responsivity [32]. In principle, all the 
materials used to make PC detectors can be used to make PV detectors and there are 
many examples of Si, HgCdTe and InSb PV detectors, and more recently PV 
QWIPs and QDIPs [8,33-37], which are the subject matter of this section. 
PV intraband detectors are based on an in-built inversion asymmetry to provide an 
effective electric field, thus eradicating the need for an external applied voltage. 
Although the dark current is reduced to zero, the PV approach also results in a much 
smaller gain, affecting the photocurrent of the device compared to equivalent PC 
detectors. This leads to PV detectors having comparable achievable detectivities to 
PC detectors. It has been demonstrated for QWIPs that optimised PV structures can 
achieve similar detectivity values as previously optimised PC QWIPs [8]. 
Therefore, although PC detectors are better for applications requiring high 
responsivities, PV detectors can be used when the integration time of an FPA is 
limited by the storage capacity of the read out circuit (ROIC) [8], which is often the 
case in large 2D arrays where the ROIC size is limited by the FPA pitch. 
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Previous reports on PV QWIPs have demonstrated the photovoltaic effect using a 
variety of designs. Kastalsky et al, observed PV detection in an n-type 
GaAs/AIGaAs superlattice with a built-in graded AIGaAs barrier [3], and Goosen et 
al showed how it is possible to achieve PV detection by introducing a two- 
dimensional electron gas produced by modulation doping in the AlGaAs spacer 
[34]. Schneider et al also reported a PV QWIP based on asymmetrically doped 
double-barrier QW [35]. There have also been reports on PV operation in QDIPs, as 
a result of the intrinsic inversion asymmetry of the band structure of the self- 
assembled dots [36]. More recently, Hwang et al reported PV QDIP operation 
which was due to the segregation of Si atoms in the QDs and to the shape of the 
dots, but also enhanced by an AIGaAs single sided barrier [37]. Also QWIP 
detectors based on a quantum cascade configuration have shown promising results 
for PV operation [38,39], but have certain shortcomings, such as current leakage 
from resonant miniband states. The absence of the dark current could also lead to 
high temperature uncooled detectors and reports of PV QWIPs have recently shown 
near RT operation for the near-IR [40] as well as the LWIR [41 ]. 
Probably the most interesting design that has been recently demonstrated for 
QWIPs, was based on a `four-zone scheme' by Schneider et al [41,42]. This design 
provides an enhancement of the asymmetry as well as considering very thoroughly 
the tunnelling and capture probability, with respect to the thickness of the barriers 
and their position. One important parameter in designing an intraband PV detector 
is ensuring the direction of the current flow, or in other words the direction of the 
in-built electric field. This design is believed to achieve this efficiently and for that 
reason the designs proposed herein follow from the same principles, although they 
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have significant differences. The proposed design in this chapter has the advantage 
of the sensitivity to normal incidence, a high RoA (the product of differential 
resistance and detector area) and narrow linewidth photoresponse, which make it a 
very promising technique towards the fabrication of PV DWELL QDIPs. 
In this section the design and operation of two PV QDIP designs are presented with 
responsivities in the range of 0.2mA/W at 77K, and RoA products of -106S2cm2, 
yielding detectivities of 1O'°cmHz'nW 1 at 77K and 7µm. Prior to the growth of 
these structures, significant simulation work was carried out, by a model solving the 
transfer matrix Schroedinger equation for the wavefunctions of the energy states 
involved. Although this has been shown not be precise for the 3D QD system it is 
quite accurate for the 2D QW case and hence was mainly used to optimise the 
superlattice (SL) design discussed below. 
The principle of operation of these two devices is based on an inversion asymmetry 
introduced by a combination of (a) an asymmetric GaAs/A1yGa1_yAs superlattice, (b) 
an InXGa1.,, As QW (for the first design) and (c) and an InAs/InGaAs DWELL region 
separated from (b) by a thin AlAs barrier. The in-built strain induced electric field 
which was discussed previously is not considered in the simulations, but could well 
be contributing to the effect. A discussion of the dynamics of the predicted, and 
experimentally observed detector operation are discussed in the individual sections 
for each of the designs that follow. 
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5.3.2. Design approach 1- using a superlattice and adjacent InGaAs 
quantum well 
Table. 5.3.1 Growth details of PV ODIP including GaAs/AIGaAs superlattice and 
InGaAs capture zone. 
Repeats Thickness (A) material x dopant type Nonc(cm-3) 
1 4000 GaAs Si n 2X10+18 
1 400 GaAs 
7 50 InxGa(1-x)As 0.1 
7 5 GaAs 
7 18 AlAs I 
7 70 InxGa(1-x)As 0.05 
7 7 InAs (2.55 ML) 
7 10 InxGa(I -x)As 0.05 
7 5 GaAs 
7 
3 Si-delta doping lx the 
dot density 
Si n 1 to 2 e/dot 
7 5 GaAs 
7 20 AIGaAs 0.2 
7 100 GaAs 
7 20 AIGaAs 0.2 
7 130 GaAs 
7 20 AIGaAs 0.2 
7 200 GaAs 
1 4000 GaAs Si n 2X10+18 
I SI-GaAs Substra te 
The above table shows the layer structure for the first design. The QDIP device 
structure incorporated a bottom contact layer of 4000A n+ Si doped GaAs, an 
undoped layer containing 7 periods of active region, and a final 4000Ä n+ Si doped 
GaAs contact layer. The active region is Si 5-doped in the GaAs barrier layers, to a 
concentration of 6x1010cm"2 corresponding to approximately 1 electron per dot. 
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Using in-house software previously described in chapter 3 and used frequently for 
simulation of QW structures (e. g. QCLs), the conduction band of the above 
structure was calculated. The first simulation is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.2. Fig-5.3.1 
on the other hand shows a simple schematic illustrating the processes that occur in 
the conduction band. Arrows indicate the direction of the electron flow. 
AlAs barrier AlAs barrier 
DWELL 
SL exciý, 
A zone 
bottom 
contact """"' 
capture 
region 
1r 
u 
5432154 
Growth direction 
drift zone 1 iý ...... top contact 
Fie. 5.3. I. Schematic of the five-zone scheme for PV QDIP detector (not-in-scale), 
excitation zone. (2) GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice (3) drift zone, (4capture zone, 
C5) tunnellin zone 
With radiation incident on the detector, electrons will be photoexcited from the 
ground state of the QD to the state which is quasi-confined by the AlAs and first 
AIGaAs barriers (hereby referred to as DWELL state). The electrons should then 
tunnel through the first AlGaAs barrier of the SL in zone 2. Tunnelling in this 
direction is favourable because the state in the first QW of the SL is close to the 
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final photocurrent DWELL state and also because the electron flow is impeded 
along the growth direction by the AlAs thin layer which make it more probable for 
electrons to flow in the direction opposite to the growth direction. The tunnelling of 
electrons from the DWELL state through the AlGaAs barrier should in principle be 
faster (-. lps) [43] than the time it takes for them to relax back to the ground state 
(-5ps - see chapter 3.1). 
The consecutive AlGaAs barriers are designed to have equal composition and 
width, but are designed with an increasing spacing (opposite the growth direction) 
as to introduce a built-in potential to assist the tunnelling in the required direction. 
This is considered to be a better approach than introducing a compositionally graded 
AlGaAs barrier, as the tunnelling should be more efficient, and a digital grading 
generally involves less complicated growth conditions. The electron then passes 
through a drift zone of thickness of about 20nm of GaAs, before relaxing into the 
InGaAs QW capture zone. If the state to which the electron relaxes in the well is 
slightly above resonance with the QD ground state, then the electron should tunnel 
efficiently through the AlAs barrier to the next layer of dots. For this to occur the 
thickness of the AlAs barrier has to be calculated relating to the desired tunnelling 
efficiency and this can be done by estimating the tunnelling times for AlAs barriers 
[43]. However in this case the situation is slightly more complicated as the carriers 
will have to tunnel through a thin GaAs layer and the InGaAs capping layer. 
The QW was designed such that it had only one `ground' state to avoid transitions 
within the well which could result in loss of oscillator strength. The design of the 
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well however was based on a trade off between having a high indium composition, 
to tailor an energy level near the adjacent QD ground state. and not introducing 
more than one confined state in the well for the reasons mentioned above. Also the 
increased indium composition would increase the strain in the structure and may 
lead to defect formation. However as reported [42]. the energy of the QW state 
needs to be close to the energy of the adjacent QD state, and although for the current 
structure presented below this was somewhat understated, future attempts could in 
principle attempt a higher In composition in the adjacent well to lower the energy of 
QW state closer to the QD state, and investigate the effects this would have on 
performance. 
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Fig. 5.3.2. Simulation of the design described in table. 5.3.1. The calculated squared 
wavefunctions of the energy levels involved are shown. 
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The calculation for the first design is illustrated above in Fig. 5.3.2. The model uses 
an effective mass approximation to solve the Schroedinger equation and is the same 
that was used for preliminary calculations in chapter 3.3. The InAs QDs are 
simulated using a narrow InGaAs well. Although this is not very precise for 
modelling the QD wavefunction, the model is mainly used to estimate the 
appropriate distance between the AlGaAs barriers and the barrier height and width 
for effective tunnelling through the SL. Also it helps in investigating the maximum 
indium composition for the capture zone QW before introducing undesired bound 
states that the electron relaxing into the well could be re-excited to. The InGaAs 
QW in the DWELL excitation zone has been grown with a smaller indium 
composition (x=0.05) to ensure that there are no states resonant with the adjacent 
InGaAs QW in the capture region, which would lead to possible direct tunnelling of 
carriers before they could tunnel back to the QD ground state. 
Another critical issue concerning this design is the position of the doping. The 
grown devices discussed below were Si-doped in the GaAs layer just before the 
deposition of the InGaAs well in the excitation zone. Further studies could be 
performed to vary the position of the doping and investigate the effects on the 
photovoltaic operation of this design. However, it was decided that since the 
growth capability at the time allowed only for two designs to be grown, an 
investigation of the doping position would be experimentally realised at a later date. 
It is clear from the above discussion that this design is of high complexity. 
However preliminary simulations showed that other variations of the design (e. g. 
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with InAs/GaAs in the excitation zone, or more and less AIGaAs barriers), would be 
less effective overall, so the presented design was used. 
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Fig. 5.3.3. Measured Normal incidence photoresponse of PV SL QDIP at IOK 
(black), 50K (red) and LOOK (green). Inset shows the peak responsivity of the 
device at 77K. 
Fig. 5.3.3 shows the normal incidence spectral results of the first design at three 
different temperatures. Although it has been mentioned that these devices have a 
stronger p-polarised photoresponse, as discussed in chapter 3, the normal incidence 
response is still quite clear. A peak feature attributed to the EI_EQW transition is 
observed up to 100K without the application of an external electric field. A high 
energy shoulder is observed. attributed to transitions to the continuum of states. 
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similar to that observed for photoconductive QDIPs presented in this thesis. This 
indicates that the confinement of higher energy continuum states does not become 
enhanced with the incorporation of the AlAs and AIGaAs barriers, and hence 
transitions from these states do not contribute significantly to the spectral 
photoresponse. 
Responsivity measurements were performed on this device and an asymmetric 
dependence with bias was observed, since for forward biasing the AlAs layers 
provide a significant barrier to the photocurrent. In the inset of Fig-5.3.3, one can 
observe a plateau region at zero bias at low but still measurable values of 0.2mA/W, 
similar to the observed response of PV QWIPs [42]. These low values are expected 
in the absence of photoconductive gain. With applied bias the responsivity 
increases, but is still at quite low values, relative to the photoconductive QDIPs 
presented in the previous chapters. This decrease in responsivity values is 
associated with the AlGaAs and AlAs barriers suppressing the photogenerated 
carriers, indicating that the design requires further optimising. 
Also it is believed that the doping concentration was low for the PV design. 
Usually in the photoconductor case the structures are lightly doped, to limit the dark 
current and avoid occupation of higher energy states in the QD. However in this 
case the absence of the dark current should allow increased doping concentrations, 
to optimise the signal response of the detector. 
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Figs 34 Dark current IV curve (black line) and RoA product at 77K of the PV 
QDIP with a InGaAs capture zone, Ro being the differential resistance of the device 
and A its area. 
The dark current under bias was measured for this device, as well as the differential 
resistance of the detector, shown in Fig. 5.3.4. The differential resistance was 
calculated by measuring an IV of the device under black body illumination. The 
RoA product was then deduced by multiplying the differential resistance with the 
area of the device (diameter: 400µm). 
From the values for responsivity (Fig. 5.3.3. inset) and RoA (Fig. 5.3.4) one can 
estimate the detectivity of the PV detector using the equation [38,39]. 
D* = R(2) /_R0A 
,T 
(5.3) 
Where, RoA = 4.63x106S2cm2 at OV (Fig. 5.3.7), R(? ) -0.2mA/W at 77K, and kB is 
the Boltzmann constant = 1.3806503 x 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1. This results in a 
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detectivity of D* = 6.6x109cmHz'12W 1 at 77K and 0V, which is in a good range 
compared to values of -1010 cmHz'nW"' for PV QWIPs, especially as this is a non- 
optimised structure. The maximum detectivity for this device was calculated from 
the peak responsivity and the dark current and was -1x101°cmHz1nW'1 at -0.5V and 
77K. Also these values of responsivity and detectivity, as well as the maximum 
operating temperatures, are superior to previously reported PV QDIP detectors 
[36,37]. 
5.3.3. Design approach 2- without adjacent quantum well 
Table 5.3.2 Growth details of PV SL QDIP without InGaAs capture zone. 
Repeats Thickness 
(A) 
material x dopant type N concentration 
(cm-3) 
1 4000 GaAs Si' n 2X10+18 
1 400 GaAs 
7 18 AlAs 1 
7 70 InxGa(1-x)As 0.05 
7 7 InAs (2.55 ML) 
7 10 InxGa(1-x)As 0.05 
7 5 GaAs 
7 
3 Si-delta doping lx the 
dot density 
Si n 1 to 2e /dot 
7 5 GaAs 
7 20 AIGaAs 0.2 
7 100 GaAs 
7 20 AIGaAs 0.2 
7 130 GaAs 
7 20 AIGaAs 0.2 
7 200 GaAs 
1 4000 GaAs Si n 2x10+18 
1 SI-GaAs Substrate 
A second design was considered, very similar to the previous one, but with the 
absence of an InGaAs QW in the capture zone. Therefore in this design the drift 
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zone and the capture zone are combined. This device was grown to see the extent of 
the effect of the capture zone on the device operation. The structure was grown as 
shown above in Table 5.3.2. 
As the purpose of this structure was to elucidate the effects of the absence of the 
capture zone and its role in the overall design, independent simulation work to 
optimise this design separately was not carried out. Fig. 5.3.8 shows the 
photoresponse of the PV QDIP without an InGaAs capture zone. A signal of 
similar intensity is observed at zero applied field at 10K at a slightly longer 
wavelength of 7.5µm. The responsivity of the device was similar to the previous 
design for negative biases, but showed a less asymmetric dependence on bias. 
Wavelength (µm) 
' 012 
10 864 
U. J 
0.2 
ö 0.1 
a 
a) w 
zero voltage Io'D 
10.1 
77K 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Applied Bias (V) 
0.0 ha 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Energy(meV) 
Fig. 5.3.5. Spectral response of PV QDIP without InGaAs capture zone at 
I OK(black) and I OOK (red). Inset shows the 77K peak responsivity of the device 
10 
1 00K 
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Of note is the spectral shift of the photoresponse when the temperature is increased 
at 100K. This could be due to thermal ionisation from small to large dots with 
increasing temperature. Such a process would result to a reduction in linewidth as is 
observed here (26 meV to 19meV for 10K and lOOK respectively). Also the 
possible redistribution of carriers at higher temperatures within the structure (i. e. not 
all carriers being in the QDs), could create local electric fields, which would affect 
the transition energy and cause a shift of the photocurrent to higher energy. 
Also, for this design, the responsivity is suppressed to a lesser extent for forward 
bias. This indicates that the presence of the adjacent QW in the previous design 
could make the recapture of carriers in the QD through the QW probable, rather 
than allowing them to tunnel through to the next period. Such a process would be 
opposite to the photocurrent direction under the positive applied bias, and hence 
could compromise the response. However, further studies would be required to 
determine the above effects unambiguously. 
From these results it is hard to deduce whether the capture zone is essential, as we 
do not see evidence of more effective tunnelling in the initial design. However, 
further investigation and calculation is required to grow more devices with varying 
designs to fully understand the transport processes in this significantly complex 
structure. 
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Fig. 5.3.6. Dark current IV curve (black line) and RoA product at 77K of the PV 
QDIP without an InGaAs capture zone, Ro being the differential resistance of the 
device and A its area. 
Nonetheless, the dark current and RoA product for this design were measured at 
77K and from these (as above) the detectivity of the detector can be deduced from 
eq. 5.3. A value of D* = 3.9x109cmHz112W-1 at 77K and 7.5µm and 0V. showing a 
twofold decrease compared to the previous sample are observed. whereas the 
maximum detectivity for this sample is observed at -0.55V with valucs of' 
8x109cmHz1/2W-1 at 77K. 
77K 
PV without InGaAs capture zone 
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5.3.4. Summary 
These results show how PV QDIPs are most definitely a promising technique 
towards the use of QDIPs at higher temperatures, in applications requiring low 
background noise and where the low signal intensities are not of critical importance, 
such as FPAs with fast integration times. Nonetheless there needs to be further 
optimisation of the design regarding the following parameters: 
  Tailoring of the capture region QW state to be closer to resonance with the QD 
ground state for efficient tunnelling to occur 
  Thickness of the AlAs barrier for same reason as above 
  Doping position 
  Doping concentration 
  Excitation region design variation to achieve longer wavelengths (also 
achievable by rapid thermal annealing) 
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5.4. Discussion 
In this chapter, new directions in QDIP research at Sheffield were presented. It was 
shown how QDIPs can be designed or manipulated to suit various new, as well as 
existing applications. The capability to tune the spectral photoresponse of DWELL 
QDIPs across the 8-12µm LWIR atmospheric window by rapid thermal annealing 
was demonstrated, as well as the potential of shifting the far infrared s -p transitions 
below the phonon energy (<35meV). This could enable the operation of detectors 
in the terahertz region were there is a limited availability of imaging detectors. This 
would expand the applications for QDIPs, especially as there is a growing interest in 
the use of terahertz emitters for a range of applications including medical imaging 
(providing good contrast for different types of tissue-useful for types of skin cancer 
and other diseases) as well detection of explosives, prohibited substances and 
concealed objects. 
Another way of producing a fast, sensitive detector operating in the FIR was 
presented in this chapter. This involved utilising the p-like QD states as intermediate 
states between the QD ground state and the final photocurrent state in DWELLs, in 
order to induce two-photon detection. It was shown how the photocurrent of such a 
detector had a quadratic dependence on incident power when the incident 
wavelength matched that of the s -p state separation. Using two-photon detection, 
the device was successfully used to perform autocorrelation measurements using a 
free electron laser. This detector was not designed a priori for resonant two-photon 
absorption (i. e. the p-state energy was not half way between the the QD ground state 
and the QW final state). Nonetheless the results indicated a very high absorption 
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coefficient compared to bulk GaAs materials, and also was found comparable to 
other two-photon QWIPs in the literature. Upon further optimisation, two-photon 
DWELL QDIPs can prove a very useful technology for the characterisation of 
ultrafast laser pulses in the FIR, from free electron laser sources or mode-locked 
QCLs. 
Finally, the potential of DWELL QDIPs specifically designed for photovoltaic 
operation was presented, whereby two designs attempted to provide an enhanced in- 
build electric field to maximise the current flow in the absence of external bias. 
Photovoltaic mid-IR detectors are highly relevant as they are less prone to one of 
the main limitations of photoconductors in the same region which is the dark 
current. As photovoltaic detectors have no dark current they have a higher 
theoretical limit for the signal-to-noise ratio (or detectivity). It was shown how it is 
possible to design a photovoltaic detector to introduce a significantly enhanced in- 
built electric field that would favour the current flow in one direction towards the 
collector (in an n-i-n device). Although the design is still at the first stages of 
optimisation, the basic principles were demonstrated, and upon optimisation of the 
doping concentration, as well as several minor alterations to the design, this could 
prove a very promising approach to low-noise QDIPs. 
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6. Future directions 
In this final chapter of this thesis, the issues that could be addressed to improve 
DWELL QDIP performance, and the ways with which the already discussed 
approaches can be improved are summarised, and future approaches and techniques 
that could be implemented to investigate the properties of QDs and their relevance 
to the optical and electrical performance of QDIPs are discussed. 
As discussed in chapter 3.1, DWELL structures benefit from narrow linewidth 
strong high energy absorption, with longer relaxation times from high energy states 
to the ground state of -5ps compared to -lps for the equivalent relaxations in 
QWIPs. This lifetime is highly relevant to QD detectors as it is pertinent to the 
responsivity. It would be interesting to investigate DWELL structures with different 
dot sizes, and with different well widths, in terms of this lifetime, to see if it could 
be maximised. The investigation of relaxation times under applied bias would 
elucidate the long decay time which was observed. This is a non-trivial task as 
processed devices which can be biased are difficult to measure with ultrafast 
spectroscopy due to scattering from the contacts and other practical limitations. 
However there are techniques for applying electric fields on unprocessed 
semiconductor wafers, such as cryogenic probe stations, which could be used to do 
pump-probe measurements while applying lateral or vertical applied fields. 
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It has to be said that although various design alterations can improve QDIP 
performance, the successful growth of the QDs is the most important factor for the 
device's operation. In order to monitor this and investigate the effects of variations 
in the growth, structural information using techniques such as planar and cross 
sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (X-STM), would elucidate the relation of the physical aspects of the QD 
with the observed optical and electrical properties. A good example was discussed 
in chapter 3.3, where the observed bias dependent Stark shift increased with the 
number of InAs monolayers (NML) deposited during growth. Although the 8 band 
k"p method model used to simulate this behaviour provided a good understanding of 
the effect, the use of X-STM on samples with different NML could verify the 
interpretation, as well as supply more information on the strain build-up with 
increasing In, and the compositional distribution within the dot as well as the 
vicinity of the dot within the InGaAs QW. A clear understanding of the strain 
mechanisms in DWELLs is very important since it affects the offset of the DWELL 
conduction band and therefore the electron tunnelling and escape. 
Additionally, as discussed in chapter 4, different techniques can be applied to 
control and enhance the performance of DWELL QDIPs. It was demonstrated how 
the low QD density, which limits the number of absorbing electrons, can be 
increased, through the incorporation of a thin layer of antimony prior to QD growth. 
In addition a reduction of the dark current was observed with this technique possibly 
due to suppressed defect formation influenced by the GaSb surfactant. 
However, the further optimisation of this technique, primarily in terms of the growth 
of such structures with uniform size distribution, and the highest attainable dot 
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density, is yet to be undertaken. Also in the case of DWELLs where the In 
composition in the InGaAs QW affects the dot density and size distribution, this 
technique becomes more complicated. It could be possible that for this technique 
the optimum In composition in the QW is not the same as it is in conventional 
InAs/InGaAs DWELLs. This is one of the most promising techniques presented in 
this thesis. 
The optimisation of GaSb containing DWELL QDIPs will definitely be one of the 
main areas of research in the near future, especially as it is also highly relevant to 
QD lasers, whose performance is also affected by the low QD density in present 
devices. A further addition to this technique would be the attempt to grow ordered 
high dot density ensembles [see Infrared Physics & Technology 50 (2007) 162- 
165], which could improve the doping distribution and perhaps even allow the 
doping to be positioned in the dot layer. 
In terms of the incorporation of AlGaAs barriers for the development of 
InAs/GaAs/AlGaAs DWELLs to reduce the detector dark current, it has been 
demonstrated to be an efficient enough technique, since it also helps reduce the 
strain in the structure allowing the growth of multilayer (>20) structures (since less 
or no indium is required). This technique can probably produce good detectors and 
some have already been used in FPAs. Nonetheless, using this technique there is 
not much room for improvement, and if QDIPs are to be a competitive technology 
to QWIPs in any of the applications that they are aimed for, the need to have 
orotund advantages rather than just being equivalent. The use of surfactants such as 
antimony or the other techniques discussed below are certainly more promising and 
capable to produce competitive QDIPs. 
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Another method towards the production of multi-layer (>20) DWELL detectors, 
whilst maintaining the advantages of an InAs/InGaAs structure, is via the growth of 
GaP strain balancing layers. This was shown to be a promising technique, 
especially for detectors for high temperature operation. This technique also 
introduces a current blocking barrier in the conduction band, which decreases the 
dark current. As discussed in chapter 4.3, further growth and design optimisation is 
required to adjust the composition of the SC layers as well as their position in the 
structure. This could provide a very interesting approach for strain compensation in 
QD based devices in general. Again, X-STM and further TEM images could 
provide information on the effects that GaP has on the nucleation of the InAs dots, 
as well as the changes in the strain. 
The use of rapid thermal annealing capability to tune the spectral photoresponse of 
DWELL QDIPs across the 8-141im LWIR atmospheric window was demonstrated, 
as well as the potential of shifting the far infrared s -p transitions below the phonon 
energy (<35meV). This could enable the operation of detectors in the terahertz 
region were there is a limited availability of detectors. This would expand the 
applications for QDIPs, especially as there is a growing interest in the use of 
terahertz emitters for a range of applications including medical imaging or detection 
of concealed objects and explosives. Detectors in this region could also prove an 
interesting alternative to bolometers for certain applications requiring narrower band 
detection. 
As discussed in chapter 5.2, another way of producing a sensitive detectors 
operating in the FIR makes use of a p-like QD state as an intermediate state between 
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the QD ground state and the final photocurrent state in a DWELL QDIP, in order to 
induce two-photon detection. It was shown how the photocurrent of such a detector 
had a quadratic dependence on incident power when the incident wavelength 
matched that of the p- state. Using two-photon detection, detectors can be used to 
characterise ultrafast pulses in the FIR from free electron laser sources or mode- 
locked QCLs. The two-photon QDIP presented in this thesis was not designed to 
have equidistant states that would induce resonant two-photon absorption. 
Nonetheless, a very high absorption coefficient was derived even for this 
unoptimised structure. Future studies could involve the design of optimised 
structures with equidistant states. Furthermore, the p' p+ splitting of the 
intermediate state could be taken advantage of, since it would enable the tuning of 
the 2P process on and off resonance. In addition a polarisation dependence of the 
two photon absorption could be performed via 45° waveguide geometry to 
investigate the polarisation sensitivity of the 2P process, since it involves an 
intermediate state that is strongly s-polarised and a final state which is strongly p- 
polarised. 
Other future approaches could include the optimisation of the presented 
photovoltaic QDIPs, with higher doping concentrations, and different widths of 
barriers in the superlattice. 
Overall, I believe that the approaches discussed in this thesis adequately 
demonstrate the potential of DWELL QDIPs not only to reach the maturity level of 
QWIPs, but also to lead the way into new applications for infrared detectors. 
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